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GLossARY 

AlA--a branch or faction of a political party. 

ALA REBELDE--a break away (or rebellious) faction of a party. 
ALIANGA LIBERAL-~the political movewent supporting the candidacy of 

Getélio Vargas for president in the 1930 elections. 
(See pp. 48-50.) 

AANUENS 

"AO POVO HINEIRO" 
--an employee (usually public) working the morning shift only. 

to the people of fHinas Gerais. (To whom the Nanifesto 
Mineiro was directed.) 

BANCADA--legislative delegation; e.g., bancada mineira--the itinas Gerais 
delegation in the federal Chanber of Deputies. 

BIISTAS--faction within the PRM supporting the candidacy of Chrispim 
Jacques Dias Fortes for governor. (See pp. 44-45.) 

CADRE~-a pool of available and practicing politicians at the state 
Tevel. (See Appendix 1.) 

CAMARA--Chamber; as in Chamber of Deputies, 

CASSACAD, pl. CASSAGOES--termination of an elected mandate or public 
employment by executive (federal) decree. Hay 
also involve deprivation of political rights 
for 5 or 10 years. 

CASSADO--a person suffering cassacio. 

CHEFES--literally “chiefs," interior political chiefs. 

CHEFE DE GABINETE--the position of first executive officer to a state 
cabinet secretary. Prior to 1964 this was the term 
used for the governor's executive officer (now called 
‘the Secretary of Government). 

CHEFE DE POLICIA--Chief of state police forces; within the Secretariat 
of Interior and later became the Secretary of Public 
Safety. 

CLUBE REPUBLICANO--local clubs established in the 1870's and 1880's 
favoring abolition of the monarchy and a republican 
form of government for Brazil. 
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cONISSAO EXECUTIVA-~the PR executive committee, 

CORONEL, pl. CORONEIS--political chiefs in rural areas whose political 
power vas based on vertical solidarity in the 
tennant-Iandlord relationship. 

CORDNELISHO--a style of politics based on the local power of the 
corondis 

CORONELISTA--adjective from cor 

COMPRONISSO CORONELISTA--a bargain struck between the administration in 
the state capital and the local corondis. (See 
pp. 86-87.) 

CUPULA--the apex of political power in the state. (See Appendix I.) 

DIRETURIO--local (or regional) party directorate or committee. 

DOMINANTES--term applied to those with predominant political influence, 
usually economically based. 

DOUTORES--term of deference; title of person with a university degree, 
most commonly those with law degrees. 

EFETIVADO--a suplente who has permanently taken the seat of a resigning 
or deceased deputy. 

ESCOLA POLITICA "political school," term applied to the PSD, due to the 
party's reputation as an effective political training 
institution. (See pp. 119-120.) 

ESTADO NOVO--"The New State"; corporativistic institutional arrangement 
imposed by the Vargas regine in 1937. 

EXTRA-CHAPA--an independent candidate running against the official slate 
of the PRM during the First Republic. 

GOVERNO 00S MAGISTRADOS--"Governnent of the Civil Servants," the first 
phase of the post-Vargas interventor period in 
1945, when the state's administration was placed 
in the hands of career civil servants, mostly 
from the judiciary. 

INTERVENTOR--federally appointed state chief executives; can also be 
federally or state appointed local mayors. 

JEQUITINHONHA--geographic region in Northeastern Minas Gerais. (See 
Figure 3.2.) 

YANIFESTO HINEIRO--a call for a return to a denocratic regime, published 
by a group of minairos in late 1943, (Seep. 50.) 
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nas Gerais, (See Figure 3.2.) HATA--geographic region in Eastern i 

NESA--the officers elected internally within the state assembly, 
Chamber of Deputies and federal Senates also forming the executive 
committee of each house. 

WETALORGICA--geographic region in Central Minas Gerais. (See Figure 3.2.) 

MINEIRO--a person from Hinas Gerais. 

NunICiPIO--1ocal government unit below the state level in Brazil. 

0 SEU--"his [own]" candidate. Indicated or preferred candidate of a 
politician or political chief. 

PALACIO DA LIBERDADE--the Governor's palace in Belo Horizonte. 

PARTIDO CATOLICO--dissident electoral faction formed around the Juiz de 
Fora group for the constituent assenbly elections in 
1890. (See pp. 42-43.) 

PARTIDO PROGRESSISTA--party organized as the situacdo in support of the 
Vargas regime (and Valladares in Minas Gerais) 
1935-1937. (See p. 50.) 

PAULISTA--a person from the state of Sao Paulo. 

PESEDISTA--a menber or supporter of the PSD, 

PETEBISTA--a menber or supporter of the PTB. 

POLITICA DE CAFE CON LEITE--political combination of Hinas Gerais and Sé% 
Paulo alternating national political power 
during the First Republic, 

POLITICA DOS GOVERNADORES-~in that national politics were worked out at 
the cipula level among the one-party state 
machines; the governors of the largest states 
formed the decision-making nucleus during the 
First Republic. 

PREFEITO--prefect, or mayors chief executive of the local municipio. 
(Called agente executivo during the First Republic.) 

PRESIDENTE--President (in the First Republic the state governor was called 
the Presidente do Estado.) 

PRESTIGIO ELEITORAL--“electoral prestige," the political capital accrued 
by a politician after successive (and successful) 
electoral tests. 

REVANICHE--recurrence, return, comeback. 
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RIO DOCE--geographic region in Eastern Ninas Gerais. (See Figure 3.2.) 

RITINO DE BRASTLIA-~"pace of Brasflia [construction]." Campaign slogan 
of Israel Pinheiro in 1955. (See p. 63.) 

SARGENTACAO--the practice of political apprenticeship, “advancing up 
through the ranks." 

SECRETARIO--secretary; particularly state cabinet secretary. 

‘SECRETARTADO DA SAUDADE: nostalgic cabinet." (See p. 64.) 
SERTAO--arrid region of Northern and flortheastern Minas Gerais. 

SILVIANISTAS--faction within the PRM supporting the candidacy of 
Silviano Brandio for Governor. (See p. 48-50.) 

SITUACAD--party or political faction grouped around those in current 
adninistrative control. 

SITUAGAO LOCAL-~the situasdo group at the municfpio level. 

SUPLENTE--an elected substitute \ithin the proportional representation 
system for the offices of vereador, deputy and senator. 

TARASCA--nickname for the PRM executive committee, (See Chapter 3, 
Note 31.) 

UDENISTA--a member or supporter of the UDI. 

VEREADOR--town councilman, municipal legislator. 

VICE PRESIDENTE--Vice President. 
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This study is based on two levels of analysis: socfal backgrounds 

and recruitment motivations. The former is based on data gathered for 
30 governors, 17 vice governors, 265 cabinet secretaries, and 368 federal 

deputies serving from 1890-1971, and 302 state deputies serving from 

1947-1971. The latter is based on 140 interviews conducted during 1970 
and early 1971 with sanples of deputies and secretaries, stratified over 

the 1945-1970 period. 
The social background analysis includes the following variables: 

occupation, region of birth, geographic mobility, education, family ties, 

age, institutionalization, party affiliation, turnover, and cohort longev- 

ity. Career advancement patterns are also examined for each group. In 
addition to certain bivariate comparisons, change over time analysis is 

also presented in terms of legislative and administration cohorts. 

‘The most interesting findings include: the role of the PRM in 
recruitment of deputies fron more institutionalized political careers 
after 1900; geographic mobility into the Metaldrgica and away from the 
Southern regions; circulation between elected and appointed positions 

(especially during the First Republic) in conformance with the 

compronisso coronelista pattern; the role of the PSD in the post-1945 



period as an escola polftica (with its sargentagao pattern); and the 

effects of the 1964 revolution and new party system in terms of con- 

striction of prior recruitment patterns. 
The analysis of motivational data vas broken down by initial politi- 

cal socialization, recruitment to first office, and recruitment to first 

candidacy as deputy or service as cabinet secretary. 
Those evidencing career, and achievement motivations, and political 

family ties were socialized and entered first office at earliest ages. 
UON candidates explained their party choice more frequently in progranma- 

tic terms; whereas for the PSD and PR family influence and sargentacdo 

Were more common. The PTB had 2 more “traditional” pattern, while new 
adherents to the AREWA and HOB cited "programatic/ideological” reasons 

for party choice, in higher proportions. 

The effects of the 1964 Revolution are examined in the analysis of 
interviews with legislators serving in 1970; 35 federal and 51 state 

deputies. Through hierarchical rankings of political positions within 
Minas for two tine periods, it was ascertained that: executive positions 

accrued more prestige after 1964, to the detriment of legislative office, 
and with the Hayor of Belo Horizonte and the majority leader in the AL 

being perceived as executive positions. 
Although state deputy was observed to be the most frequent base 

office for federal deputy (both perceived and observed), only 11.3% of 

the current state deputies cited interest in the latter office. More 
state than federal deputies expressed future career ambitions, and the 
former showed a marked disinterest in advancenent to the federal arena. 

Attempts by the natfonal government to foster renovation through 

increased recruitment "from the grass roots" were not successful in 
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Ninas as 

in 1970. 

The 

in terms 

only five local mayors (out of 722) became candidates for deputy 

problems of integration within the new ARENA party are examined 

of the continued existence of the ex-parties and the adoption 

of coexistence criteria regulating patronage and balanced recruitment. 
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PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

Prior to presenting the analysis of data gathered through field 
research, some preliminary discussion is warranted. Thus Part I will 

attempt to place the scope of the present study in proper perspective, 
discuss the theoretical problens involved, and provide an outline of 
the political context within the state of Minas Gerais. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

This study investigates the process of political recruitment 

during an important transition stage in Brazilian political history-- 

as the country evolved from the First Republic, with its high degree 

of sub-system autonomy and dominated by a land-based political style, 

through an interim period of centralization of authority and politics 

of industrialization, to the beginnings of a mass-based, urban style of 

competitive politics. 

The Context 

From the list of studies compiled in Appendix II, it is apparent 

that by far the larger proportion of research on political recruitment 
has been conducted in the more developed countries; approximately two- 
thirds of the bibliography encountered. OF the remaining studies con- 

ducted in "third world" countries, the Latin Anerican area has received 
relatively little attention; the Middle East/llorth Africa and Asia each 
accounting for more field research on political recruitment. 

William A. Melsh, ina “cursory” survey of the literature, laments 

the lack of quantity (as well as quality) of studies on "political 
leadership" for Latin America: 

That which has been written on Latin Anerican political 
leadership commonly suffers fron a host of serious method- 
ological shortcomings. For this reason, these studies (at 
Veast in the eyes of émpirically-orientéd scholars in con- 
parative politics) have contributed little to a systematic 



understanding of Latin Anerican political processes.! 

Essentially the same can be said for Brazil; to date no compre~ 

hensive study of the recruitment of the nation's political elite has 

been attempted. Rober Packenham's evaluation written in 1965 is still 

valid 
Practically no systenatic studies of the social backgrounds 
of national politicians exist--for example: cabinet ministers, 
deputies and senators, influential military officers, and even 
presidents and vice gresidents--and only of sone state and 
jocal functionaries. 

Two studies have been conducted among national congressmen, but 
did not involve political recruitment per se.? In her investigation of 
political parties, Peterson provides sone insights as to the role of the 
party convention in the selection of candidate slates for the 1958 
elections in three states.* A background study of the Guanabara state 

Assembly wes conpiled by Pita and Arruda; hovever, only unidimensional 
distributions were reported.° A questionnaire aduinistered among state 

deputies in Minas Gerais (elected in 1966) contained sone itens on social 
backgrounds and pre-Assenbly office held; and were cross-tabulated with 

6 party and attitudes towards economic development. 
In a pioneering effort, Orlando Carvatho compiled background data 

on 31,660 political actives in Minas Gerais (during 1948). Attenpting 

to link state and municipal level politics with social system changes, 
Carvalho cross-tabulated the ba grounds of state and federal deputies, 
and local mayors, vereadores and diretérios by party; relating the latter 
to demographic changes observed from the 1940 and 1950 censuses.” 

A nunber of comunity power studies have dealt peripherally with 
initial selection and recruitment at the local level. Five of the 

latter have been aptly reviewed by José Murito de Carvatho.® 



The upshot of all this is that for Brazil, research on what might 
be loosely temed "political recruitment" has: 

(1) followed the social background approach; 

(2) focused on the state or local level of politics; 
(3) analyzed a specific office (or institution)? at one point in 

tine; 
(4) not utilized survey research techniques to investigate the 

recruitnent process from the particfpants' perspectives and 

(5) not embodied a conceptual framework of political recruitment, 

However, the above studies have provided some useful insights as 

to the role of family, student activism, education, social class, 
political parties and prior political experience in the process of 
initial selection and subsequent recruitment into political roles. 

Analytical Scope 

‘The analysis in the present study will focus on the changing 

recruitnent patterns of the political elite in one Brazilian state-- 
Minas Gerais. (See Figure 1.1 locating the state within Brazil.) Based 

on prior conceptualizations of the process of political recruitment, 
together with the insights and deficiencies eninent in research conducted 
in Brazil, a strategy for analysis was developed which: 

(1) examines recruitment as a longitudinal process over an 80 

year tine franes 

(2) combines the approaches of social background analysis with 

survey research methods--eliciting elite attitudes and recollections 
of the recruitnent process; and 

(3) compares recruitment to a number of offices at both the cipula 
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Figure 1.1--Brazil: Locating the State of Minas Gerais 



and cadre levels of the state's political elite.!@ 
This conceptual framework is developed in Chapter 2. 
In Brazil, state politics is "where it all begins;" and only rarely 

are individuals directly recruited to the national level without at 

least sone activity in local and/or state politics. 17 

Ninas Gerais was chosen for two principal reasons: the state has 

traditionally participated disproportionally in the decisions taken by 
the national civilian political elite; and secondly, the state offers an 
approximation of a regional micro-nodel of the nation.!2 

The historical scope attenpts to compare recruitment patterns during 
the First Republic (1890-1930), through the "attenuating" Vargas period 

of transition, with the post-1945 re-democratitization epoch, and the 

post-1964 “revolutionary phase, The state's political history for the 
full period is summarized in Chapter 3, 

The analysis in Part II will attenpt to relate changes in the social 
and economic systems with changes in background criteria used in the 

initial recruitment of future state~ ide legislators, and their 

subsequent career advancenent patterns. During the First Republic, 
federal deputies were observed (in Chapter 4) to effectively utilize the 

conpromtsso cononelista, involving the alternation between adsinistra- 

tive and elected positions, to enhance their (electoral) career chances. 
Also, within the one-party systen, the P.R.M. had a definite institu- 

tionalizing effect on recruitment patterns after 1900. 
For the post-1945 period, background analysis is continued for 

federal and state deputies (in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively) regarding 

changes in the above mentioned phenonena, within the context of a 
multi-party system and increased electoral conpetition. Effects of the 



interim Vargas pariod are also considered. 

Recruitment to the state executive is analyzed in Part IIT. 

Chapter 7 examines recruitment to the position of state cabinet secre- 

tary for the full period (1892-1917). As will be seen in Part V, the 
various secretariats may be stratified regarding their political 

prestige and inportances an attribute which is also seen as changing 
over tine. Background and recruitment variables are broken dovn by 

secretariat and administration for the 265 individuals involved. 

Recruitment to the cdpuia (or apex) of the state political elite 
is presented in Chapter 8 The backgrounds and career advancement 

patterns of 30 governors and 17 vice governors are compared, and also 

related in sunnary form to the data presented in Chapters 4 through 7. 
The recruitment process fron the perspective of the recruites is 

treated in Part IV. Uata gathered through interviews with samples of 

state and federal deputies, and cabinet secretaries serving during the 
post-1945 period are examined within the framework of a three-stage 

recruitment process.13 
Early political socialization of the individual is examined in 

Chapter 9. Included are the effects of family, political personalities, 
student activism, and early political activities. 

Initial selection and recruitnent to first political position is 
related to prior socialization, to background characteristics, type of 

structure or individual performing the recruitment function, and style 
of recruitment evidenced. This is in Chapter 10. 

Finally, subsequent career advancement to the institutional position 

under scrutiny (deputy or secretary), is analyzed in Chapter 11. The 
main aspects considered here are: type of candidacy mechanism and 



recruitment style, involvement of political party and personality, the 
effects of prior political career, and certain key background character- 
istics (namely fanily, education, and region). 

Part V considers the recruitnent process from a nore current per- 

spective, and is based on interviews with state and federal deputies 

serving in the 1970 session. Chapter 12 focuses on changing patterns 
of career advancenent with particular attention given to the effects of 
the 1964 revolution. This is accomplished thru rankings of a series of 

political positions both prior to and following the revolution. The 
current legislators’ evaluation of the recruitment process within the 

state includes their own career perspectives, the attractiveness of the 

political system in recruiting new candidates for deputy, and the role 
of party as a recruiting structure. 

Conclusions are presented in Part VI and integrate the findings 
from the analysis of background data (Parts II and I!1) with those based 

on the interview data (Parts IV and V). Suggestions for further research 
are also presented in Chapter 13. 
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SWith the exception of Orlando Carvatho, op. cit. 

Tfor a detailed discussion of the choice of institutional positions 
within the universe of the state political elite, and for a definition of 
the terms cipula and elite cadre, see Appendix 1, "Methodological Note." 
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Mgrancisco Clenentino Santiago Dantas, (federal deputy from 
Minas Gerais, and now deceased), when Finance Minister during the early 
1960's, was known to have lamented the fact that he had not acquired 
any experience in municipal politics or state government, prior to his 
activities at the national level. Related in an interview with Tancredo 
de Almeida Neves, Brastlia, September 3, 1970, 

TFor a more detailed discussion of the rationale involved in 
chosing a state system (and that of ifinas Gerais in particular), see 
Appendix 1, For an expanded discussion of the applicability of a 
regional analysis to Minas Gerais, see Chapter 3. 

Tsampling procedures are outlined in Appendix 1. 

Materials used in the interviewing are found in Appendix XI. 



CHAPTER 2 

CONCEPTUAL FRAKEWORK 

The concept "political recruitnent" was first used by Lester 
Seligman in the 1950's.! With the advent of functional analysis in the 
1960's, political recruitment came to be termed one of the input func~ 
tions operating in all political systens.? Over the past ten or twelve 

years students of comparative politics have increasingly used this 
function (either as their prine focus or one elenent) in the analysis of 
the various political systens. The recruitnent function has also becone 
a frequently used analytical tool in the field of comparative state 

politics in the United States. (For an enumeration of these studies, see 
Appendix 11.) 

Before proceeding to the detailing of the specific theoretical 
framework used in the present study, it would be useful to review the 
broad theoretical background on which recruitment studies are based. 

Such studies can be grouped along three general lines of inquiry: 
1) elite studies; 2) studies of the social backgrounds of political 
leaders and their individual career patterns; and 3) psychological studies 
of elite motivations, attitudes and pre-dispositions, 

Elite Studies 

The study of political recruitnent involves use of the term "political 

elite," i.e., the individuals "recruited" from the mass of citizens fom 

some kind of "select" or differentiated croup. How can this term “elite,” 

n 
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and more specifically "political elite" be adequately defined? 

Janowitz has defined elites as, 
those menbers of a functional group, a social organization 
or society who exercise the most power. They are the indi- 
viduals who actually and potentially have access to the 

Salhwrel iver test values es a Seems ee 
Thus, the access to power and the control of group values are keys to 
identifying elites. fHosca and Pareto, in their classical writings, saw 

the political elite as controlling the state.* The elite may be based 

on a dominant social position (Iiosca), or on certain psychological 
traits allowing the elite to exploit social conditions within the 
conmnity (Pareto). Ina certain sense, the political elite can be 

thought of as the “top power class" in a community or political system.> 

With further refinement of the concept political recruitment in 
mind, it is apprepriate to examine Mosca's ideas a bit further. In dis- 
cussing his concept of the “ruling class," Mosca differentiates political 

systems by the flow of authority (legitimazation of the rulers) and the 

source of recruitment of the ruling class.© 

Authority flows either dovmvard--the “autocratic principle" (authority 
granted by sone higher official)--or upward--the "liberal principle” 

{authority granted by the ruled, usually through an election). The 

recruitment of the ruling class will be effected through either "aristo~ 
cratic" or "democratic" tendencies. The tendency is aristocratic when 

new members of the ruling class are recruited from the descendents of the 

existing rulers. The democratic tendency is operant when the ruling 
class is reneved from the lower classes, i-e., those ruled. 

Mosca states that both recruitment tendencies are present in all 

political systems, and that either in its extreme form is problematic. 
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Extrene aristocratic recruitment may tend to isolate the rulers from the 
needs and denands of the society in general. The opposite extreme 

denotes a revolutionary situation, wherein a ruling class hardly exists, 
due to almost constant replacenent from below. Although it is observed 

that the latter situation would tend to stabilize, as the revolutionary 

Jower classes are always led by a compact minority, which almost 

inevitably transforms itself into the new ruling class. 
Hosca's two principles of authority flow and two recruitment 

tendencies are combined into a two-by-two design which vas used to 

classify the four combinations of systen-types observed at that tine. 
Figure 2.1 is a representation of this scheme. 

Studies by Floyd Hunter and C. Wright Hi11s have attempted to 
identify powerful groups in local conmunities and the United States, but 

neither fully considers the complexities of the various power structures 

existing within a given system.” Instead of assuming a concentration of 
power in a single group, Dahl sees several groups: each influencing a 
particular policy output area, and each drawing on a somewhat different 
(but to varying degrees overlapping) social or economic power bases.© 

Daht thus advances a polyarchic view of political leadership. 
Such studies have been successful in identifying and differentiating 

political elites, but do not explore their origins, nor the process by 
uhich certain individuals were able to gain access to the elite, while 
others, with similar socio-economic positions in the cormunity or nation, 

are (were) not recruited to positions within the political elite.® 

Studies of Social Backgrounds and Career Patterns 

Perhaps the most common approach to the examination of political 
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recruitment has focused on the social backgrounds and career advance- 

ment patterns of inportant office holders. Usually a specific 

institutional political position is chosen to define the elite sec 
tion to be examined, and background and career data are gathered for 
individuals, either passing through the position, or who have been 
candidates for the position during a given time period. Underlying 

such investigations are notions of "representativeness" (or the lack 
thereof) of the elite section vis-a-vis the mass population, on certain 
socio-economic variables.10 

In 1954, Donald tlatthews synthesized a number of such "background" 

studies, and concluded that the upper-level of political decision 

makers in the United States tends to: come from upper-status occupa- 
tions, have higher-than-average levels of education, be predominantly 

Protestant, white and native born.!! Ina later study, Matthews found 

these same characteristics among U.S. Senators during the post-World 

War II period,’ white Schmidhauser demonstrated a similar trend for 

Supreme Court Justices. 13 

On the other hand, Forthal and Gosnel1's studies of Chicago precinct 
workers (in 1928 and 1936) showed that recruitment was predominantly 
from the lover classes.14 gut, later studies by Bone and Harned found 

that local party committeemen tended to come from the better educated 
sections of the population. 15 

Frey in his study of the Turkish political elite compares the back~ 

grounds of National Assenbly Deputies to the mass of Turkish society, 
and finds that: 

Turkish society is predominately agricultural,...hovever, 
among deputies, agriculture occupied less than 10 per 
cent of the total group.... The two groupings that were 
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greatly overrepresented were the professionals and the 
officials. .approximately ten fo twenty tines their 
weight in the male population. 

Frey raises the difficult question of how to define the mass population 

for conparison purposes; urban males, al1 males over 21, heads of house- 
holds, the population of the 20 largest cities in Turkey, etc.? Thus 
the fallacy of attempted "representational" elite-nass comparisons on 

background variables.17 

However, background variables, when taken over time, can provide 
valuable insights into the changing structure of the elite, especially 

configurations of relative access to decision-making. Frey examines 

Turkey's Grand National Assenbly from 1920 through 1957 and concludes 
that the proportions of lauyers, medical and other professions, and 

traders steadily increased, while military and other officials, and 

religious declined over the total period; and "localism" (the percentage 
of deputies born in the region they represent) starts at 62 per cent and 

drops to a low of 30 per cent in 1935, and increases to a high of 65 per 

cent by 1957.18 Frey concludes that these changes in the occupational 

makeup of the Assembly, parallel the nation's political development, 

growth of the multi-party systen, and enhanced prestige and importance 

of certain occupations in Turkey. Regarding the "U-shaped" curve of 
localism over time, Frey states that this mirrors the death of Ataturk 

(in 1938), the advent of multi-party politics (in 1946), and the steady 
increase in the legal, trade and professional occupation groups (which 

are more locally based). 
Guttsman in his longitudinal study of British HP's is able to link 

changes in the occupational and class structure of the House of Cormons 
to certain decisive watersheds of increased enfranchisement (in the 19th 
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century) and changes in the level of urbanization and economic makeup of 

the nation.|9 

In his initial study of political careers in the United States,20 

Schlesinger denonstrated the inportance of holding legislative or Taw 
enforcenent offices as portal to the governorship. In his later and nore 
comprehensive study, utilizing political career data for governors, and 
senators from 1914 to 1958, Schlesinger was able to discern the 
existence of an “opportunity structure" (which varies in size and shape 
by state, party system and region), certain more efficacious career 
patterns, and the existence of a "nanifest" office and 2 "base" office, 
concepts which will be quite useful in analyzing the recruitnent process 
in Minas Gerais,?? 

Although these types of studies provide useful insights into: the 
changing power and prestige relationships within a given political elites 
reflect changes in the social, economic and political systems; and pro- 
vide useful information about political promotion within the higher levels 
of the political elite--little or no inferences can be dravn as to how 
and why such political actors were initially recruited, and subsequently 
progressed to their present positions within the elite. 

Psychological Studies: Motivations and Attitudes 

These studies attenpt to answer the questions: Why do certain 
individuals seek public office (elective or appointed)? How were they 
initially recruited into politics? What factors were involved in their 

subsequent career advancenent? 
Lasswell has theorized that power may not be the primary motivation 

of political office-seekers, as pover-oriented individuals are likely to 
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be too inflexible and conpulsive to be successful politicians. Instead, 

he says, political leaders, 

are oriented tovard power as a coordinate or secondary vglue 
with other values such as respect, rectitude and wealth.¢3 

In their study of San Francisco Bay Area municipal counciTnen, 

Eulau and Koff were able to discern two types of social status typess 
mobiles and stables (inter-generationally). The status stables (non- 

mobiles) appeared to seek office motivated by accruing rewards in direct 

personal terms, whereas, the mobiles aspired to office with motivations in 

terms of the direct effect legislative service would have on their social 

status and occupation, 4 
Rosenzweig also found upward social mobility to be 2 factor involved 

in the candidacy of 16 congressional aspirants in Western Nassachusetts 

for the 1956 elections, the prine motivations cited were accruing prestige 
and respect, in terms of friendships built and services rendered,°® 

However, the key to such expectations (and thus motivation) "depends on 

what you were [before becoming a candidate]."26 

Several researchers have attenpted to conpare elite and mass in 

terms of personality types and inventories. In 1950 NeConaughy reported 
a conparison of 18 South Carolina state representatives and senators with 
‘two control groups--local service club menbers, and a group of adult 

college graduates. The legislators evidenced strong, stable personalities 
in relation to the mass groups: less neurotic, more self-sufficient, 
nore extroverted, more dominant, more masculine, more self-confident, and 

less tense.?7 Ideologically, the elite group was found to be less fascist, 

but slightly more conservative. Conservatism was positively correlated 
with age, and interestingly, negatively with the level of retail sales 

‘in the home county. 
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Brouning did essentially the same thing, in his comparison of 
businessnen active in politics with a matched (on background character- 

28 istics) group of non-active businessmen.” schwartz compared the 

personality inventories of his sample of party comitteemen fron 
metropolitan Goston, with standardized scores for adults and college 
students? 

In 2 comparative article based on prior research (based on 
30 businessmen in eastern cities,*” and precinct workers in Louisiana 

parishes,3!) Browning and Jacob conclude that motivations of political 

aspirants vary with local circumstances: 

relatively plentiful opportunities for power and achievenent 
in the economic arena channel strongly motivated men into 
economic rather than political activity; in communities 
vuhere politics and political issues are at the center of 
attention and interest, men attracted to politics are likely 
to be more strongly pover- and achievenent-notivated than in 
comunities where politics commands only peripheral interest; 
political systens that offer upward political mobility 
attract men with relatively strong achievenent and power 
motivation; and concentration in a political systen on matters 
of strictly party or factional organization and power, to the 
near exclusion of public policy concerns, tend to keep tien 
with strong affiliative needs out of politics.3¢ 

Regarding specific reasons given for seeking offices Gosnell and 
Forthal found that enong precinct-Tevel politicians (\ho vere generally 
of low social status) the prine motivation was personal material gain. > 
In Tater studies conducted in Seattle and New Haven, material gain was 
not a motivating force to candidacy.?4 

Other researchers have found the level of inter-party conpeti ion 
and party organization to be an inportant variable affecting stated 
motivations for seeking office. 

In their study of four state legislatures, Wahike, et al, found 
that: the more competitive the party systen, the nore professionalized 
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political skills, prior political office holding, and party sponsor- 

ship were cited; and the less the competition, the more frequently 

“opportunity,” combining private and political careers, achievenent of 

Personal yoals, and interest group sponsorship were cited as motivations. 35 

Although Soule found his Index of (individual) Initiation to be 
positively correlated with both Tevel of education and inter-generational 

social mobility, he concluded that for his fichigan legislators, party 
was the most significant source of decision to run, equally for both 
parties .36 

UihiVe Fishel found that asong congressional challengers (in the 
1966 elections), holding prior party office significantly increased the 

amateurs’ motivations to seek higher office (congressman);27 Prewitt and 

Nowlin, in subsequent analysis of the data for the 372 Bay Area council~ 
en, found ambition (or aspiration to a higher political position) to be 
directly related to the ambitious’ perceptions of the office aspired to.28 

However, a series of intervening variables were found effecting the 

latter bivariate relationship: personality, ascriptive (race, sex, 
religion, ethnicity) barriers, structural considerations (location within 

the opportunity structure), and background variables (mainly status and 
age). 

Recruitient studies focusing on notivation, attitudes, aspiration, 
or anbition, generally examine entry to one specific office (usually at 
a middle level), and at a specific point in time, They tell us little 

about the manner through which the individual (who has held prior office) 
initially got interested in politics, and was initially recruited. Two 

alternative designs are conceivable: first, a panel of initial recruits 

to local (but anbition stimulating) offices could be followed through time 
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along their political careers; or elite sections at various levels of 

political office could be interviewed with recall-type items. The 
former would by necessity have to be quite ample in size (to assure 

minimal numbers after attrition) and thus extrenely costly; while the 
latter would be tore economical, but less illuminating. A modified 

version of the latter design was used in the current study. 

A second problem encountered in “psychological” type studies, 
especially in ones involving personality inventories, involves elite 

receptivity, hich will diminish with higher level of political office. 
For example, the blocs of personality items in the questionnaries run by 

McConaughy, Schwartz, and Soule would not be acceptable to governors, 
national legislators or cabinet menbers. 

Political Recruitment as a Longitudinal Process 

‘As was seen above, much of the theoretical basis of the concept, 

political recruitnent, has been built on rather specific or restricted 
cases; specific geographically, in terms of position in the political 
hierarchy, and tenporally. hat is needed, therefore, is a comprehensive 

and longitudinal conceptualization (or node!) of political recruitment 
a5 an on-going process--from the point of initial motivation, selection, 

and recruitment thru subsequent career advancement, and enbodying many 
of the key concepts and stages discussed above. 

The foregoing will attempt the synthesis of such 2 conceptualization, 
directed at developing a framework which is both suitable and valid for 

the analysis of political recruitnent within a state political system 
in Brazil. 
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The Recruitment Process: iho? 

Recruitment can be viewed as a continuous "screening" process 

by which individuals possessing cartain personality traits 
and occupying specified social positions in their comiunt 
are screened by political institutions for elective 

Figure 2.2 details Prewitt's representation of the "successive narrowing 

[or screening] of the many who are governed to the few who govern." 

‘The Chinese Box Puzzle model appropriately represents the stages in this 
screening process. 

As will be seen below, this representation of the process is lacking, 

primarily because it is not adequate for the process of recruitment to 
Non-elective political positions, does not provide for the "re-cycling” 

of candidacies, nor for alternative sequencing within the longitudinal 

process, nor for the process of career advancement. However, Prewitt's 
scheme does renain a good interpretation of the narrowing involved in the 

initial selection and recruitment process. 

The Recruitment Process: How? 

Figure 2.3 presents a more adequate representation of the longitudinal 
recruitment process. Browning devised this scheme for purposes of 
computer simulation of the recruitment process; thus the need to incor- 

porate "re-cycling," alternative and multiple sequences, and continuous 
Flow aspects.40 

Browning's version was developed for partisan elections in the 
United States, and involves the following stages in the recruitment 
process. Party and interest group leaders play the prine role in 
recruiting candidates (2), Sone individuals accept; others reject such 

overtures (5). Their decisions will depend on their perceptions of the 
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systen's characteristics, the opportunity structure, consequences of 
their holding office, and on their evelustions of such perceived 
attributes. (1) and (3). 

Sone nay be “self-starters," initiating their ovn candidacies, 
perhaps in consultation with party leaders, but not directly recruited 
by the leaders (1), (3), and (4). The latter aspirants and forner 
recruits then conpete for noninations (6) and in elections (7). The 
resulting office holders then adopt certain behaviors in office (8), as 
determined by the systen characteristics (1), and their individual 
attributes (3). 

The stages are then successively repeated in future time periods, 
{in which certain paraneters may change: systen characteristics, the 
bases of individual decisions, and the individuals’ office holding 
experiences from previous tine periods.47 

Browning then proceeds to detail sub-nodels and their respective 
decisional conditions for predicting aspirations, election outcones, and 
incumbents! behavior choices, based on his data for businessmen. 

For present purposes, a discussion of the simulation will be 
foregone in light of the necessity of modifying Browning's model by 
adding certain specific conponents of the recruitment process that were 
Judged inportant in the theoretical review above. 

First, an additional "box" (86) is needed which would enter the 
sequences (1)-(B6)=(2) and (1)-(86)-(3)-(4). (B6) would be the set of 
politically relevant background characteristics possessed by the 
individual, including his network of "S-groups" and other “electoral” 
attributes. 

Occupation would be one to the crucial social variables found in 
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(86). Occupational role rather than status alone is the important 

factor here. Certain occupations by their nature involve bargaining, 

negotiation and "brokerage." Jacob explicates this concept, stating 
that: 

certain occupations frequently place their practitioners 
into a bargaining role where they deal with outsiders 
(non-subordinates) and try to reach a mutually satisfying 
agreement. The lawyer is the classic example. He is the 
negotiator between parties who are in conflict or who 
desire to reach a common end.... But not all lawyers 
play this role,...the corporation lawyer who principally 
acts as legal advisor rather than as negotiator is seldom 
found in politics... Insurance salesmen, relators, 
Independent nerghants are others frequently found in a 
brokerage role. 

Age, as discussed above is another important characteristic of the 
individual, affecting his perceptions of the system's opportunity 
structure, and thus would be included in (86). 

Place and type of formal education received were found to be 
‘important recruitment criteria in Minas Gerais during the historical 
period; as were ties with important political families within the 
state.“4 These also are included in the box (85), and an effort will be 
nade to see if their influence has changed over tine. 

Browning has included both party and interest group structures as 
performing the recruitment function within box (2). In leu of the 
research and subsequent conceptualizations reported by Schwartz, Selignan, 
and Schlesinger, and as necessitated by the Brazilian situation, these 
two structures will be separated; thus facilitating a representation of 
their role in the recruitnent process--interacting sequentially and/or 
independently. 

Based on the findings of Selignan and others,*® this interaction 

will be further conditioned by the level of inter-party competition 
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existent in the given system, at the specific point in time, 
Selignan has refined his conceptualization of mechanisms involved 

in the recruitment process and their relation to inter- and intra-party 
competition, which may be synthesized into a typology of six. The six 
mmechanisns which are relevant to the Brazilian case are: 

(1) Self-recruitner when the self-starter joins the contest 

without prior clearance with party leaders. Usually the self-starter 
is not a “pure” mechanism, in the sense that his candidacy normally 

mobilizes secondary support groups (Schwartz's "S-Groups").4© This 
mechanism was seen operating in both competitive and dominant party 
areas. 

(2) Conscription-~involves the “drafting” of candidates to run for 

office by the local party organization, usually in a “hopeless” minority 

party situation, Conscripts are generalty drawn from the ranks of 

loyal party activists, who are not office seekers, but because of party 
discipline, accept candidacy. 

(3) Inner circle selection--refers to groups (often cliques of 

friends and business associates) surrounding the candidate, but not 
constituting a faction, and denotes a certain level of intra-party 

competition in a competitive party situation. 

(4) factional selection--often reflects personal rivalries among 
party sub-groups, and is observed in the absence of any central party 
coordination. 

(5) Co-optation--is the fourth mechanism involving the party or 

party sub-groups. Here, a candidate not militantly identified with the 
party or its sub-groups is invited or persuaded to becone a candidate. 
Such candidates often have achieved high social and/or economic status, 
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attained notoriety or extra-political positions of prestige. This 
mechanism may be used to strengthen the party's organization and enhance 
its electoral chances--hovever, with the risk of the candidate's 
potential independence, and perhaps even future dominetion of the local 
party structure. Co-optation frequently is present in highly conpetitive 
party situations, 

(6) Agency sponsorship- 

“hired” to become candidates (with little cormunication with party 

th this mechanism, persons are almost 

Teaders) and subsequently "represent" the interests of the sponsoring 
groups. Alternatively, this might be termed the “legitinization" of a 
lobbyist as a representative of the electorate with the appropriate 
party label. Like co-optation, agency recruitnent may lead to 
incunbencies that are quite independent of party orientation and 

discipline. This mechanism occurs frequently in dominant and conpetitive 

party situations. 

Political Recruitment: A Morking Conceptualization 

In summary, Browning's model (as it appears in Figure 2.3), can now 

be modified to incorporate subsequent discussion, and to fit the 

Brazilian situation, This modified representation is detailed in 

Figure 2.4. 

Box (BG) enbodying key background variables influences both the 

individuals’ perceptions of the political system and his recruitnent by 
the structures involved in the process. 

Recruitment may follow alternative sequences: self-starting, 

(3)-(5)~(6)3 agency sponsorship, either, (B6)&(1)~(2a)=(5)=(6), or 

(B3)8(1)~(2a)~(2b)=(5)=(6); or by party or party sub-groups, 
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(BG )&(1)-(2b)~(5)~(6). 

Recalling Schvartz's observations regarding the activation, 
motivating and teaching role of recruitment structures, the latter are 

seen as conditioning the individuals’ perceptions and motivations, 
(2a)-(3) and (2b)=(3). 

To account for recruitment to appointive positions within the 

party or political positions within the bureaucracy, individuals pre~ 
selected in sequence (5)-(6) are appointed (7), either by a central 

political authority or thru a party caucus. 

‘The individuals" behaviors in office (8) are recycled in the next 

time period (9), as he aspires either to a renewal of present incunbency, 
or a move to another political position, These behaviors affect the 
individual's future perceptions and motivations, and as the office holder 
is now an attribute of the political systen, thus perhaps altering its 
characteristics. 

Upward mobility (career advancement) may be seen as an ascending 
spiral of recycling, which may involve what Selignan terms "branching off," 
or: 

Switching off to positions outside politics, such as prominent 
business positions, may help a [political] career materially. 
Since there is a close relationship between various interests 
inebetbusiness, Tavs appointive governeental positions.” 

Elsevhere, Seligman has pointed out that this recycling can involve 

downward as well as upward mability--the proverbial rise and fall of 
political leaders. 4 

Both "branching off" and downward mobility were in evidence during 
the historical period in Minas Gerais,‘ and subsequent analysis will 
assess their effect on career advancement patterns over time, through the 
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contemporary period. 

The above synthesis of prior theoretical constructs on the topic 

of political recrui nent, with appropriate modifications to the Brazilian 
case, has resulted in an analytical franework representing the states 

and crucial decision points in the process of political recruitment, 

This framework will form the basis of analysis of the process in Parts 
11 thru v. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SETTING IN MINAS GERAIS 

An Overview 

Due to the eighteenth century gold rush, and subsequently to its 

fertile soils and pastures, Minas Gerais had become Brazil's most populous 
and perhaps its wealthiest state by 1890, From Figure 3.1 it is observed 

that only after the demise of the First Republic, in approximately 1935, 
did the population of the state of Sfo Paulo surpass that of Minas 

Gerais. However, Minas Gerais’ percentage of Brazil's total population 

declined steadily from 1890 to 1960. This was the result of a propor- 
tionately larger international migration into Sio Paulo and the other 
southern states, but also due to outward migration of mineiros to the 
growing industrial centers of So Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. 

The advent of the First Republic in 1889 heralded an era of impor- 
tant changes for the state. The conflict between the cities of Ouro Preto 

and Juiz de Fora for political dominance led to the creation of a new 

capital city--Belo Horizonte--located in the rapidly developing mining 
zone, 

Encouraged by the autonomy granted the states under the federal con- 
stitution and functioning with a system of locally “supervised elections,! 

a new type of politician emerged during the late 1890's-- the coronel 

The only political party operating within the state, the P.RM. (Partido 

Republicano Mineiro, was actually a coalition of these regional political 

36 
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chiefs and thefr Tocal cohort groups. Once established, the P.R.M. 
machine functioned quite snoothly through 1918, It was during this 
period that Minas cane to share the monopoly of national political 
power with S40 Paulo, through the “politics of the governors." This 
involved the alternation of the Brazilian presidency between the two 
most powerful states. 

In 1918 this smooth operation was tenporarily interrupted when 
Artur Bernardes and Raul Soares (the “renovators") and the regional 
chiefs from the Zona da Nata gained control of the P.R.M. at the expense 
of te dominant coronéis from the southern region of the state. 

This reform movenent was short-lived and by 1926 the old style 
coronéis had regained political contro! of the state, which they main- 
tained untiT 1933. 

During the period fron 1933 thru 1947, Minas Gerais was adninistered 
by six federally appointed interventors, Notable anong these was Benedito 
Valladares, who cane to be a durable figure in mineiro politics thru 
1970. 

In 1947 the state entered an era of open, democratic politics with 
a multi-party system, and dominated by intense political activity. 
Competing parties alternated the governorship thru the electoral process 
three different tines. A clientelistic style of politics cane to replace 
cornelisno throughout most of the state, and a mass-based, urban style 
began to appear in the early 1960's, especially in the larger cities. 

The state political systen became nore closed from 1966 to 1971, 
as the military regine, which had taken power in Brazil two years before, 
becane solidified and reaction to it becane more vociferous. This sane 
period saw the end of the multi-party system, and an uneasy attempt to 
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inplant 2 two-party system overlaid on the old structure. 
Because Minas Gerais covers an area within both the North-South 

and the East-West transitional zones of Brazil, it presents perhaps the 
widest regional disparities to be found within any state of the Republic. 
Thus, in addition to being one of the two most powerful states of the 
First Republic, Minas Gerais offers the investigator sonenhat of a 
nicro-nodel of Brazil. 

The Northeastern region referred to as the Jequitinhonha Valley,> 
is very similar to the sertlo of Brazil's northeast and is included in 
the drought polygon currently under the administration of the SUDENE 
organization. The land tenure system and agricultural exploration in 
this area closely resenble those of the Brazilian Northeast. The Northern 
region is nearly identical to the Jequitinhonha Valley except that the 
forner is less densely populated and cattle raising is more of a pre- 
dominant econonic activity. 

The Mata and Southern regions are mountainous and quite densely 
populated, having been the first areas settled during the eighteenth 
century gold rush. These areas are intensely cultivated in steples and 
milk production. In the South, coffee predominates as a cash crop and 
and holdings tend to be somewhat more evenly distributed, due to 
hereditary distribution, 

The zone toward the center of the state is extremely rich in 
minerals. Here the nucleus of the state's industrialization began to 
take shape during the latter half of the First Republic. Also, this 
was the region chosen for the new state capital which was inaugurated 
in 1898, The Rio Doce Valley is also very rich in minerals, especially 
iron ore, which were not exploited until after the First Republic. 
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The Mest and Triangle regions produce beef cattle and staple 

crops. The Triangle is a more recently settled area with a climate and 

geography similar to Southern Goids and Nato Grosso.® 

Historical Discussion 

In order to better understand the political recruitment process in 
Minas during this period, and to put the observations drawn fron the data 

into historical perspective, an examination should be de of the reorgani~ 
zation of the state's political structure after the fifteenth of Novenber, 
1899, 

One of the factors carried over from the Empire was the political 
rivalry between the cities of Quro Preto and Jufz de Fora. The political 
elites of these to cities were represented by Cesério Alvim and Fernando 
Léto, respectively. Ouro Preto was "the political capital, ef conserva 
tive, if not monarchical, traditions; and Jufz de Fora, the largest 
center of industrial activity and of population of the state."” The 

dispute between these cities crystallized around two issues: the transfer 
of the state capital from Ouro Preto and the adoption of a state consti- 
tution implenenting the federal constitution that was expected to give 
Minas substantial political independence, or autonomy, within the new 
federal system.® The citizens of Ouro Preto felt that if a new capital 

city were to be built, the old capital, "Ouro Preto,” should be recon~ 
structed, while the political forces in Jufz de Fora desired the new 
capital located in a more “neutral” area, and were suspicious of the 
relationship of the Cesario Alvin-Ouro Preto faction with the Deodoro 
regine in Rio? 

Political activity centered around the choice of delegates to 



represent Minas at the Constituent assembly which met in Rio on 

Novenber 15, 1890, Declaring himself not a candidate, Fernando Lébo 

convoked a meeting of representatives of various local Republican 

clubs in dufz de Fora on August 15, 1890.19 After two days of heated 

discussions the sixty-five delegates approved an official slate of 
n candidates.!! Despite Lobd's attempts at unity, a dissident electoral 

vehicle was established: the Partido Cat Most notable anong 

these dissidents were: AntOnio Carlos Ribeiro de Andrada, Jodo Penido, 
Carlos Peixoto, Silviano Brando, Sabino Barroso, and Diogo de 
Vasconcellos.!? The campaign slogan elaborated by the party's central 

directorate was: “He who wants a military and despotic Republic, vote 
for the official slate. He who wants a moderate, honest and liberal 

Republic, vote for the Catholic and nationalist slate. ""3 

Cesério Alvim, even before being nominated provisional interventor 
in Minas, began politically to "punish" the dissidents from his position 

as Minister of the Interior and dustice in Rio.!4 

Elections for the state constituent assenbly were to be held only 
after the national constituent assenbly had promulgated the new Const‘ tu- 
tion.'5 However, Alvim, now acting chief executive of Minas, had 

scheduled them for January 25, 1891.16 The legality of this action was 

protested by the dissidents in a telegram to the governnent in Rio, 
claiming that Alvim was acting in opposition to the national congress.!7 

The national government took a noutral position, and the “official” 
state constituent assenbly was elected, but with considerable abstention, 
Alvim was elected governor by the assenbly in the spring of 1891, and 
his decline began in Novenber of that year with his support of Deodoro's 
coup in Rio, Aristides Maia's attack in the Jornal do Comércio is an 
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example of the reaction: 

In governing Minas Sr. Alvin hasn't altered the monarchical 
system one Tine; he linits hinself to signing the expedient, and 
jn appointments ‘that he makes, old friends and adherents of the 
Liberal Party are preferred, 

The golpe of Novenber third was a crine that villified the 
whole nation. Rio Grande do Sul and Para nobly repelled this 
affront, energetically protesting against this violence. 

The people of Minas denand that you [Alvim] innediately 4 
resign fron the post that you did not know how to occupy nobly. 

However, the overt act directly predicating Alvin's resignation was 
the proclamation of the Estado do Sul de Minas in Campanha on January 30, 
1992.20 Although short-lived, this movenent served as a reflection of 
public opinion by its attenpt to form a separate state from the South and 
the portion of the Hata dominated by Jufz de Fora. 

This background puts into perspective the observations made from the 
aggregate data of the first years of the republic in Minas. Although 
Cesério Alvim resigned, individuals of the sane backgrounds were 
recruited into the state political elite (post of federai deputy) in 
1893 (Jegislature II), despite the large turnover of personnel (twenty-five 
new deputies, out of the thirty-seven), as can be seen in Figure 4.1. 
This latter phenomenon was due to the demise of Cesdrio Alvin and his 
“official candidates of 1890.27 

The period through 1897 can be considered neutral or static in that 
Affonso Pena and Bias Forte were nore austere and less partisan than 
Alvin, During this period, the stage was set for a somewhat different 
type of politics: the energence of an institutionalized P.R.M. (Partido 
Republicano Mineiro). This more subtle change can be noted in our 
observed first "divergence" beginning in 1897, The age of new deputies, 
shifts in occupational proportions and a smaller turnover are all 
related to this "divergence" or transformation.2@ The smaller turnover 
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can be seen as resulting from the stabilizing effect of the Bias Forte 

and Affonso Pena adninistrations.°? These two legislatures, III and IV, 

seem to have a strong, lasting influence as cohort groups. (See Table 

4.9.) 

With one of "theirs" already in the Ide da Liberdade (Silviano 
Brando) the new grouping met in Belo Horizonte in 1898 to found 

officially the P.R.M. This new party grouping became the dominant 

political force within the state thru 1933, and its role in the 
recruitnent process will be examined in more detail in Chapter 4, 

The new party group soon was faced with the question of succession 
after Silviano Brando, which divided the P.R.I. into those favoring 

Bernardes Monteiro and those supporting Francisco Sales.24 The latter 

was a canny politician who since 1888 had been carefully organizing his 
republican machine in the form of Clubes Republicanos in the South and 

25 elsewhere in the state.*> In 1902, Sales was able to win the governor 

ship fairly easily. However, his own succession was not so easy to "make," 

for he was faced with two other contending factions: the silvianistas 

26 the current occupant of the governorship would and the biistas. 
direct the negotiations, the choice falling to one of his confidents, 

but also one acceptable to the big chiefs!27 which is exactly what 

Sales did, Acting as an arbitrator between the above forces, he con- 
served his own prestige by pushing a neutral choice, Joao Pinheiro, 

and at the sane time, was able to assure his future dominance and 
influence over the top elite through the inclusion of Bueno Brandgo on 
the official slate as vice governor. ”® 

The consequence of Sales' recruitnent role is revealed by the 

menbership of his cabinet (1902-06): Delfim Moreira, AntOnio Carlos, 
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Coronel Francisco Bressane, Olinto de Azevedo, Carlos Peixoto, Afrinio de 
Helo Franco and JoSo Luiz Alves.@? Sales continued to be the central 

power figure through the regime of Delrin Moreira (1914-18), when the 
succession becane the point of rebellion for the "renovators,” Raul 
Soares and Artur Bernardes da Silva. 

Internal conflict in a vertical sense is evident in a case in 
Diamantina related by Francisco de Assis Barbosa. The local coronel 
Olinpio Hourdo, 2 post office functionary, rebelled against the “official” 
choice of Bernardo Monteiro as a candidate for federal deputy from the 
First district, o seu, and proceeded to “elect” Teles de Meneses, a 
doctor from Bahia, of great local esteen.?? 

Before looking at the succession question of 1918, the tightly 
knit leadership structure of the Tarasca (or P.R.M, Executive Committee)?! 
should be examined. Levindo Coelho, who achieved a permanent seat on 
the Committee only after eight years, explains that, "there was a rotation 
every year in the Executive Committee, the president being chosen in 
order, and one was reelected president only after everyone had had his 
turn, "32 

The smooth operation of the Tarasca in distributing power and 
patronage in Minas ended abruptly in 1918; prior indications of this 
change were noted in the background analysis of the IX legislature 
(1915-17). The power axis was swinging toward the Zona da Hata and 
anay from the South. This movement was Ted by two menbers of the 1900 
class of the So Paulo Taw school; Rau? Soares from Ubé, and Artur 
Bernardes from Vigosa. These two were recruited into the P.R.M, with 
Tittle difficulty, and Barbosa states that the doninantes of the 
Tarasca congratulated themselves on the entry of an able new generation 
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The recruitment of Artur Bernardes reveals the inportance of 
family ties. Bernardes owed his early entry (as mayor of Vicosa) and 

rapid rise in regional politics in the Zona da Mata to the position and 
political influence of his father-in-law, Vaz de Melo.24 This aspect 

of recruitment is very difficult to examine enpirically, over such 2 
Jong period for the whole state. (See Parts IIT and IV) for 2 more 

extended discussion of the role of the family in the recruitment process.) 

Paulo Amora, a biographer of Bernardes, and Assis Barbosa differ in 

their assessment of the effect of the "renovators" on coronel isso mineiro. 

The former states that "the war against coronelismo was limited 
affecting only those who showed themselves "insensitive to progress."39 

While the latter holds that with “Bernardes in the governorship there 
began a radical transformation in the operation of mineiro politics with 
the fall of the corondis that put the all-powerful Sales into ostracism!6 

The new regime called for a moralization of the public service,3” 

a new economic plan, and a fiscal policy for the “absolute exclusion of 
political interests in financial questions."%° It even altered the 
structure of the party, in that recruitment from the bureaucracy was to 
be done away with and ex-governors were to be made non-voting, honorary 
enbers of the Executive Committee of the P.R.M,3? 

Bernardes' political ascendancy continued directly into the 

Presidency, as he attempted to apply his moralization and anti-corruption 
campaign to the republic.“° The "politics of the governors" (of itinas 

Gerais and So Paulo) were continued as Bernardes engineered the election 
of Washington Luiz in 1926. 

However, his position of leadership within the P.R.M. had becone 
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precarious. The untinely death, in 1924, of Gernardes* successor in the 
Palécio da Liberdade, Raul Soares, facilitated the resurgence of political 
forces opposed to Gernardes and his “renovators." Fernando Melo Viana, 
who had been Raul Soares’ Secretary of the Interior was elected to com 
plete the latter's term. Together with Anténio Carlos Riberiro de 
Andrada, who was the leader of the Minas delegation in the Chanber of 
Deputies, he was able to control a majority of the menbers of the 
Tarasca."? 

Bernardes tried to maintain his leadership in Minas through personal 
enissaries, and even nade several political trips to Belo Horizonte and 
through ie Zona da Nata, However, he was forced to devote most of his 

‘time to the series of crises facing his federal regime, and never was 

able to regain control of the P.R.M. 
Tie final period of the First Republic in Minas Gerais represents 

a regression towards the earlier style of coronelisno, as Helo Viana 

passes the governorship to Anténio Carlos. Indicative of the change in 
style was the re-energence of Francisco Sales, who reportedly was 
received at the Pélacio da Liberdade by Nelo Viana the day after the 

Tarasca had nominated Anténio Carlos; thus ending Sales’ eight years of 
“ostracism, "42 

In contrast to this apparent "regression" towards coronelismo 
during the Melo Viana and Antnio Carlos administrations (1924-1930), 
Minas Gerais was witnessing certain political developnents that had 
first begun in the larger urban centers of Séo Paulo, Rio and the 
Northeast earlier in the decade, Although Belo Horizonte was primarily 

a white collar, administrative city,?3 with only an embryonic working 

class, demands began to be articulated for a broadening of political 
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participation in the state, 

As will be seen in the analysis below, many of the state's First 

Republic political elite received their university training in the Sio 
Paulo Law School. During the 1920's the Tocal law school in Belo 

began to gain prominence as 2 "training ground," or recruitment channel 

for potential politicians. In addition to their classroom legal training, 
the law students were now acquiring a more practical training in the form 

of street demonstrations and political organizing. 
In 1928 the law students were active in the movenent to change 

Belo's municipal “deliberative” council (appointed by the governor), to 

a popularly elected body. Their efforts to achieve elections by 
secret ballot were also fruitful that year. Thus, a reform slate was 
able to elect a majority to the new municipal council, in opposition to 
the government backed slate,‘ 

Throughout the First Republic the states of Minas Gerais and Sio 

Paulo had effectively alternated the national (civilian) presidencies, 
with two exceptions. This bargain was called the "polftica dos 
‘governadores," because the incunbent governors from the two states 
usually ascended to the presidency. This arrangenent was also termed "a, 

polftica de café com leite," from the two states" prime economic 
activities. 

This arrangement broke down in 1930, when the incumbent president, 

Washington Luis, imposed the nomination of a fellow paulista, Jilio 
Prestes, as his successor. Minas supported the opposition Alianga 
Liberal, led by Getdlio Vargas, governador of Rio Grande do Sul, a 

southern state which had never been privy to the arrangement. However, 
when the various Republican Party machines in states not supporting the 
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Alianga Liberal, returned a majority for the “official” candidate, 

Vargas denounced electoral "frauds and intimidations," declaring Rio 

Grande do Sul in revolt against the central regine, with the cautious 

support of Minas Gerais and Paraiba.*> 

The 1930 Revolution and the Estado Novo 

On Hlovenber 4, 1930 the Army installed Vargas as “provisional 

president," and a new political era began for Brazil. The P.R.M. had 
had great difficulty deciding on a successor for Anténio Carlos during 

the uncertain months in 1930, and finally recalled 74-year old Olegério 
Maciel fron semi-retirenent to be inaugurated two inonths prior to the 
"1930 Revolution." 

‘A revolution had taken place against the old order, yet Minas 
which exemplified the coronelista system was slow to feel any changes. 

The paulista uprising and civil war were defeated in 1932 with the help 
of a constituent assenbly to be elected in 1933.46 However, thru all 

this, Hinas was the only state where the elected governor renained in 
offices in all others centrally appointed interventores had been 
installed. 

The “ancien regime" came to an end in Septenber, 1930, with the 
death of Olegério Maciel and subsequent appointment of Benedito 

Valladares as intorventor the following Decenber. 
Valladares had held local political office and served as nenber of 

the national constituent assenbly for a month prior to being naned the 
state's chief executive. Vargas passed over various aspiring candidates 
who had risen thru the ranks of state-wide legislative and executive 
office, and chose a loyal confidant who was to serve him well during his 



twelve year tenure.47 

‘A new majority party coalesced in support of the incumbent regimes 
the Partido Progressista (P.P.), with the now opposition continuing under 

the P.R.M. standard, A state constituent assenbly was installed in 

1935 and duly elected Valladares governor. The return to a participa~ 
tory system was short lived, however, with the advent of the Estado 
Novo two years later. Valladares was confirmed as chief executive and 
continued until Vargas! ouster in 1945, 

By 1943 Brazil had sent an expeditionary force in support of the 

Allies! invasion of Italy. At hone pressure was building for a return 
to the democracy that was being fought for in Europe.48 A group of 

mineiro intellectuals formalized these denands in their manifesto 
"Ao povo mineiro," published October 24, 1943.49 Although the inmediate 

effect was a loosening of government censorship, as newspapers were 

permitted to publish the manifesto, most of the signators were forced 
out of jobs in the public and private sectors. 

By mid-1945 candidates were being articulated for the up-coming 
presidential and constituent assenbly elections. However, Vargas began 
to va illate, thus appearing to be preparing another 1937-style coup, 
and was deposed by the arny on October 29, 1945. 

Although the candidate of the "ins," General Dutra, was elected 

and installed in January, 1946, Minas Gerais did not inaugurate a 
popularly elected governor and state assembly until March 21, 1947. 

Valladares left office with Vargas, and was elected to the Natfonal 
Constituent Assenbly on the PSD slate, with the largest state-wide 

plurality. The state had four chief executives during the interim 
interventor period from November, 1945 to March, 1947. 



With the advent of re-denocratization, new party alignments 
appeared. Four major parties organized in mid-1945 and elected 
delegates fron Minas to the national constituent assenbly on Decenber 
2, 1945.57 

The Partido Social Denocrético (PSD) was an aggregation of 

individuals and interests associated with the "ins," the regine in 

power during the Valladares period (1933-45). During his tenure, 
Valladares had appointed the mayors in all the state's 316 municfpios.°* 

Now on April 8, 1945 all were "invited" to Belo Horizonte to form the 
PSD mineiro; 312 were in attendance.®? Twenty federal deputies were 

elected.54 see Figure 3.3 for the proportions in this and subsequent 

elections. 
Opponents to the out-going regine formed the grouping which took 

‘the name Unido Denocrética Hacional (UDN). Many of the original 
nenbers had supported the candidacy of Armando Salles under the Unio, 
Denocrética Brasileira (UDB) label during the abortive 1937 presidential 

fros, in campaign, and had also been signators of the Manifesto dos Mi 
1943, This group, which has also been loosely labeled the “liberal 

constitutionalists,"°5 elected seven deputies. 
The personality and following of Artur Bernardes formed the nucleus 

of the Partido Republicano (PR). Although the elder statesman had sided 
with the Alianca Liberal during the Revolution of 1930, he had favored 
‘the paulistas' constitutionist revolt in 1932, for which he was 
imprisoned and exited, He returned in 1935 for a brief two-year stint 
as federal deputy, but went into opposition during the Estado Novo 
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period. Six deputies were elected, 
A sub-group of the "ins" was also organized; the Partido Trabalhista 

Brastletro (PTB). This party Was more urban based and was set up by 
Vargas as his electoral vehicle to out-flank the left and the Connunist 
Party, and conserve his following cultivated anong the working classes 
during his syndicalist regine. Two deputies were elected. 

unite the constituent assenbly worked on the new constitution in 
Rio, the interim governments in Minas were finding it increasingly 
4ifficult to cope with popular manifestations in favor of a rapid return 
to locally elected government. The naming of the third interventor in 
Tess than a year, Noraldino Lina (long-tine bureaucrat of both pre- and 
post-1930 aduinistrations), by President Dutra, generated considerable 
hostility, especially in Belo Horizonte. hen Lima's motorcade proceeded 
from the train station to the governor's palace, it was met by angry 
crowds and even stoned at sone intersections.°® scarcely a month later 
Dutra naned a replacenent, Aleides Lins, on Decenber 21, 1946, 

The "ins" had been turned out of office, as it were, one month 
prior to the general elections of Decenber 2, 1945, and in turn all local 
and regional offictals appointed by Valladares were renoved and nore 
neutral substitutes named from the ranks of the state's judiciary.§7 stint 
the PSD was able to win a striking electoral victory, electing 20 of 
Ninas' 35 federal deputies, even though the group had lost control of 
local political and lav-enforcenent offices (traditionally crucial for 
the proper “naking" of elections). This indicated the broad organiza 
tional base structured into the formation of the party. The resources 
of electoral mobilization rested in the hands of the many local leaders 
and chiefs astutely cultivated by Valladares and the "ins" while in 
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power; landowners, professionals, bureaucrats, merchants, etc. Selec- 

tion was always carefully tailored to the idiosyncrasies of each local 

situation. 
However, this initial success was short lived, In Riker's terminology, 

the PSD could be considered a “top heavy" coalition, in which the "political 

goods" were divided among an overvhelming majority, thus resulting in a 

meager mean distribution to each participant. °2 
The focal point was the party's nomination process for the guberna- 

torial elections scheduled for early 1947. The ala (wing) of the PSD 
sometimes termed "progressive," "youthful" or "rebel," led by Fernando 

de Melo Vianna came to Belo in July, 1946, bent on altering the party's 

traditional "top-down" organizational structure and decision-making 
procedures. Each ala presented its own candidate (Carlos Coinbra da 
Luz and José Francisco Bias Forte) and in the end a conpromise “elder 
statesman," Wenceslau Brds, was resurrected, and grudgingly accepted by 
the ala rebelde.®? However, the traditional forces led by Valladares 

organized a "cloak room" majority and forced their original choice, Bias 

Forte, on the convention, with Valladares as the PSD candidate for 
Senator. In opposition, the ala rebelde bolted the convention and 
decided to support the UDN candidate, Milton Campos, who with additional 

Support from the PR was eventually elected governor. As part of the 
bargain, Artur Bernardes Filho was the UON/PR candidate and defeated 
Valladares for senator. Sone of the dissident delegates to the PSD 
convention ran for state deputy under the UDN label in support of Camposs 

while others remained on the PSD slate but supported Canpos in the 
state assembly after their election. The latter came to be termed the 
"psp rebelde." In nary suntefp{os the UDN had not been able to organize 
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a local party directorate during the 1945-46 perfod, but in sone cases 

the PSD splinter group becane pernanently dissident and formed the 
nucleus of the UDN organization, 5° 

Canpos* election as cause for great euphoria among the long 

suffering "outs." After the crushing defeat of their presidential 
candidate a year earlier, the UDN was able to elect the governor and 

had a supporting coalition in the new state assembly, (See Figure 
3.4 for a breakdown of the parties’ proportions in the state assenbly 
for this and subsequent elections.) Ouring his abbreviated 46-nonth 

term (the new state constitution subsequently established a five-year 
term for future governors), Canpos' adninistration made a good start at 

reorganizing the state's efforts at economic and social development. 
Shortly after the 1947 elections, Juscelino Kubitschek, began 

working fron his position as federal deputy to attempt to reunite the 
Psp. An able bargainer and coalition builder, Kubitschek was able to 

attract many of the "dissidents" back to the party in time for the 
concurrent gubernatorial, legislative and presidential elections of 1950. 

Serving as chefe de gabinete, federal deputy and mayor of Belo 

Horizonte during the Valladares period, Kubitschek had become a very 
astute politician, ably working out "accords" with local chefes 

throughout the state. So that, although both Bias Forte and Valladares 
were actively seeking the party's nomination (the latter hoping for a 

Vargas-style comeback), Kubitschek had the main delegate strength and 
won handily, and without the crippling scism of 1947.67 

The PR entered a coalition with the PSD in return for the vice~ 
gubernatorial nomination, and the promise of several cabinet posts. 

The UON was thus effectively isolated and nominated Gabriel Rezende 
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Passos, a federal deputy who had also been a cabinet secretary during 

the Valladares period but who had opposed the regime during the Estado 

Novo. The UDN was handicapped by Canpos' "apolitical" stance during his 

administration; .e., not using the governorship to repay prior, or 
accrue future, political obligations among interior politicians.°? 

Passos had the additional liability of the UDlI's presidential candidate, 
Brig. Gones, in his second atteupt. 

In contrast, Kubitschek appeared not to suffer from his party's 
running its own candidate against Getiilio Vargas at the national tevel;°* 

winning easily and polling a 200,000 vote margin ahead of the three-way 

split of the presidential vote. 
Kubitschek's 50-month abbreviated administration was marked by a 

"targets" program concentrating public investments in the areas of 

energy and transportation, aimed at sustaining the state's economic 
"take-off." With a majority coalition in the state assenbly (which vas 
increased in the 1954 elections), Kubitschek was able to project the 

program of his incunbency on the national Yevel, aiming for the nomination 
for the presidency under the PSD label in 1955. 

Having secured the nomination, Kubitschek resigned as Governor on 

March 31, 1955, to devote full time to his campaign, Thus the PR, 
which had participated in both the Campos" and Kubitschek governments, 
was able to claim the governorship for a brief 10-month period. With 
the death of Artur Bernardes (the day before his party succeeded to the 
governorship), leadership was passed to his son Artur Bernardes FiTho 

and Cldvis Salgado. 
The 1955 election for governor reflected the development of the 

state's political parties during the first ten years of re-denocratization. 
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Three parties now actively vied for the governorship.6> 

The PTB, evolving from snall minority status in 1947 with 8.3 

percent of the state legislature, to 15 percent in 1955, now rivaled 

the UDN for third place. The PTB nominated its ovn candidate for 
governor, newly-elected federal senator, Carlos Alberto Lucio Bittencourt. 

Vitriolic critic of both the Valladares and Kubitschek regimes, 
and UDN ideologue, Oldvo Bilac Pinto was his party's choice. During the 
last year of the Canpos' adninistration, the UDN greatly enhanced its 

relative position, rivaling the PSD for the plurality position in the 
state assenbly. With the advent of Kubitschek in the governor's palace, 

however, the party was reduced to third place status in the 1954 

elections, being surpassed by the PR. 
The PSD, in turn, retained its alliance with the PR, and nominated 

a coalition ticket: Bias Forte - Artur Bernardes Filho. 
Much of the PTB's electoral strength accrued to the victorious PSD - 

PR candidates following Bittencourt's sudden death in an airplane 
crash during a late campaign tour in the northern part of the state.°% 

Again the udenistas were the "outs." 
The Bias Forte adninistration saw further gains by the PTS in the 

1958 elections, and was to some extent overshadowed by Kubitschek's 
anbitious program of econonic development and construction of Brasflia 

at the national level. 
These first 15 years of re-denocratization enbodied a gradual 

process of change from a predominant style of clientelistic politics 
(and in some areas, the land-based system of mutual dependency, i 

cornelismo), to a growing importance of the new massed-based, urban, 

“populist” type political style. The transistor radio (and in the late 
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1950's, television) had greatly enhianced the efficacy of a mass-populist 

appeal to the electorate. 
At the national Tevel, the charismatic Jnio Quadros was waging a 

presidential campaign "to sweep out corruption,"©” while the UDli used 

much the sane thene in their concurrent canpaign for the governorship. 
Inflation was beginning to be felt by the middle classes, in addition to 
‘the working class wage earner. 

The "ins" nominated Tancredo Neves, Vargas' last Interior Hinister, 
President of the Bank of Brasil under Kubitschek, and Finance Secretary 

in the final half of the Bias Forte adninistration, 
The UDN's candidate was Jos¢ de MagalhSes Pinto, wealthy banker, 

signator of the 1943 manifesto, Canpos' Finance Secretary and four-term 
federal deputy. Pinto adeptly built a coalition including the PR and 
most of the minor parties, and was elected in October, 1960, by a 

confortable majority. 
Pinto's program was renarkably similar to that of Juscelino Kubit~ 

chek, in that he also concentrated heavy public investments in 

development projects and incentives for industrialization. This program 
was also quite thorough, (politically speaking), in that physical 

evidence of his advinistration's efforts (a new school, health post, 
ete.) was visable in nearly every one of the state's 722 nunicfpios. 

ith Jdnio Quadros’ resignation in August, 1961, PTB Vice-President 
and Vagras protegé, Jodo Goulart was alloved to ascend to the presidency 
of a parlianentary system (with the defeated Tancredo Neves as prine 
minister), thus resolving Brazil's second severe constitutional crisis 
in less than six years. 
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Although MagaThies Pinto attenpted to maintain normal relations 
with the Goulart government (which represented al1 the real and imagined 
evils his party had fought so long against), federal-state relations 

became increasingly strained in late 1963 and 1964. Both Pinto and 
Kubitschek (elected federal senator from Goigs in 1962) nurtured 

ambitions for the presidency in 1965, and both had a stake in maintain- 

ing the current system and open channels of succession. 
The 1962 elections saw an increased (over 1958) plethora of 

electoral coalitions, and a radicalization of politics. The moderate 

or "positive" left was struggling to surmount Brazil's staggering 
inflation without jeopard zing the country's develepnent efforts. hile 

the "negative" left continued its attacks on both the Goulart govern- 
ment and its detractors from the center and right.68 

Pinto's efforts were very effective. For the first tine during the 

post-1945 period, the UDM achieved @ plurality in the state assenbly, 
electing 32 percent of the 82 deputies; a large increase over their 

position in 1958, The coalition supporting Pinto in the assembly 
enjoyed a comfortable 60 percent majority. 

‘The 1964 Revolution and its Consequences 

Ambitions and strategies revolving around the 1965 presidential end 

gubernatorial elections were suddenly interrupted in April, 1968, when 
the governnent of Joo Goulart was overthrown and a military president, 
José Hunberto Castelo Branco, installed. The ensuing purge removed the 
mandates and/or political rights of many politicians in Minas Gerais. 

‘Among the latter was Juscelino Kubitschek. 
Magalhaes Pinto was one of the three state governors who comprised 
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the main civilian component of the conspiracys and actually struck the 

first blow as troops from Juiz de Fora moved dovn the mountains , 
advancing on Rio, Under the military government, Pinto stil] nurtured 
presidential ambitions (as did Carlos Lacerda, UON governor of Guanabara). 
Thus, as the anti-inflation austerity program implanted by the new 

military government began to cause a mild recession which became 
unpopular with almost every class and sector of the state, Pinto became 

increasingly ambivalent vis-a-vis the national government. 
This posture was particularly expedient for the UON during the 

gubernatorial campaign of 1965, as the PSD attenpted to identify the 
UDK with the military government's unpopular wage and credit policies. 

Three of the front runners for the UDN nomination had been menbers 

of Pinto's cabinet: Oscar Dias Correia, and dose Monteiro de Castro, 
both three-term federal deputies, and Roberto Ribeiro de Oliveira 
Rezende, who had never stood for elected office, but who had held 
various cabinet posts. Although Pinto imposed tie nomination of Roberto 

Rezende on the convention, probably one of the other two aspirants would 

have been selected in an open convention, and made a better showing 
against the Ps.5 

Another assed accruing to the PSD Was the considerable ground swell 

of sympathy for Kubitschek after being "unjustly" eliminated by the 
military government. His personal choice for the nomination was Sebastiao 
Paes de Almeida, wealthy Sao Paulo banker and businessman who had Ted the 
PSO federal deputy slate in 1962. Almeida was declared “inelegible" to 
Tun by the military government, because of alledged wholesale vote 
buying in 1962; but kubitschek's second choice, Israel Pinheiro da 

Silva was accepted. Pinheiro, the son of a former governor, was a 
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three-term federal deputy, the director of the construction of 

Bras{lia, and a long-tine Kubitschek confidant who had also served 
in Valladares’ cabinet during the 1930's. 

Pinheiro was elected (as was Francisco Negro de Lima in Guana- 
baras another Kubitschek ally, and long standing mineiro politician), 

tmuch to the consternation of the udenistas and many hard Vine 

military. The latter began pressuring President Castelo sranco to 
annul the elections, oF at least thoroughly investigate the past 

histories of these two Kubitschek stand ins. 
Castelo Branco (who had previously promised that anyone duly 

elected would take office) responded by abolishing all political parties, 
and guaranteed the inauguration of all governors-elect. 

Party reorganization moved quite slowly at first. The Branco 

government had been sustained in Congress by a loosely organized cealition 

aggregating the pro-revolution forces within the multi-party system, which 
was now used as the basis for the new pro-governnent party; ARENA 
(Alianga Renovadora Nacional). The to governors elected in opposition 
to the military regine were expected to form the nucleus of the opposition 
party, the HOB (Yovimento Denocrético Brasileiro). 

Negro de Lina joined the MOB, but Pinheiro suprised many (including 
his own party) by joining ARENA. Here was a second consternation for 

the udenistas in Minas; the candidate who defeated the UDN in October 

(1965), enlisted in "their" pro-revolution party the following February.” 
The delicate mission of effecting political integration within the 

ARENA mingiro was personally delegated by Castelo Branco to two federal 
deputies of the largest ex-parties; Guilherme Machado (UDN) and Levindo 

Ozanan Coelho (PSD). An elaborate set of political “criteria” were 
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established which structured integration within ARENA in terms of the 

composition of slates for the upcoming Novenber, 1966, elections, pre~ 

rogative of patronage and prestige at the municfpal level, and other 
political contingencies .71 

The criteria not withstanding, the ex-PSD bloc within the ARENA 
attained a wide plurality position in the 1966 elections for state 

deputy, to the detriment of the ex-UDN and the minor party groups. As 
in previous elections, the fortunes of the ex-PR closely paralleled those 

of the ex-PSD, (See Figure 3.4.) 

The MOB was mainly organized around elenents of the ex-PTB (although 

some petebistas joined the ARENA), plus sone politicians from the other 
ex-parties. Although gaining a larger contingent of seats than two of 

the ARENA blocs, the HOB returned only 21.5 percent. During the ensuing 
Pinheiro administration many ex-UDN deputies were to complain that their 
HOB colleagues were more favorably treated (in terms of patronage and 

prestige) by the ARENA executive branch, than they were. 
Pinheiro had Joined the ARENA in hopes of protecting hinself from 

potential intervention by the federal government, and enjoyed less than 

cordial relations with the national executive. Highly visable public 

works projects in the "rftimo de Brasflia" (pace of Brasflia [construction]) 

were undertaken, but with little support from the federal government and a 
diminished tax base, the administration floundered and development became 
constricted. 

These problems became acute in 1968 and 1969 and discontentment 

widened, especially among the state bureaucracy whose wages were withheld, 
up to 12 months in sone cases, in an effort to buy time and stave off 

fiscal chaos. In January, 1970, the national government brought decisive 
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pressure to bear and forced Pinheiro to "renovate" his cabinet including 
federally approved technicians in the key posts of Finances and Security 

riado de saudade (nostalgic cabinet).72 secretary, thus ending the 

Minas Gerais had conserved much of its pre-1964 elite representa 

tion at the federal level; in terms of the mesas of the Camara and 

Senate, party leadership, and the Vice Presidency. Roth Castelo Branco 

and his successor Artur Costa e Silva had mineii vice-presidents: 
dose Hiaria de Alkmin and Pedro Aleixo, respectively. However, in 

Decenber, 1968, Costa e Silva closed the congress, and the following 
Septenber suffered an incapacitating stroke. Aleixo was impeded by the 

military from assuming the presidency, and a new military president and 

vice-president installed two months later--Gen. Emilio G. tiedict and 
‘Adm. Augusto Radanaker, respectively. When Medici reopened the congress 

in April, 1970, he chose two mineiros as ARENA national chairman and 

president of the Chamber of Deputies--Rondon Pacheco and Geraldo Freire 
da Silva, respectively. Soth were from the ranks of the ex-UDN. 

The 1967 constitution established the indirect election of governors 
by 2 majority vote of the state assenbly, a task falling to ARENA in all 
states with the exception of Guanabara. To Pacheco, the national chair- 

man, fel] the difficult task of coordinating political consultation with 
‘the uneasy ARENA coalitions in each state to ascertain who should be the 

party's nominees in each situation. The field thus narrowed, the 
nominations were the prerogative of the party's national leader, i.e, 
President Hedici, who by late July, 1970, completed his choices for the 

2) states. 
AREA'S nominee for itinas was the last chosen and there was great 

speculation, as candidates chosen in other states were divided among 
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technicians and politicians. The udenistas long-suffering support and 

participation in ARENA was vindicated as Rondon Pacheco was the president's 

choice. The "criteria" were retained to the extent that ex-pesedista 
Celso Machado was the nominee for vice-governor, 

The trend of electoral advantage (in subsequent legislative elections) 

accruing to the incumbent governor's party, as witnessed in 1962 and 

1966, was again in evidence in the tiovenber, 1970, elections. However, 
this time the effect was attenuated by the fact that although Pacheco 
was “elected” by the state assenbly in October, one month prior to the 

general elections, Pinheiro renained in office until March 15, 1971. These 
opposing influences operated to effect a slight decline and sharp increase 

in the ex-PSD and ex-UDN respective proportions in the state assenbly, 
resulting in approxinate equality between the two factions. 

Partisan aspirations among the wore adanent udenistas were frustrated 
as Pacheco followed Nédici's instructions for recruitnent of technicians 
and politicians from an integrated AREIIA. Pacheco's cabinet reflected 
this desire; of the eleven positions, eight vere technicians, and three 
politicians--one each from the ex-UDIl, ex-PSD and ex-PR. 

In the months following its inauguration, the new Pacheco govern- 

ment has found that recuperation of the state's finances and economic 
development efforts will be difficult tasks indeed--ones requiring both 
the skills of the young corps of technicians and closecosperation of the 
national government. 

March also saw the first steps for the organization of a third 
political party in Brazil, the Partido Republicano Denocrético (PRD). 
These efforts were being articulated by ex-vice-president, Pedro Aleixo. 



NOTES - CHAPTER 3 

VUnder the Enpire Brazil functioned with a unitary system of govern- 
ment. The Enperor appointed the province (state) chief executives. At 
his discretion, the Enperor could use his "moderating power” to dissolve 
the national and state legislative bodies, and by effectively using the 
centrally controlled police and judicial authorities in the various pro- 
vinces, electoral najorities were systenatically alternated between the 
Conservative and Liberal parties. 

20F the 12 presidents of Brazil from 1890 through 1930, 3 vere 
mineiros and 4 were paul istas. 

3See Figure 3.2 for the regional division of Minas Gerais used 
herein, 

‘created in 1959, the Superentendéncia do Desenvolvimento do 
fordeste (SUDENE) is a federal agency oY MinTsterTal rank charged with 
The overall planning and coordination of the social and economic develop- 
nent of Brazil's tlortheast. 

SFor a more thorough analysis of the economic geography of Hinas 
Gerais, see Nashington Albino, "Perspectivas Atuais da Economia Hineira," 
in Segundo Seninério de Estudos Mineiros (elo Horizonte: Universidade de 
Minas Geravs, 1956), p> TOU-TIT.‘See-also the give volune study conissioned 
by the Banco 'de Desenvolvinento de Minas Gerais, Diagndstico da Economia 
Winetra (Belo Horizonte: Inprensa Oficial, 1968)-— Far a nove political 
‘interpretation of the state's economy, see Murilo Paulino Badard, Reforma 
e Revolucio: uma interaretacto n0lftico-econdmica da crise mineira (Belo 
Horizonte: Editéra G. Holman, 1970, 

Sué1io Lobo, Un Varo da Repiblica, Fernando Lobo (Séo Paulo: 
Cha, Edttbre Nacional, Tepe we 

Tivid. 

®ibid. 

Stbid., p. 40. Cesdrio Alvin was Deodoro's Minister of Interior. 

109 Farol, August 2, 1890. 
No Farol, August 17, 1890. 

129 Farol, September 9, 1890. 
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Tipid. 
M4Lobo, op. cit., p. 51. This took the form of dismissals of 

public servants and the Substitution of “official” elesents, 
Tinid., p. 62. Motion passed by the Constituent Assembly in 

Rio de Janeiro on January 12, 1891. 

'Wipid. 

M7 the text of which was published in 0 Paiz, January 25, 1891, 

T8Lobo, op. cite, p. 66. Lobo claims that only 200 out of 
1,897 eligible'in Juiz de Fora went to the polls. 

V9yornal_do Conmércio, Decenber 4 and 23, 1891. 

Lobo, op. cit., p. 103, 

2\this is clearly seen in examining the deputies reelected to 
the 11 legislature; most were “wildly” dissident in 1890 at the convention 
in duiz de Fora. 

22this transformation or divergence will be examined in nore 
detail in Chapter 4. 

23another reason for this stabilization" was the intensive 
concentration of political and economic resources in the construction 
of Belo Horizonte. Perhaps this might be conpared to the period sixty 
years later, when another mineiro based his economic and political program 
‘around the construction of a national capital. 

24nines da Nata Machado Filho, "A vida e a polftica de 
Francisco Sales," RSEP, XVIII (January, 1965), 121. 

2tpid., p. 120. 

26Francisco de Assis Barbosa, Juscelino Kubitschek: una revisio 
na Polftica Brasileira (Rio de Janeiro: Jos® Oinpio, 1960), p. 

21Jo50 Camillo de Oliveira Torres, Estratificacto Social_no 
Brasil (S80 Paulo: Difusio Européia do Livro, 1965), p. 107. 

28parbosa, op. cit, pp. 169-70. 

25Machado Filho, op. cit., pp. 122-23, 

parbosa, op. cite, pp. 177-72. 

31 The word Tarasca means "a mannequin of a monstrous animal paraded 
during pentecostal celebrations in Tarascon and other cities in southern 
France," or more conmonly a monster. Aurélio Buarque de Holanda Ferreira 
and José Baptista da Luz, Pequeno Diciondrio Brasileiro da Lingua Portuguésa 
(10th ed.; Rio de Janeiro: Editéra Civilizagao Brasileira, 1961), p. 
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3Levinds Coelho, “Depoimento de um vetho polftico mineiro," 
RBEP, 2 (July, 1957), p. 120. Coelho retired from the federal Senate 
Tn 1954 after forty years of activity in mineiro politics, He was 
brought into the Tarasca as a substitute for Raul Soares in 1914, and 
as a pornianent member with the death of the latter in 1928. 

S3parbosa, op. cit., p. 259. 

Mipid. 
_... 3Sraulo Aiora, Bernardes 0 estadista de Minas na Repiblica 

(Sao Paulo: Editéra Nacional, 1964), p. 42. 

3®parbosa, op. cit, p. 255. 

ST1bid, 

38paniel de Carvalho, “Cisdes no P.R.M.," Digrio de Notfcias, 
March 15, 1959. 

3achado Filho, op. cite, p. 127. 
40Interview with Assis Chateaubriand, cited in Barbosa, op. cit., 

p. 293, nn. 26, 
‘ibid., p. 311. 

42, Gazeta, (S80 Faulo), September 9, 1925, cited in Barbosa, 
Ibid,, p. 313. nn. 28. 

43there is some indication that a sizable proportion of middle 
echelon public servants were drann from the intellectual ranks, and that 
certain of these were at tines given to political action. See 'Cyro dos 
Anjos, 0 Ananuense Belmiro (Lisbon: Livros do Brasil, 1954). 

44interview with Dnar Mendes Ferreira (Federal Deputy), Bras{lia, 
‘August 25, 1970, who was @ law student and active participant at the tine, 
and indicated that the governor's son, Fabio, was also a participant. 
One of the newly elected council menbers was Pedro Aletxo. 

‘Sanifesto issued by Getdlio Vargas, Nay 30, 1930. Reprinted 
in Paulo Noguetra Filho, Idéias e Lutas de un burqués progressista: 0, 
Partido Dengerdtico ea levaTugis de 1530 (680 Paulor FeTcora mnfanst, 
S58), Vol. IT, 17. 

46yith the 1930 Revolution, all legislative bodies were closed. 

‘Teor Valladares' personal account of the episode, see Benedito 
Valladares Ribeiro, Tenpos Idos ¢ Vividos (Rio de Janeiro: Ed. 
Civittzagdo Brostieira, 1906), Bp. 37-59. For an account of this 
decision fron the perspective of one of the tuo leading aspirants, 
Virgflio de Helo Franco, see Carolina flabuco, A Vida de Virgflio de Helo 
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Franco (Rio de Janeiro: José O1fmpio, 1962) pp. 82-92. 
Gne oF those "passed over" in 1933 was interim interventor, Gustavo 
Capanena, who had been Secretary of Interior in the previous govern- 
ment. Thirty-seven years later Valladares was “passed over" by his 
political party in his bid for reelection as federal senator; the 
nomination and subsequent election going this tine to Capanena. 

#8ron an account of how student agitations were handled during 
this period, see Valladares, Ibid., pp. 220-222, Certain veiled forns 
of protest were permitted, however, Aong them were: argunents before 
Juries; student elections and debating circles: and election of officers 
Of the Minas branch of the Order of Brazilian Lawyers (OAB). The 
"opposition" (to the closed political systen) candidacy of ili1ton Campos 
for president of the OAB was very effective in mobilizing opinion among 
professional groups in the state. 

49ror a full text of the manifesto and a list of the signators, 
see Paulo Amora, op. cit., pp. 178-179. 

50This is recorded in Valladares, op. cit., pp. 226-227. José 
Nagalhies Pinto, for exanple, was forced to resign as president of the 
state chanber of comerce. interview with José Hagalhges Pinto, Rio de 
Janeiro, March 12, 1971. 

STrive other minor parties also offered slates of candidates. 

521n 1939 and 1343, 99 and 28 (respectively) new sunicfpios 
were "enancipated," 1ae.y discenbered from existing municipalities; In 
recruiting persons for tie new positions of appointed mayor, Valladares 
selected many seniors and recent graduates of the Belo law school and 
other faculties, who were political activists. This was quite effective 
in co-opting student leadership into the system and into positions at a 
distance from the state capital. 
Confirmed in interviews with: Levindo 0. Coelho, Belo Horizonte, 
January 12, 19713 and Uriel R. Alvim, Rio de Jangiro, March 11, 1971, 

S3yalladares, op. cit., pp. 249-252, 

54See Appendix VII for a complete listing of those elected in 
‘the 1945 and subsequent cohorts. 

S5thomas £. Skidnore, Politics in Brazil (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1967), p. 49. 

S6Related by the director of the state public archives, Dr. Jodo 
Gones Teixeira, and his assistant, Dr. Francisco R. Andrade. 

STufsio Batista de Oliveira, Chief Justice of the State Suprene 
Court, was the first interventor named by his federal counterpart, José 
Linhates, who headed the caretaker governnent installed by the military 
after Vargas’ ouster on October 29, 1945, His brief three-month tenure 
came to be known as the "govérno dos magistrados," as the judiciary 
sttenpted. to institute certsin reverie wHile Tn control of the executive 
branch. Interview with Or. Ant6nio Hartins Vilas 8oas, Brasflia, August 
23, 1970. 
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S8ui1tian H. Riker, The Theory of Political Coalitions (New Haven: 
Yale Unfversity Press, 1968), “Faree iscussion of the stze principle and 
instability of overwhelming majorities, see pp. 33-66. 

5% situation reminiscent of the selection of Olesério Maciel in 
1930, Brds was a past state governor and president of Brazil (1910- 
1914). In 1947 he was 78 years old. Convention activities and subsequent 
events were related in a number of interviews. Most notable were those 
with: Levindo 0. Coelho, Belo Horizonte, January 12, 1971; Manoel Costa, 
Belo Horizonte, May 27, 1970; and José Maria de Alkmim, Belo Horizonte, 
February 17, 1971. 

S0rhis was the case in the municfpio of Lavras as related in an 
interview with Dr. Sflvio Henicucct, Lavras, June 6 and 7, 1970. For an 
active political discussion of these events of 1946 and 1947, see Nabuco, 
Joc. cit., pp. 210-20, 

"Ipias Forte was subsequently named Vargas' Interior Minister in 
1951, and Valladares elected federal senator in 1954. 

S2c16vis Salgado was the nominee for vice governor. In 1947 
the "dissident" PSD group had received this slot in the person of José 
Ribeiro Pena, 

©3yirgflio de Melo Franco foresaw this problem and resigned his 
position as UDN president in Minas because of his "divergent" and nore 
fiercely partisan concept of how the political gane had to be played; 
contrast to Canpos “apolitical” style. Nabuco, loc. cit., pp. 219-20. 

S4christiano Honteiro Machado, also federal deputy with cabinet 
service during the Valladares epoch and pre-1933 regines. 

S5For a more ample discussion of the evolution of the state's 
party systen, see Orlando M. Carvalho, "Os partidos polfticos en Minas 
Gerais," in Segundo Seminério de Estudos Minetros (Belo Horizonte: Ed. 
Universidade Federal de Hinas Gerais, 1956), pp. 23-42. 

®6this occurred near Pedra Azul on Septenber 9, 1955. 

S7is campaign symbol was a broom he carried with him at most 
rallies. 

SBthe terms "positive" and "negative" left were first used by 
Prime Minister Francisco Clenintino Santiago Dantas. Cited in Skidmore, 
op. cit., p. 218, n. 23, For a more extensive discussion of these tems 
Gna-theit meaning in the Brazilian contexts, see Hélio vaguaribe, 
“Brazilian Nationalism and the Dynanics of its Political Development," 
Studies in Comparative International Development, 2: 4 (1966), 65. 

"Interviews with José Monteirg de Castro, Belo Horizonte, tovonbar 24, 1970, and Oscar Dias Corréia, Rio de'Janeiro, Haren {1 and 
12, 1971. 
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71m their interviews ex-udenistas consistently referred to 
ARENA as an extension of the UDN and felt that they were the “authentic” 
members of the new pro-revolution party. 

TUinterview with Levinds 0. CoeTho, Belo Horizonte, January 12, 
1971. In 1966 the UDN denanded the stringent set of "criteria," to 
protect itself against the overuhelming power of the governorship. 
However, in 1970, with one of "theirs" chosen as governor-elect and with 
an inproved position in the state assenbly, the #x-UDN conveniently 
"forgot" that any criteria had ever existed when the ex-PSD mentioned 
updating or revising then to fit the new circunstances. 

72thus termed because various secretaries were durable politicians 
Who had held cabinet positions in pre-1947 governments, as had Pinhetro. 
Minas was the last state to feel such federal pressure; e.g., the last 
State to receive a federally sanctioned arny colonel as Public Safety 
Secretary. 



PART IT 

LEGISLATIVE RECRUITHENT 



CHAPTER 4 

THE OFFICE OF FEDERAL DEPUTY (PRE~1945) 

In this part recruitment to state wide legislative office will be 
examined. During the First Republic period, four state wide offices 
existed: state deputy and senator, and federal deputy and senator. 
Tenure data was collected for the state legislature during this period, 
but scant biographical and political career data were available. There- 
fore, only turnover data for the state legislature will be presented 
later in this chapter, for comparative purposes. 

In that the federal senators served six and nine year terms and were 
considerably fever in number, this chapter will concentrate on office of 
federal deputy. 

The Constituent Assenbly met in Rio in Novenber, 1890, to draw up 
the Republican Constitution. hen this task was completed on February 
26, 1891, the Congress transformed itself into the first regular congress 
of the Republic.! In this capacity it reconvened on June 15, 1891, with 

Thus the substitution of five deputies in the original bancada mineira. 

the first regular three-year term was completed on September 25, 1893. 
Although this first legislature actually had a longer term, it will be 
considered a three-year term to simplify the analysis. The regular three 
year term continued through 1920, so that when the October revolution 

occurred the fourteenth legislature had been in session only six months. 
The national constituent Assenbly reconvened on flovenber 15, 1933, and 

73 
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rendered a new constitution the following year. few elections were held 

in 1935 for a legislature which subsequently was closed two years later 

with the advent of the Estado Novo, These latter two legislatures (the 
1934 Constituent Assembly and the 1935 legislature) will be termed the 

fifteenth and sixteenth legislatures, respectively. The latter may be 

considered a transitional period, and are appended to the pre-1930 period 
for the purpose of comparison, and in the following chapter will be 
Vinked to the post-1945 period. 

Ronan numerals will henceforth be used to denote the sixteen legis- 
lative terms in the following fashion: 

1 1890-1893 IX 1915-1917 

I 1994-1896 X 1918-1920 

IIT 1897-1899 XE 1921-1923 

IV 1990-1902 XIL 1924-1926 

Vv 1903-1905 XII 1927-1929 

VI 1906-1908 XIV. 1930 

VIE 1909-1911 xy 1933-1935 

VIEL 1912-1914 XVI 1935-1937 

Occupation 

Occupational distributions for the 16 legislatures are detailed in 
Table 4.1.” The proportions for agriculture, finance and banking, and 
industry and commerce are minimal throughout the full period. The latter 
group exceeds the overall mean, however, in the XIII, XV and XVI legis 
atures. 

3 The legal professions? were noted as the most numerous group except 

for the II, III, and VIIT legislatures, and after the XIII legislature, 
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when they were surpassed by deputies from other professions. The 

ascendance of these other professions in 1927 can be seen as a significant 
change, because the legal professions which decrease soneuhat are often 
Seen as important to political career deveiopment; both in terms of pre- 

career political socialization and regards bringing “law-making” skiTls 

to the legislative arena.5 

Teachers become a sizable proportion of the bancada in the 1921- 
1930 period, and parallel the trend of the other professionals. 

As may be recalled from Chapter 3, Artur Bernardes and the "reno- 
vators" attenpted to curtail recruitment from the bureaucracy in an 

attenpt to break the mutual support arrangement operating within the 
‘compromisso coronelista. This seems to have had an affect on the above 

trends, and on the decrease in the proportion of public servants elected 
to the Camara after 1918; » after quite high proportions in the 1908- 

1918 period. This will be seen more clearly in the cohort analysis below. 

‘An examination of some recruitment variables in Table 4.2 shows that 

deputies who were in finance and banking, and who came from the bureaucracy 
began their political careers at the earliest ages; with the professionals, 
and industry end commerce groups being somewnat older. Teachers and those 
from legal professions had the "longest" pre-Camara political careers; in 

terms of a combination of nunber of positions held and length of pre- 
career. Deputies from the bureaucracy had "long" pre-careers in terms of 
number of positions; but careers that were “short” in duration, and 
entered the Camara at the earliest mean age of any group. 

Deputies from the agricultural group entered the Camara at signifi- 
cantly older ages. This was probably due to a career pattern of 
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establishing oneself occupationally prior to recruitment into politics; 

or a lateral movenent. This might have been the case with the profes 

sionals and those in industry and commerce. 

Regionalism 

As discussed in Chapter 5, Ninas Gerais provides a model for regional 
analysis.® In terns of representation, the state was divided into 12 
multi-menber election districts for the II through V legislature, and 

into 7 districts through 1930.7 From 1933 through the present, deputies 

are elected state wide with a proportional representation system, 
District of first election provides the operational basis for deter- 

mining region of political support in Table 4.3. In certain cases deputies 

were temporarily "switched" by the party executive committee to acconmo- 

date certain regional chiefs, and "stood" for election in districts com 
pletely alien to them; subsequently returning to stand in the district 

encompassing their home base area. 
The Mata, Hetalurgica and South account for the large bulk of the 

state's population and economic resources, but during the First Republic, 

the proportions were changing. The Hetalurgica region, which received 

the impetus of the new state capital (inaugurated in 1898), and the 
growing siderugical industry after the turn of the century, had the 

highest percentage representation, except for the XII and XIII legis- 
Jatures. The Hata's representation vas fairly consistent, while the 

South exhibited an early decline and posterior increase after the XIII 

legislature. 
Region of political support is not a wholly adequate variable to 

analyze regional recruitnent patterns, in that it tends to be an 
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ex post facto situation, (i.¢., posterior to the pre-Cinara career in 

this case), and an arbitrary apportionment rigidly set by district 
boundaries and manipulated by the PRM executive committee. Taken together 
with the variable region of birth, it may yield more valuable insights 

in terms of the geographic mobility of politicians of the period. This 
wiTl be done below by cohort. 

The two sparsely populated and underdeveloped areas of the North and 

Jequitinhonha remained fairly stable in their proportions of the bancada, 
after the former's decline in the V legislature. These tho regions were 
represented by deputies who entered politics at significantly older ages, 

some six years above the mean, as is seen in Table 4.4. Deputies from 
‘the Mata and Triangle tended to enter politics at earlier ages. The 

pre-Cémara career "length" differentials had smaller variables by region 

than by occupation. However, the variance of age at Cinara entry was 

greater by region than by occupation. Deputies from the Rio Doce, 
Jequitinhonha and West entered the Camara at older mean ages; but those 

from the North (who tended to enter politics some six years above the 

mean), entered the Canara three years below the mean, thus indicating a 

higher proportion with little or no prior political career. 

Institutionalization 

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 summarize changes over tine for seven variables 
related to the recruitment process, by legislature and cohort group, 
respectively. 

Examination of changes in current mean age of legislatures can 
begin to iTluminate certain trends in the recruitment process. Although 
there was a very high turnover (56%) in the II legislature, the positive 
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change in mean age indicates that the ages of the new deputies closely 
paralleled those outgoing deputies they replaced. ad this trend con 

tinued into legislature III, @ mean age near 45,00 would have been 
expected, But as Table 4.5 demonstrates a negative change occurred. The 

cause of this change is found in the I1J cohort (Table 4.6), which exhib 
ited the lowest mean age at CEmare entry of any cohort--32.00 years. 

This portends things to come. 
The prior political careers of both legislatures and cohorts I 

through III, did not change greatly. However, a drastic change occurs 
in the IV cohort. New deputies entering the C8mara in 1900 were recruited 

from prior political careers of double the length, and nearly double the 
number of positions, relative to cohort II]. This is a sudden change to 
recruitment from among a cadre of politicians who have done longer polit 

ical apprenticeships, come up through the ranks (sargentacto), and had 

more institutionalized political careers. 
Examination of these cohorts by occupation in Table 4.7, shows an 

increase in the proportions of legal professions, public servants, and 

teachers, at the expense of the other professions in cohorts I1I and IV. 

The Role of the P.R.M. and Coronelismo 

This institutionalization of recruitment seens to have resulted from 

the establishment of the state's dominant and single party, the Partido 
Republicano Mineiro (P.R.M.), in 1898. Among those present at the conclave 

‘in the new state capital to establish the new party grouping were: Bias 
Fortes, Francisco Bressane, Bernardo Pinto Monteiro, Jélio Bueno Brandio, 
Delfin Noreira, Wenseclau Brés, Silviano Brando, Francisco Sales, 
Henrique Diniz and Francisco Ferreira Atves.® 
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The P.R.M. became the most important recruitment structure through- 

out the first republic; with its elite Conissio Executiva, or Tarasca 

as it was commonly called? functioning as a select party council or 

caucus for choosing candidates. How was an “official slate" chosen 

within the Tarasca? Levindo Coelhio describes the process for us: 
‘The committee met initially in the Palace [da Liberdade 

with the President of the state. The chief of the government, 
who was alvays of the P.R.N., would suggest the nane or names 
of the candidates. The President was careful, in choosing the 
ames of political influentials in the state, to organize a 
list of these names and, in the meeting he analyzed then one 
by one, taking into account not only their political value, 
but especially their competence, level of education [cultura], 
moral qualities, services rendered, and activities accon- 
plished for the'real public good. ‘Then nenbers of the exec 
tive committee would Teave and meet again at the party head- 
quarters, where they proceeded to make an exacting evaluation 
of the indicated names; and the candidates for President, 
Vice-President, Senators, and Deputies were chosen, almost 
unanimously. The minutes of the meeting and the names of the 
candidates \iould thep,be published in the P.R.M. newspaper, 
the Digrio de Minas. 10 
For al] practical purposes three men dominated the Tarasca during 

its first twenty years: Silviano Brando, Bias Fortes and Francisco 
Sales. In discussing the difference between doutores and coroneis 
during the period, Francisco de Assis Barbosa describes the latter three 

11 Joao Camillo de as typical representatives of political coronelismo 

Oliveira Torres conceptualized coronelismo as a “political system domi- 

nated by a mutual obligation relationship betueen decadent private power 
and strengthened public poner. "2 

The compromisso coronelista functioned in the following manner: 

“the President of the state attended the requests for appointments to 
the bureaucracy or for state forces from the local chiefs--and the latter 
made [sic] the elections in accordance with the chief executive. "3 
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Torres provides further insight as to how the recruitment of 

politicians, to both appointed and elected positions, was distributed 

among the various P.R.M. factions by the Tarascé 

given an electoral law of five deputies per district [after 
1906], the following scheme was adopted: some candidates, 
men of the land, confidants of the local political chiefs Fepresented the regional interests-~shile others, indicated 
by the government, men of talent and culture, but without 
Tocal electoral prestige made up the slates. 14 
Thus, it fs observed that certain politictans with excellent 

professional and intellectual qualifications, but no political base or 

traditional social backgrounds (except for service in the bureaucracy) 

such as Jofo Pandid Calégeras, David Campista, Carlos Peixoto, Affranio 

de Melo Franco and Gast& da Cunha, were recruited into the state assem- 

bly and federal Camara directly and at very early ages. In this manner 

the intellectual leaders of the bancada mineira were able to dominate 

the Cimara in Rio; i.e., the President of the Cimara was a mii iro 

throughout the entire First Republic, and mineiros chaired many of the 

important committees. 15 

Although these intellectuals served the state well in the national 

legislature, as state cabinet secretaries, and even as federal ministers, 
they were never chosen as governor. Gontijo de Carvalho laments the 
specific case of David Campista: 

In 1909, Rui Barbosa, in a letter to Afonso Pena, saw in David 
Campista only, "a young man of talent and future," without the 
“experience, maturity, authority" to exercise the functions of 
President... To support this, he argued that his [Canpista's] 
last election was not liquid [sic] and vas recognized by the 
Ciara with some difficulty. 

Adopting this criterion, any country coronel, a credential 
in Brazil, would be greater than Pandid Calogeras and Carlos 
Peixoto, always elected with difficulty... Francisco Campos. 
the fingst of our’ jurists, vas defeated in his in his ovm hone 
town, when he ran extra-chapa for a seat as federal deputy.!© 
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Education: Halinark of the Elite 

As seen in the above discussion of selection criterfa, fornal 
education was an important background variable during this period, as 

85.8% of the deputies with knovn data had conpleted a university degree. 
Conparing Tables 7.2 and 4.7, level of educational achievement is found 

to vary more by occupation than by region, as might be expected. Over 

time, deputies with university educations appear in higher proportions 

after the X legislature (Table 4.5). However, the proportions by cohort 
(Table 4.6) fluctuate to a greater extent, but tend to decrease from the 

VIII to the XV cohorts. 

Political Family Tie 

In a previous study, this variable was found to contribute signi fi- 
cantly to the explained variance (in the multiple regression equation) in 
age at Camara entry for deputies with no prior political career.!7 This 

indicates that having ties with important political families helped accel- 
erate one's political career towards the position of deputy, especially 

when the career route was more direct and non-institutionalized. By 
occupation (Table 4.2) agriculture, and finance and banking show the 
lowest proportions; while legal professions and teachers, the highest. 

Regionally, the North and West have the lowest degree of family ties; 

and the Rio Doce, Triangle, and Jequitinhonha, the highest, (Table 4.4). 
At the municfpio level the principal structure involved in the 

selection process was the extended kin group. Usually each municfpio 
had two or more party factions organized around rival local families.!8 
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The P.R.M. usually remained aloof from such competition and after each 

Jocal election accepted the winning family group as the “official” party 

faction, a situacio local. Thus the selection of local officials was 

performed by the local family faction currently in control of the 
situagd, and that of state civil servants for posts in the municfpio 

was formalized by the appropriate cabinet secretariat in Belo Horizonte, 

with the approval of the local chief. 

The extended regional family even played 2 substantial role in the 

recruitment to the central bureaucracy in the state capital. Using data 
compiled by Cid Rabelo Horta on the period's most important political 

families,!9 Moema Miranda de Siqueira catalogued 87 derivative kin groups. 

OF the 584 public functionaries residing in Belo Horizonte in 1900, 38% 
Were identified with the above political femily lines. By 1913 the pro- 

portion had decreased to 21%'of 4,096,20 vnich perhaps indicates the 
declining role of the family in recruitment to the bureaucracy in the 
state capital. 

Geographic Mobility 

As discussed above, this is a way of refining the analysis of 

regionalism. Geographic mobility is defined as being born in a region 

(or state) different from that where the individual's political base of 
support was finally established. Finance and banking, public servants 
and teachers appear as the most mobile in Table 4.2. This is as it 
night be expected, as opportunities in these professions are often 
available to those willing to accept inter-regional migration. By com- 

parison, agriculture, and industry and commerce tend to be somewhat more 
Tocalized. 
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In a more precise analysis of the mobility phenonenon over time, 

Table 4.8 compares region of birth with region of political support, by 
cohort. By subtracting the percent of the cohort born in the region from 
the percent with political support in the same region, the regions may be 

compared in terns of "inflows" and "outflows" of future deputies. A 

positive percent indicates that more deputies (in that cohort) have made 
their political base in the region than were born there; and thus the 
region may be called an "inporter" or "attractor" of political aspirants. 

A negative percent indicates that the reverse is true, and the region 

may be calied an “exporter of future deputies who will make their polit 
‘ical base in other regions. 

The sparsely populated and underdeveloped regions of the North and 

Jequitinhonha, although varying somewhat, tended to be exporters, as was 
‘the Rio Doce area. The Triangle, being an area of colonization and devel- 
opment during this perfod was only intermittently represented in the 

Ciara; but when it was, the region was an importer. The West, having 
been colonized and developed at an earlier stage, was also sparsely 
represented, and tended to alternate the exporter and importer roles. 

‘The most interesting changes involved the three most populated and 
developed regions. Once the new capital and mining activities were 

established (after the III cohort), the Metaldrgica was a consistent and 

large net importer of future deputies. The Mata became less attractive 
after the II cohort, when the capital was moved to Belo Horizonte, and 

became an exporter until 1918, when Artur Bernardes became governor. 
From the X cohort on it became an importer. 
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The case of the South is also interesting. A densely populated and 

productive agricultural region, the South seems to have produced more 
deputies than any other region (20% born in the region), but the local 

opportunity structure was not able to offer careers to all its political 
aspirants, Also, the region's economy and proximity to the universities 

in So Paulo and Rio de Janeiro probably facilitated achievements in 

those areas, thus favoring the acquisition of the preferred background 
characteristics. Both the South and the Mata regions were well repre- 
sented on the P.R.M. Tarasca. 

Turnover and Cohort Longevity. 

Turnover of legislators was briefly discussed above in connection 

with institutionelization. Figure 4.1 plots the rates of turnover for 
federal deputies, and state deputies and senators over tine. hile 

elections for federal deputy were held every three years, state legis- 
lative elections were held every four years; the full Cimara and half 
the Senate standing for every election. Thus, these three elections 

coincided only at twelve-year intervals; 1902, 1914, and 1926, (renem- 
bering that legislators took office the year following elections). 

The eight-year term of state senators not withstanding, turnover 

rates for the three groups are remarkably parallel, with the exception 
of the X federal legislature, elected in 1917, and the federal legisla- 
ture elected in 1935. The latter should not be compared to its state 
counterpart which was only the first post-1930 election at the state 
level. 
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Despite the differentials of size, district boundaries, and election 

year, turnover rates were quite parallel over time, which indicates that 

the causes were having a very even-handed effect on the recruitment pro- 

cess within the P.R.M. Executive Committee during the period. The I, III, 

and V cohorts present the most continuous and sustained longevity in the 

Federal Cinara, as is seen in Table 4.9. 

The durability of the cohort groups can also be expressed in a 

manner similar to the way physicists calculate the durability of radiation 

in radioactive isotopes, in "half-lives."2) Figure 4.2 plots the "third- 

lives" of the cohorts in terms of legislative terms served, (i... the 

number of terms elapsed until only one-third of the original cohort 
renains). 

The close parallel among the three groups in terms of turnover might 
be expected in a dominant one-party situation, with recruitment central- 

ized in the party executive conmittee, but the cohort longevity figures 
are quite unexpected. Although the parallel is not as close as with 
turnover, the longevity plots by cohort for the three legislative groups 

are quite similar. This excepting the large abberation of the VI and VII 
federal cohorts. This means both turnover rates over time and legislative 
career patterns had very even-handed effects on the cohorts’ longevity in 

all three groups. This might mean that the opportunity structures of the 
three positions were closely interrelated. If political career data were 
available for the state legislators, verification of such a comparative 
hypothesis would be possible. 
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Political career sequences prior to entering the Cénara are dia 
grarmed in Figure 4.3, for the Republican Period. For those known to 
have held prior offices, the most frequently held “portal” positions 
were: state legislature, state bureaucracy, and state cabinet, in that 
order. Considerable circulation is noted between: the state legislature 
and bureaucracy, state and federal bureaucracies, and the municipal exec~ 
utive and state legislature. It {s apparent that sone folloved a straight 
elective route--vereador, mayor, state legislator, and federal deputys 
others, a straight bureaucratic route--nunicipal, state and federal 
bureaucracies, and then federal deputy; while others followed an alter- 
nating route--municipal bureaucracy, mayor, state legislature, state 
bureaucracy, state cabinet, and federal deputy, for exanple. Theoret~ 
ically, this alternating career pattern would be more in Tine with the 
conpronisso coronelista discussed above, whereby the political aspirant 
negotiates future electoral support with the regional chiefs while 
currently occupying an administrative position within the state bureau- 
cracy or cabinet. 2 

The importance of the state legislature and bureaucracy for pre- 
Cfnara careers during this period is seen in Table 4.10; together they 
constitute nearly one half of the total positions held by future deputies, 
while positions in local government total about one third. 
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Table 4.10--Distribution of Positions 
Federal Deputy, 1890-1937 (tf 

prior to becoming 
41) 

Positions Held of 
Federal 

Positions N % Deputies 

Federal Bureaucracy 7 83 19.5 
State Legislature wm 289 58.4 
State Cabinet 4% BO 18.7 

State Bureaucracy wt 23.1 54.2 
Hayor or Vice Mayor 6 10.8 25.3 

Vereador 3 7.8 17.8 

Municipal Bureaucracy 80141 33.2 
National Legislature (pre-1889) we 32 5.0 
io Prior Office (28) 0 = 1.6 

Prior Career Not known (2a) + 10.0 

Total (2) --- 100.0 

TOTAL (N) (560) (560) (241) 

Mean Number of positions held = 2.58 
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Summary 

Perhaps the most interesting finding presented in this chapter 

concerned the evidence of recruitment of federal deputies from nore 
institutional political careers from 1900 on. This was seen as an 
effect of the P.R.M. (and particularly the Tarasca) taking control of 

the process. Ne Tiet 
Data on occupation over tine, evidenced the effect of Raul Bernardes' 

short-lived "renovation" during the 1918-24 period when attempts were made 

to curtail recruitment from the bureaucracy, thus breaking the cycle of 

‘the conpromisso coronelista. 
Changes in the state's regional economy were reflected in the data 

on inter-regional geographic mobility of future federal deputies. The 

attraction of the Hetaldrgica region after 1900, migration from the South, 
and fluctuations in the Mata were the most significant. 

Both a university education and political family ties were found 

related to early entry into politics and to the CAmara, 
The positions of mayor and the Tocal bureaucracy were the most 

frequently held initial positions by future deputies. The state bureau- 

cracy and legislature were the most frequent portals to Camara entry. 

Circulation between the latter was noted as further evidence of the 

functioning of the compromisso coronelista. 

Finally, the consistent role of the P.R.M. in recruitment to state- 

wide legislative office was reflected in the remarkably parallel turnover 

rates for the three groups of legislators. 



NOTES--CHAPTER 4 

Tpy virtue of Article 1, Paragraph 4 of the Disposicoes 
Transitorias of the Constitution. Abranches, op. cit. 

2Hany deputies had multiple occupations. Table 4.1 reports 
principal occupation, in terms of economic livelihood. Thus, a deputy 
who was a "lawyer" but whose main activity had been normal school teaching 
was coded a “teacher. 

Missing data is observed to increase from the XI through the XIV 
legislatures (as it will for other variables). This is because there are 
no bibliographic reference works available for the 1918-30 (post-Abranches) 
period. Percentages are calculated for "total known" to standardize com- 
parison within and among elite groups with varying degrees of missing data. 

Sor example: lawyers, judges and prosecutors. 

‘For example: engineers, doctors, dentists, pharmacists, etc 

5see especially: Heinz Eulau and John Sprague, Lawyers in Politics 
(Indianapolis: Bobs-Nerri11,, 1964); Schlesinger “Laujers tn Pol Ttiese esa" 
Schlesinger, Ambition and Politics..., 6, 70-79, 91-98; and Matthews, The 
Social Background of ..., 30-32 

See Figure 5.2 

7See Appendices IA and IXB, respectively. In addition to the 
changed district boundaries, it is interesting to note that various regional 
“poles" were maintained as district capitals, e.g., Leopoldina, Barbacena 
and Uberaba. while in the South, for example, the centers changed from 
Baepend? and Canpanha to Lavras and Pouso Alegre. It is also noted that 
the South and the Mata always had the largest representation in the 
Canara (through 1930). 

SLevindo Coelho, op. cit., 116-117. 

Sthe word Tarasca means “a mannequin of a monstrous animal paraded 
during pentecostal celebrations in Tarascon and other cities in southern 
France," or more commonly, a monster. Aurélio Buarque de Hollanda 
Ferreira and José Baptista da Luz, Pequeno Diciondrio Brasileiro da 
Lingua Portuquésa Ors ed.; Rio de Janeiro: Editora Civilizacgo 
Brasttefre, 19617, 1147, 

Wegetho, op. cit., 117-118. 
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Mparbosa, op. cit., 169. 

Ttorres, op. cit., 133. 

VWbid., 107, 

Mibid., 106. 

Vuhite the intellectuals made the speeches and participated in 
committee deliberations, the others just voted; but both contingents 
Were termed a "flock of sheep" (relative to the directives of the state 
government) by the opposition press. Ibid., 107. 

i [eanténio Gontijo de Carvalho, Uma Conspirasao Contra a 
Inteligfncia: vida e obra de David Campista (Rio de Janeirc 
irtenova, 1968), 110-116. 

VWFleischer, op. cit., 62-69. 

Edi tra 

‘'see Orlando Carvalho, "Os Partidos Polfticos...," 27-29; 
Barbosa, op. cit., 1703 José turilo de Carvalho, "Barbacena...." 154-1595 
and dois CamiTto°de Oliveira Torres, Historia ee Mines, Gerais” (Belo 
Horizonte: Difus8o Pan Americana do Livro, 1962), V, 1268-1277. 

19cid Rebelo Horta, "Famflias Governanentais de Minas Gerais," 
in Segundo Seningrio de Estudos Hineiros (Belo Horizonte: Universidade 
de Minal Gerais, 1986), 33-37. 

20oema Miranda de Siqueira, "Elites Pol{ticas em Minas Gerais," 
ROEP, 29 (July, 1970), 179. 

*lFrey, op. cit., 216-217. 

ror a fictionalized version of such negotiations (between Coronel 
Chico Belo and Doutor Carvalho de Meneses, the Interior Secretary), see 
Nério Palmério, Vila dos Confins (Rio de Janeiro: José lfmpio, 1960), 
159-189. Another example of coronelismo and its relations to local 
politics is found in Oscar Dias Corréa, Brasflio (Rio de Janeiro: 
Editéra Grafica Record, 1968. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE OFFICE OF FEDERAL DEPUTY (1946-1971) 

Following the deposition of the Estado ovo in October, 1945, 

elections for the national constituent assembly were held as scheduled 

on December 2, of the same year. As with the Constituent Assenbly of 

1890, having finished the new Constitution, the 1946 Assenbly transformed 

‘itself into the first (pest-1945) legislature which served through 1951. 

‘The new Constitution provided for legislative elections every four years, 

which have been held regularly from 1950 through 1970. The seven legis- 

lative terms presented in this chapter are: 

1945 - 1981 1963 - 1967 

1951 - 1955 1967 - 1971 

1955 - 1959 1971 = 1975, 

1959 - 1963, 

‘The terms are denoted by the year of the first session: ¢.9., the 1955 

legislature, serving from 1955 to 1959. hen appropriate, data from 

the 1933 legislature is also presented for comparison. 

During the First Republic the bancada mineira remained a constant 
37 deputies. However, the 1946 Constitution provided for a Cfnara of 
open-ended size based on population, and to be updated following each 
decennial census. Thus, the bancada, which began at 35 in 1946, 
increased to 39 (following the 1950 census), and to 48 (following the 

1960 census). The present constitution (written in 1967 and revised in 
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1968) provides for representation based on the number of registered 
voters in the state. On this basis, the bancada was reduced to 35 for 
the 1970 elections. Such changes further necessitate calculating any 

percentage distributions over the "total known," for standardized com- 

parison. 
Two additional systemic changes distinguish the post-1945 period 

from the First Republic: legislative elections on the basis of pro- 

portional representation; and the growth of a multi-party system. 
Different criteria were used for the inclusion of deputies for 

analysis purposes. During the First Republic substitution was on a 

permanent basis; i.e., when a deputy was nominated for state cabinet 

secretary or federal minister, he would resign his seat and a substitute 
was chosen, either in a by election or from the ranks of the "runner-ups" 

in his election district. In Chapter 4, al] deputies known to have 

served (including the substitutes) were included in the analysis,! and 

cohort group was determined by legislature of first service. 

With the suplente system adopted in the post-1945 period, substi- 

tution was on a temporary basis;? i ‘a deputy leaving the Camara for 

service in the executive or for any other reason, went on temporary 

leave, and thus could re-assume his seat at anytime and replace his 

suplente.3 
Although complete substitution data were collected for the 

bancada, such data were very incomplete for the state assembly. Thus, 

because such substitutions are not exactly comparable with the First 

Republic system; because inclusion of the suplentes would distort the 

recruitment picture somewhat; and because of the impossible situation 



in the state assenbly--only deputies elected in their ovn right are 

included in Chapters 5 and 6. Cohort group was determined by legis- 

lature of first election. The latter totaled 143 and 302 federal and 

state deputies, respectively.4 

Occupation 

The distribution of federal deputies by principal occupation is 
found in Table 5.1. The most notable changes from the 1933 legislature 

Were in the proportions for industry and conmerce, legal professions, 
other professionals, and finance and banking. Considering these changes, 

‘the 1946 bancada may be seen as having proportions similar to the pre- 

1920 period. 
With regards change over time: industry and commerce double after 

1963; after an initial increase in 1955, agriculture increases again in 

19675 legal professions decline somewhat after 1959; teachers reach highs 
in 1963 and 1967; other professionals fluctuate froma high in 1946 to a 

Jow in 1971; other public servants, and finance and banking remain fairly 

constant, except for the forner in 1967 and 1971. The elections of 1950 
and 1962 seem to have wrought the most changes in the occupational dis- 

tribution. 

Comparing the overall means for the two periods (Tables 4.7 and 5.1), 
the principal changes are: increases in the proportions for industry and 
conmerce, and finance and banking; and a decrease for other professionals. 

In terms of political development, the increases in the former two cate~ 
gories may mean increased representation of modernizing elements in the 

economic sector. 
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In terms of the recruitment variables displayed in Table 5.2, 

deputies elected during the post-1945 period appear to have entered 

politics at about the same mean age, but followed longer pre-Camara 
careers, and entered the Camara a bit older than deputies serving 

during the First Republic (per Table 4.2). This is as might be expected 
in relation to the development of the political system and the society 

in general. 

Legal professions, teachers and public servants again show the 
Tongest pre-careers. Although more of the post-1945 deputies had 
university training, again the industry and co-nerce, agriculture, and 

finance and banking categories presented the lowest levels. Teachers 
again had the highest level of geographic mobility. 

Comparing the regional distribution in Table 5.3, with that for the 

First Republic (Table 4.3), the Jequitinhonha, Rio Doce, Nest, and 
Triangle regions were found to have increased representation in the post- 

1945 period. The former two Were probably slighted during the early 
Period; while the latter two regions had real increases in population 
during the 1930's and 1940's, due to migration to these developing areas. 

By comparing Tables 4.3 with 5.3, it fs observed that in 1946: 
the Mata regained what it had lost in 1933; while the reverse was true 
for the Metalrgica; and the South continued to decline. In 195] repre- 
sentation was more widely distributed among the regions. By this time 
the new parties were organized on a more state wide basis, thus neces- 

sitating competition in all regions which favored broader representation, 
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and election districts were no longer a constraining factor. A con- 

centration was noted for the Metalirgica region in 1963 and 1967, indi- 

cating the importance of the trends of industrialization and urbanization 
in the region. In 1955 the West became the second region in terms of 

representation in the Cémra, surpassing both the South and Hata. The 
1970 elections effected a return to a broad distribution of deputies by 

region of political support. As shall be seen below, 1970 was a highly 
conpetitive election, under a better organized two-party system (relative 

to 1966). 

As can be seen in Table 5.4, future deputies based in the Triangle, 
Jequitinhonha, and Nats regions entered politics at later ages. This is 

a different pattern than the one found in Table 4.4 for the first period, 
where the positions of the Mata and South were reversed. 

‘The Mata and Nest had longer pre-careers; and the Triangle the 
shortest. The latter two regions were consistent with the first period, 
whereas, the Nata was not. 

The Mata region also shows the most significant change in mean age 

at Camara entry, being the oldest contingent in the post-1945 period. 
On the same variable Rio Doce moves from the oldest group in the First 
Republic to the second youngest in the later period. Career patterns 
are obviously changing on the regional dimension. 

Regarding geographic mobility, only the North and South regions 
show higher rates in the second period, against the general trend of less 
inter-regional mobility. 
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Institutionalization 

Although found to be a significant result of party development at 
the turn of the century, institutionaltzstion of political careers did 

not evidence the same pattern in the post-1945 period. For legislatures 

1951 through 1971 (in Table 5.5) length of pre-Cénara political careers, 
both in terms of duration and number of positions, closely paralleled 

the last years of the First Republic (Table 4.5). The 1946 legislature 

can be seen as an aberration caused by the eight-year interruption of 
the normal political process during the Estado tiovo period. Many deputies 

elected to the 1946 legislature had political careers, which were started 
in the Tate 1920's and 1930's (which were prolonged during the Vargas 

period), and held executive and judicial office from 1937 through 1945. 
The data by cohort of first election (Table 5.6) show the 1959 

cohort to be well institutionalized (even more so than the 1959 legis- 

lature), and the 1967 cohort to be short on political experience (i.e. 
Jess institutional ized), 

The latter two extrenes merit further scrutiny. Although both the 
1959 and 1967 cohorts evidence reduced proportions of university graduates, 
the former is higher in terms of new recruits from the legal and other 
professions, and includes many migrants into the Metaldrgica region (Table 
5.8). The 1967 cohort, on the other hand, is characterized by larger pro- 
Portions of deputies from industry and commerce, agriculture, and finance 
and banking, plus migrants outward from the Jequitinhonha region. These 
extreme cases also may have been influenced by the fact that the 1958 
elections included a sizable increase in the nunber of registered voters 
(due to an extension of the franchise); 1 e., changes in the electorate. 
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Whereas, the 1966 elections were the first held after the 1964 revolution, 

the effects of which may have reduced the new candidacy rate among poli-~ 

ticians with more “institutionalized" political careers, thus obliging 

the two new parties to recruit individuals with less political experience. 

(This appears to be born out in Table 5.11, below.) 

Geographic Nobility 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect evident in Table 5.8, is the 
decline of the Metaldrgica region as a net "importer" of future federal 

deputies, in the first three legislatures of the post-1945 period. The 
region, a strong importer after 1897, only regains this position in 1959. 

The basis of these changes are difficult to fathom. The patterns are 

sporadic: the Mata as importer in 1946; the South and Rio Doce in 1951; 
and the North and West in 1955. For some reason the political careers 

of deputies entering the Cinara in these first three cohorts involved 
smaller magnitudes of geographic mobility than their predecessors in 
the First Republic. Perhaps the new political system and party system 
favored more localized careerss or perhaps the Metalurgica region, 

although continuing to attract occupational mobiles, became less attrac- 
tive to potential political mobiles. 

The Role of Party 

In terms of the occupational backgrounds of deputies, the PSD 

presents the broadest recruitment pattern (Table 5.9); and the PTB and 

MDB, the narrowest. The UDN is high in legal professions; and the PTB in 

teachers and other professionals.® 
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For the post-1964 period, the ARENA is somewhat more broadly based 

occupationally than the 5 the former being high in finance and banking 

and agriculture, with the latter high on teachers and the professions. 
In that ARENA was to a large extent an aggregation of the PSD, UDN and 

PR, it might be expected to recruit new candidates (for the 1966 and 1970 

elections) from an equally broad base. The sane 1s true for the MOB 

which drew most of its organizational strength from the PTB, and parallels 

its recruitment pattern.® 
Regionally the PSD and the UDN are the broadest based, (Table 5.10). 

This is as it should be, for the two were the most competitive participants 
in the multi-party system, and had diretdrios in almost every municfpio of 

the state.” The PR was somevhat less of a state-wide party, concentrating 

on the Mata, Jequitinhonha, North and Rio Doce areas. The PTB was the 

narrowest ex-party, concentrating on the densely populated Mata, and 
industrializing Metaldrgica regions. 

‘The post-1964 trends are similar to those found in the occupational 

pattern: a broad based ARENA and a narrow MOB, (localized and paralleling 
the PTB). 

Turning now to recruitment patterns of the parties, in Table 5.11, 

the PSD and the PR are found to be the most institutionalized, in terms 
of the pre-lnara careers. This supports the contention that the PSD 
was a true “escola pol{tica" in the sense of providing anple "training" 
in politics for its members.8 The PR's style was quite similar (apart 

from Bernardes' personal “leadership"), and deputies from both parties 

entered the Camara at older ages. Udenistas and Petebistas had shorter 
careers and entered at earlier ages. ARENA deputies also had short 
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careers and entered at earlier ages, thus not paralleling the PSD-UDN-PR 

aggregation (except for the UDN's mean age at Cfmara entry), thus indi- 
cating the problem of reduced institutionalized recruitment discussed 

above (regarding Table 5.6). 

The MDB seemed to recruit persons at later stages of their careers, 

perhaps an effect of lateral recruitment from the professions (per Table 

5.9). 

The role of party in recruitment is further examined in Table 5.12, 
which examines recruitment of whole party slates, instead of only those 

elected, as in previous tables. The parties are evaluated in terms of 

their recruitment of new candidates and "party label switchers" in the 

various elections.? 

The PSD evidenced constant levels of approximately one-fourth of its 
slates being new candidates, and iow levels of switchers. The UDN 

attracted high levels of both new candidates and switchers in 1950, when 
it was the situacto under Milton Campos' administration, Its attractive 

ness to new candidates for federal deputy ebbed until it was again the 

situaco (with Nagalhdes Pinto as governor) during the 1962 elections. 

In 1954 it accepted a high level of switchers; but none in 1958. In 
both 1954 and 1958 the PR attracted more switchers than new candidates. 
Overall, the PTB attracted the highest proportions of both new candidates 

and switchers for its slates. This was accentuated in 1950 and 1962. 
The ARENA did not reflect the aggregation of its predecessors* 

patterns and attracted low levels of new candidates. The NOB based more 

of its recruitment on new candidacies, and both of the post-196¢ parties 

had higher levels in 1970 than in 1966. 
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Nearly one-third of a11 candidacies were by new aspirants, while 

the "switchers" accounted for only 15.2% of all candidacies for federal 
deputy. 

Turnover 

Turnover data for both state and federal deputies in the post-1945 
period is presented in Figure 5.1.10 The data are similar to that pre- 

sented in Figure 4.1 for the First Republic; a general declining trend 
through 1912, The recent period does not have the highly fluctuating 
turnover rates of the historic period. Except for the 1951 and 1971 
legislatures, rates for state and federal deputies run fairly parallel. 

Career Advancement Patterns 

Comparing Figures 5.2 and 4.3, less "circulation" betveen elective 

and appointive positions was noted in the recent period; i.e., and only 
between the state legislature and cabinet. This may be an indication of 

a lessening or near absence of the compromisso coronelista pattern descibed 
in Chapter 4. Additional positions were added to Figure 5.2, (relative to 

Figure 4.3), to acconnodate a changed situation, but this did not alter 
the pattern, 

Clearly more future federal deputies follow career channels leading 

through the state legislature, and those passing through this office cane 

proportionately more fron local elective office than from positions in 
‘the bureaucracy. Thus, the predominant career pattern for those with 

considerable prior political experience is more of a sequential route 
through elective offices. This is probably due to the more highly 
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competitive electoral system in the post-1945 period, and the resulting 
value placed on prestfaio 

Comparing the distribution of positions held for the tio groups of 
ral, (proven vote-getting ability). 

federal deputies, (in Tables 4.10 and 5.13) approximately the same pro- 
portions of positions were held in state government, and less in munici~ 

pal government during the recent period. However, excepting these dif- 
ferences, which are not of great order of magnitude, the distributions 

are somewhat similar. 

Summary 

This chapter has analyzed background and political career data of 
143 federal deputies elected to the seven post-1945 legislatures; and 

conpared this group with the 241 deputies serving from 1890 to 1937. 

Observations of the greatest import were: the absence of a "re- 
institutionalization" period similar to that occurring at the outset of 

the First Republic, i.e., deputies from institutionalized political 

careers continued to be recruited; the marked decline of the Metaluraica 
region's attractiveness in terms of geographic mobility; the lessening 

or near absence of the conpromisso coronelista pattern in pre-Cénara 

political careers, with more "purely" elective or bureaucratic career 
sequences; and the effects of the new electoral system and competitive, 
multi-party system on the recruitment process. 

Recruitment tendencies of the ARENA vere found to closely parallel 
those of its progenitors--the PSD, UDN and PR; while the same was 

observed for the MDB with regards the PTB. 
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Table 5.13--Distribution of Positions Held prior to becoming 
Federal Deputy, 1946-1971 (Ni=141) 

Positions Held ‘of. 
Federal 

Positions N % Deputies 

Federal Bureaucracy 50 10.5 35.0 

State Legislature 0s 22.2 74.1 
State Cabinet 2 8.8 29.4 
High State Bureaucracy 7315.3 51.0 

Low State Bureaucracy 60 12.6 42.0 

Mayor or Vice Mayor 3 9.0 30.1 
Vereador 59.5 315 
Municipal Bureaucracy 38 M2 

Party Office 6 13 42 
Office in Other State wo 21 7.0 
Candidate (not-elected) (32) =-- 22.4 

Pre-1945 Legislator 53 17.5 

No Prior Office 19 a 13.3 
Total (z) == 100.0 — 

TOTAL (N) (476) (476) (143) 

Mean Number of Positions Held = 3.33 
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The thesis of the PSD as an escola pol{tica was partially confirmed, 

as this broadbased and highly competitive party has a lengthly training 
period (sargentacdo) for testing and selecting its recruits. 

The new parties organized following the 1964 revolution were both 
obliged to recruit individuals from less institutionalized political 
careers, with the ARENA fielding slates with reduced proportions of new 

candidates, and the NDB using higher proportions of new candidates. 

Thus it appeared that: the process was generally less attractive to 

aspirants with more political experience; the ARENA attracted a larger 

proportion of returning candidates; and because of this the HDS had to 
rely on a high proportion of new candidates to fill its slates. 

The 1970 elections were highly competitive!! and were held under 

revised “game rules," and were found to have effected a broadened geo- 

graphical and occupational distribution of the bancada. 



NOTES--CHAPTER 5 

‘substitution rates were relatively smal during the First 
Republic. See Appendix VI for a listing of substitutions by legislature. 

2under the current (1969) constitution, federal deputies can be 
granted temporary leave only on the basis of being appointed federal 
minister, or for health or personal reasons. To accept any other exec- 
utive office, a deputy must permanently resign his seat for the renainder 
of the legislative term, 

3Under the proportional representation system used, each party 
slate of candidates is ranked according to total votes won. The 48 
seats (in 1963, for example) would be awarded to the top 48 candidates 
on the list. The 49th would becone the first suplente of his party, 
and thus elégible for the first tenorary vacancy occurring within 
his party. In the case of a permanent vacancy, due to death or a 
resignation, the suplente becomes efetivado, or the permanent occu- 
pant of that seat for the remainder of that’ term. 

4See Appendix VII for a list of the federal deputies on which 
this chapter is based. 

5this tends to substantiate testimony of various ex-petebistas 
interviewed, a5 to the diverse and non-ideolouical. composition oF the 
PTB nineiro. 

Stiote that the distributions for the ARENA and NDB in Tables 
8.9 through 5.12 refer only to deputies elected to first CSnara service 
in 1966 and 1870; deputies who subsequently served as ARENA or MOB 
deputies from 1967 through 1971, are not included. 

TFor a discussion of this competition and its effects on the 
party system, and the role of local rival family oroups, see Orlando 
Carvatho, "Engatos de Sociologia Eleftoral..." and nis “partidos 
Polfticos...." 

SRelated in numerous interviews, and by various observers of 
the state political scene. 

The 1945 and 1947 elections are not included, as 1950 was the 
first election permitting a full cycle of party switching. Previous 
candidacies for state deputy are also included in this analysis. 
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Wrote that the data are not standardized to account for changes 
in the size of the federal baricada and state assembly. 

Tin the sense that candidates were competing for a reduced number 
of seats among a larger electorate; i.e., that the electoral quotients 
for state and federal deputy were greatly increased fron 1966. 



CHAPTER 6 

‘THE OFFICE OF STATE DEPUTY (197-1971) 

Although the National Constituent Assenbly was elected in December, 
1945, and took office the following January, the state Constituent 

Assenbly was only elected a year later, (while Minas was governed by a 
series of interventores, see Chapter 3), and took office on March 21, 

1947.1 The new state Constitution also provided for legislative elections 

every four years, coincident with those for the federal legislature.2 

Seven terms of legislators have been regularly elected. 

During the First Republic the legislature elected 48 deputies and 

24 senators. In the post-1945, the size of the unicameral state Tegis~ 
lature was also determined on the open-ended basis of population. So 
that the Assenbly began with 72 members in 1947, increased to 74 after 

‘the 1950 census, and to 82 with the 1960 census. With the advent of the 

new criteria established in the 1969 Constitution, the Assenbly was 
reduced to §9 menbers. 

As with the federal deputies of the same period (Chapter 5), only 
those persons elected state deputy in their oun right, and not those 

serving as suplentes, are included in the foregoing analysis. For this 
period, 302 deputies were elected.? 

The foregoing analysis will conpare the recruitment of the state 

Assenbly with that of the bancada federal for the post-1945 period. 
‘As will be noted by the tables in this chapter, the levels of missing 
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date for state deputies are considerably higher than for their federal 
counterparts. This problem is discussed in Appendix I, and as micht be 
expected, the proportions are highest for the earlier legislatures. 

Occupation 

Although rio data were collected for the 1935 Assenbly, it is con- 

ceivable that the 1947 legislature was an "aberration," in terms of 

being "high" on Tegal professions, and "Ion" for agriculture and public 
servants, as all three categories show reversed proportions in 1951, 

(in Table 6.1). 

Both agriculture and public servants tend to increase over time (From 
1951), only to decline with the 1967 legislature. 

Overall, comparing the composition of the Assenbly with the federal 
bancada, the former had: re in agriculture and public servants; and 

in legal professions, and banking and finance. This might indicate Jess 
that the Assenbly was composed of fever elements from the modernizing 

sectors of the economy than the bancada. In 1967, whereas the proportion 

fron agriculture, and finance and banking increased in the bancada, it 
decreased within the state Assembly. 

The case of the public servants is interesting. Although the 

proportions were reduced for both groups of deputies in 19673 in 1971 

recruitment from the bureaucracy equaled the previous high (in 1951) for 
the state deputies, while the bancada remained at zero. AN1 this my 

indicate that a compromisso coronelista type pattern may have persisted 
in the Assenbly in the post-1945 period. 
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The state deputies generally entered politics at slightly later 
ages, had shorter political careers and entered the Assembly at younger 

ages than their federal counterparts, (as seen from the overall means in 

Tables 5.2 and 6.2). 
State deputies in the public servant and agriculture categories had 

the most pre-Assenbly political experiences and finance and banking, and 

teachers, the least. 

Agriculture and other professionals tended to enter the Assembly at 
ater ages; and finance and banking, and legal professions, the youngest. 

These trends are somevhat similar to those observed for the federal 

deputies, with the teachers being an exception. 

Regionalism 

Comparing the overall regional distribution of state and federal 
deputies (in Tables 6.3 and 5.3), the singular observation is evident 
for the Netaldrgica region. This region appears in a mich reduced 

position among the state deputies, (being slightly surpassed by the Mata), 

with the proportional difference quite equally distributed among the 
other seven regions. 

The broadening of regional representation, which was so evident 

among federal deputies in 1971, (although also occurring to a lesser 
extent among state deputies), sens to have occurred for the state 
deputies in 1963. 

No revanche of the Netalrgica region occurs among the state 
deputies in the 1963 and 1967 legislatures, as is observed for the 
federal deputies. 
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For the post revolution period, a decline is noted for the 

Jequitinhonha region, and increases for the Triangle and Mata. 

Variance in the four recruitment variables by region (in Table 6.4) 

is less than by occupation (in Table 6.2). The reverse was true for the 
federal deputies (comparing Tables 5.4 and 5.2). 

State deputies from the Mata and Jequitinhonha tended to enter poli- 

tics at later ages; while those from the North and West at younger ages. 
Those from the Triangle had the longest pre-Assenbly careers; from the 

West, the longest. 
Deputies from the Rio Doce entered the Assembly at the youngest 

ages; those from the Mata, the oldest. 

Variance in level of education was higher by occupation; for family 
ties and geographic mobility, the variance was higher by region. 

Institutiona at 

In terms of duration of pre-Assembly political career, a slightly 
increasing trend is noted for the first four legislatures (in Table 6.5). 

The 1946 federal bancada was seen as an aberration on this variable 

(Table 5.5), due to the effects of the Estado Novo period, and the carry 

over of deputies having served in pre-1945 legislatures. As is seen in 

Figure 5.1, carryover (the inverse of turnover) was very small from the 

1935 to the 1947 state legislature. This indicated that the Estado Novo 
period probably had a lesser effect on the career patterns of future 
state deputies than their federal counterparts.* 

Comparing the recruitment of cohorts in Table 6.6, the 1951 cohort 
was quite similar (with regards the variables in Table 6.5) to that 
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recruited in 1947, and also similar to the overall 1951 legislature. 

This indicates a continuing recruitment pattern. 

However, the 1955 cohort began a trend toward the recruitment of 

younger freshiien deputies from more abbreviated political careers. This 
trend continued into the post-revolutionary period, with the 1967 cohort; 

but with the 1971 cohort, recruitment became “re-insti tutional ized." 

The differences are oreat between cohorts and legislatures 1955 through 

1963 probably because most deputies “carried over" came from longer 

career channels, and those "shaken out," from shorter ones. Also the 
Kubitschek administration (1951-1955) may have had an effect on the 1955 
cohort. 

This trend is observed to a lesser extent among federal deputies 

(Table 5.6), but the "re-institutionalization" occurs earlier with the 
1959 cohort. 

The change in the 1955 (state) cohort appears to have been coinci- 

dent with reductions in proportions with university educations and 

having geographic mobility. The changes observed for the 1971 cohort, 

on the other hand, were associated with reductions in the proportions 
with university educations and with family ties, but a marked increase 
in the proportion with geographic mobility. 

In terms of distribution by occupation, (as seen in Table 6.7), the 

1985 cohort showed increases in industry and conmerce, agriculture, and 
finance and banking; and reductions of public servants and other pro- 

fessionals. The 1971 cohort was particularly marked by 2 revanche of 
agriculture and public servants; thus indicating that the latter cohort 

might be considered a return to a more traditional pattern of recruitment. 
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Geographic Mobility 

The two traditionally strong “inporting" regions, the Hata and 

Netaldrgica, become exporters of future state deputies (excepting the 

Jatter as importer in the 1967 and 1971 cohorts). This is a sharp 
difference from the pattern evidenced by the federal deputies (comparing 

Tables 6.8 and 5.8). 

The 1947 cohort was characterized by the outward mobility from the 

above two regions, and the invard mobility of future deputies to five 
more renote ragions.° This did not occur for the federal deputies in 

their first (1946) cohort, and indicates that the state Assembly began 
the post-1945 period on a note of centrifugal geographic mobility, and 

regionalism. 

After the 1947 cohort the pattern becomes sporadic and other spe- 
ciffe trends are not apparent. 

‘The Role of Party 

With regards occupational background by party, as found in Table 6.9, 
all parties, with the exception of the ARENA recruited sizable proportions 
of their state deputies from the legal and other professions (more than 
half in each case). This is sinilar to the pattern for federal deputies 
(Table §.9).5 

The PSD, UDN and PR appear to be quite broadly based, occupationally, 
with the UDN having a slight edge, in spite of being high for agriculture. 
The PTB is quite narrowly based, drawing 71.4% of its recruits from 
industry and comerce, and other professions. The minor parties fal1 
somewhat in between, being more broadly based than the PTB. The former 
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are high on finance and banking and teachers, and low in the industry 

and comerce, and agriculture categories. 
In the post-revolutionary period, the ARENA is wore broadly based, 

but presents proportions which are double the overall mean for teachers 

and public servants. ARENA's recruitment of federal deputies during 

the same period, was more narrowly based. The MDB was the nost narrowly 
distributed party by occupation, as it was in the case of the federal 

deputies. These trends reflect the distributions of the respective 
progenitor parties. 

Regionally, the PSD is slightly more evenly distributed than the 

UDN; the former being high for the Jequitinhonha, and the latter being 
high for the West, (see Table 6.10). The minor parties concentrated 

their recruitment in three regions (70.82); while the PTB evidenced the 

narrowest regional base, concentrating its recruitment in tvo regions 

(70.6%). 

Conparing Tables 5.10 and 6.10, it is evident that recruitnent of 
federal deputies by the four ex-parties was heavily concentrated in two 

regions; Metalurgica and Nata. Whereas, the five party sroupings 

recruiting state deputies for the same period evidenced a much nore dis- 
persed pattern, which could be termed a "baliwick" pattern. Different 

parties appear to concentrate in different regions. Apart from the more 
populated and competitive Mata and Metallurgica regions, only the West 

presents a concentration of more than three perty groupings.” 

‘The ARENA seems to be somewhat more concentrated in its recruit- 

ment of state deputies than the MDB, which is the reverse of the case 
of the federal deputies. 
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Examining the breakdown of the recruitment variables by party 
grouping in Table 6.11, the ARENA, PR and PTB entered politics at older 

ages; and the minor parties, the earliest. The PSD and ARENA had the 
Jongest pre-Assenbly careers; the NOB, UDN and PTB, the shortest. The 

ARENA and PR entered the Assenbly at older ages; the MOR, the youngest. 

Only the PR presents a similar pattern for the federal deputies in Table 

5M. 

Variance on a1} four variables was greater for federal than state 
deputies. 

The role of the PSD as an escola pol{tica is also evident in the 
recruitment pattern for state deputies. 

Variance by party was higher for state deputies on level of edu- 

cation and family ties; and higher for federal deputies on geographic 
nobility. 

For the state deputies, specifically, taking highs on university 

education and family ties, and lows on geographic mobility as a 

“traditional” patterns the PSD, UON and PR could be termed “traditional” 
in their recruitment patterns. The PTS and minor parties, are observed 

to be less “traditional” (if the latter's high on education is excepted). 

If a traditional pattern is defined by similar criteria for federal 

deputies, such conclusions cannot be inferred from Table 5.11. 
The recruitment of party slates of candidates for state deputy is 

examined in Table 6.12, In this instance, the grouping “minor parties" 
is broken down into individual party slates. 

The four major parties (PSD, UDN, PR and PTB) were generally below 

the overall means of percent new candidates and percent of returning 
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candidates drawn from other parties, (with the exception of the PTB in 
1950). Generally the minor parties were above the means, with the 

notable exception of the PRP which in 1954 and 1958 drew no returning 

candidates from other parties. The changes noted for the UDN federal 
slates in 1954 and 195 were not evident at the state levels however, 

the sane upsurge of this party's "attractiveness" in 1962 was observed. 

ai ver Advancement Patterns 

Career patterns for state deputies differ somewhat from their fed- 

eral counterparts (comparing Figures 6.1 and 5.2), in that, @ certain 

amount of compromisso coronelista is observed among the former. This 

circulation or alternation (between elective and appointive offices) 
was only apparent between the state bureaucracy and "unsuccessful 
candidacy for elective office," and thus not exactly equivalent of the 
phenomenon observed during the First Republic. 

Although the office of state deputy has less elected offices hier 
archically prior to it, state deputies used elective offices as direct 
portal to the Assenbly in higher proportions than did federal deputies, 
57% and 48%, respectively.® This supports the contention raised in the 
previous chapter regarding the importance of prest{gio eleitoral in the 

selection of candidates, and their eventual success at the polls, in 
the more open and competitive political system in the post-1945 period. 
Such would appear to have been even more the case for the state deputies. 

As might be expected, (being at a higher "level" and generally 
reflecting longer carcer patterns), state governnent accounts for a 
higher proportion of pre-career offices held by federal than state 
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deputies, 58.9% and 40.1%, respectively, (see Tables 5.13 and 6.13). 
However, the opposite is true with regards local government, which 

accounts for 43.9% and 21.9% of the pre-career offices held by state 

and federal deputies, respectively. 

Thus, the pre-career patterns for the tuo offices may be differen- 

tiated, in that, the state deputies tend to follow more localized polit- 
ical careers based on elected offices, with a certain anount of alter- 
nation of office through the state bureaucracy. 

Summary 

This chapter has conpared the backgrounds and career patterns of 
federal and state deputies elected during the post-1945 period. 

Both in terms of occupational distribution and career advancement 

patterns, the group of post-1945 state deputies were observed te have 
more of a compromisso coronelista pattern than their federal counter~ 

parts. The Assenbly was observed to have dravn fewer elements from the 
"modernizing" sectors of the economy. 

The Assenbly, with its larger size and more local orientation, 

exhibited a broader and more regional base or representation. The 

position of the Metalurgica and Mata regions was considerably reduced 
from that observed for both groups of federal deputies. These regions 

presented no revanche in 1963 and 1971, as was the case for the federal 
deputies. 

The Estado Novo period did not appear to affect the pre-career 

patterns of the state deputies. The cohort recruited in 1955 evidenced 
a changed pattern; younger freshmen deputies with less political 



Table 6.13--Distribution of Positions Held prion to becoming 
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experience. In 1971, this trend was abruptly reversed and a “re- 

institutionalization" was observed. 

The PSO, UDN and PR were found to be the broadest based occupation- 
ally, although a1} party groupings concentrated their recruitment anong 

Tegal and other professions (over 50%). 
As was observed for the federal deputies, both the PSD and UON were 

the broadest based regionally. However, "baliwick" pattern of com 
petition was noted for all parties away from the more densely populated 

and highly conpetitive Netaldrgica and Mata regions. 

In terms of background variables, the PSD, UDN and PR presented a 
more "traditional" recruitment style; and the PTB and minor parites, less 

so. 
Circulation between the state bureaucracy and electoral candidacy, 

and an increased value placed on prestfgio eleitoral characterized the 

career advancenent patterns of state deputies. The latter evidenced a 

higher proportion of political experience within local government, than 
did federal deputies. 

The general observation is, that the office of state deputy 
reflected a more localized and broader representation base within the 

state than did the federal deputies. 



NOTES--CHAPTER 6 

‘this coincided with the inauguration of the newly elected 
gavernor, Hilton Campos. 
Elections were held in two stages: in January and March of 1947. The 
latter was a "supplenentary* election, but enough votes were involved to 
rearrange the results in two cases (i.e., previously elected deputies 
were surpassed by suplentes and becane suplentes themselves). This led 
to sone confusion in the election statistics as two editions were pub- 
Vished by the 1.S.£.5 the first excluding, and the second including the 
Harch election. 

Fowever, the state legislature reamined unicameral; a change 
established in 1935. 

3this is a higher overall turnover rate (election to 1.61 terms) 
than for the federal deputies of the same period (2.00 terns). This is 
reflected in Figure 5.1. 

‘this with recards the first three post-1945 legislatures, 
primarily. 

__ SRemote from the state capital and centrally located Hetaliraica 
region. 

Sxote that the POC, PTN, PRP, PSP, PCB, PST, and ALT are agore- 
gated into a "minor parties” category to facilitate the analysis. 

7The above conclusions were deduced by examining the top three 
concentrations for each party grouping. 

®catculated for those deputies with political career data "known," 
i.e., 99 state deputies were thus excluded. 
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CHAPTER 7 

STATE CABINET SECRETARIES 

In Brazilian state polities, a position within the governor's 

cabinet has been both a highly sought after political plum, and an 
effective means of training (and testing) aspirants from the higher 

echelons of the elite cadre for more important political roles. 
Ouring the First Republic, with its one-party system, cabinet 

service was the most frequent base office for the governorship, and 

‘in particualr the position of Interior Secretary.! This of course is 

quite consistent with the operation of the compromisso coronelista, and 
the alternation between elected and administrative positions discussed 
in Chapter 4. It is interesting to note (in Figure 8.2) that cabinet 

service was not a portal to the vice governorship. 
Following the demise of the one-party system, in the post-1945 

multi-party period, the cabinet became an effective means of partici 
pating the various factions in the adninistration of governors elected 

by coalition-building. Operationally, such participation took varfous 

forms: at times the governor respected the parties’ chofces of sec- 

retariat, but chose the individual without consulting the party leaders 3? 

on other occasions, the governor maintained a strict political acreement, 
respecting the parties’ choices of secretariat and individuals? and in 

other cases, the governor operated under a combination of the latter two 

styles, only to go his own way upon replacenent of his initial cabinet.4 
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The first step was to compile a complete enumeration of cabinet 

secretaries serving during the full historical period. Two sources were 
used: the state government's official journal of record, Minas Gerais; 
and the files of the various secretariats.® A listing of the 265 cabinet 

secretaries and their dates of multiple service is found in Appendix V. 
ext, biooraphical data were collected for as many of the secre 

taries os possible. The procedures and problens involved are outlined 
in Appendix 1, 

Patterns by Secretariat 

Thirteen cabinet positions are broken dovn by recruitment and 
background variables in Table 7.1. As may be seen from the numeric dis- 

tributions, certain secretariats list larger numbers of secretaries; 
hence cover a longer historical period. The “old line" secretariats, 

dating from the First Republic are: Interior, Finance, Agriculture, 

Public Safety,® Government,” Printing Office and Mayor of Belo 

Horizonte.® Education was added under Olecario Maciel; Public Works 

under Valladares; Health under Campos; and the remainder (Adninistration, 
Labor and Economic Developrent) under Nagathaes Pinto. 

Interfor, Finance, Agriculture and Public Safety had the longest 

pre-careers in terms of offices held. thereas, Administration, Finance 
Health and Education were longer in terns of duration of pre-career. 
These offices evidence occupants from relatively more institutionalized 

career channels, and have been traditionally considered the more 
“political” cabinet positions.? 
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The three positions for which recruitment tended to center more in 

the state bureaucracy, were the Printing Office, Mayor of Belo Horizonte 

and Public Safety, which evidence lower levels of education. 

The positions of Mayor and Secretary of Economic Development 

(although covering quite different historical periods) both are propor- 
tionately low in terms of family ties. This reflects the fact that per- 

sons recruited to these positions tended to be engineers and technically 
trained persons, and as such not dependent on the more traditional cri- 
teria of recruitment. 

Significantly, the positions of Administration and Government Sec~ 

retary evidenced persons with no geographic mobility, indicative of 
strong and continuing political ties in their regions of birth. 

Patterns by Administration 

Because the various administrations are too numerous to treat in 
table form, data in this section will be presented in graphic form. The 
breakdown by administration is of course a chronological sequence, and 

as such may be used to represent changing recruitment patterns over time; 

in a manner similar to the analysis by lecislature and cohort presented 
in Part II, 

Figure 7.1 plots age and career patterns of the secretaries over 
tine, The general trend during the First Republic is toward older 

cabinets, especially after 1909. Ages of post-1945 cabinets continued 
to increase, but at a much slower rate. 

Comparing the Tength of pre-cabinet career (in terns of number of 

offices held) with current age, a fairly close parallel is observed 
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between the two time series (with the exception of the 1894 cabinet of 

Bias Fortes, which recruited younger secretaries with more political 

experience). The post-1945 cabinets were observed to be older but 

exhibited less political experience.10 
It is interesting to note that contrary to the allusions to “reno- 

vation" by Artur Bernardes (1918-1922), in Chapters 3 and 4, his cabinet 

was the oldest and most institutionalized of all pre-1930 cabinets. 

"Renovation" in these terms was actually effected by Anténio Carlos in 
1926, 

Comparing age time series for secretaries with deputies in Figure 
7.2, it is observed that except for the older hold-over (and short~ 
tenured) interim cabinet of Gustavo Capanena in 1933, the federal bancada 
‘tended to be older than the cabinets during the total First Republic 

period. The opposite trend appeared during the post-1945 period with one 
exception, It is noted that the two groups were much closer in terms of 
current age during the latter period. The time series for state deputies 

more closely paralleled that of the secretaries then did the federal 
deputies in the more recent period. 

Cabinet turnover is calculated over time in Figure 7.3. Because of 
varying tenures of administrations, turnover was standardized relative 

to length of administration by the following equation: 

[1.00—(Mean Tenure of Secretaries/Tenure of Administration)] X 100 

Thus, the Index of Relative Turnover, plotted in Figure 7.3 varies from 

0 (no Cabinet substitutions during the Administration) to a high 8 (the 

highest rate of turnover observed). 
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The zero rates observed were for somewhat abbreviated administrations. 

The highest rates of turnover were noted for the Magalhies Pinto and post- 

Valladares Interventor adninistrations. The former evidenced an extrene 

rate of turnover; 0.58 years of mean service per secretary in a five-year 

administration, The latter was due to the fact that the 1.36 year 

Interventor period saw four federally-appointed chief executives, with 

cabinet substitutions within each period. The most interesting aspect 

is the steady increase in turnover rates after 1922, uhich is perhaps 

indicative of a certain instability in the last years of the First 

Republic. 

Career Advancement Patterns 

Pre-cabinet political careers are diagranmed in Figure 7.4. Portals 
to first cabinet service tend slightly tovard non-elected vis-b-vis 
elected positions, 90 and 79 respectively. Relatively few secretaries 
moved directly from local politics to cabinet position. 

Pre-cabinet alternation patterns are noted (unsuccessful candidate- 
high state bureaucracy; high state bureaucracy-federal legislators and 

Jon state bureaucarcy-state legislator); but to a lesser deoree than in 
the case of the pre-1945 federal deputies (Figure 4.3). This pattern 

was about the same as that for post-1945 federal deputies (Figure 5.2); 
‘and more frequent than that of the state deputies (Figure 6.1). As might 

be expected, elected offices were more frequently held by federal and 
state deputies than secretaries (comparing Table 7.2 with Tables 4.10 

and 5.13, and Table 6.13, respectively). As noted in Figure 7.4, posi~ 
tions in local government were less frequently held by cabinet secre 
taries. 
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Distribution of Positions Held prior to becoming 
State Cabinet Secretary, 1890-1971 (N-268) 

Positions Held Hof 
Cabinet. 

Positions u % Secretaries 

Federal Bureaucracy 65 10.3 20.5 
Federal Legislature 5 8.9 aa 

State Legislature Wa 19.2 45.7 
High State Bureaucracy we 17.8 42.3 
Low State Bureaucracy 130 20.6 49.1 

Hayor or Vice Mayor 348 113 

Vereador 55 OT 20.8 
Municipal Bureaucracy 325.1 124 

Party Office a 38 8.3 
Office in Other State Gah 2.6 

Candidate (not-elected) (7) oo 14.0 
No Prior Office (as) 3.4 

Prior Career tot Known (7) = 25.3 

Total (#) = 100.0 
TOTAL (ti) 630630 265 

Mean Number of Positions held = 3.18 
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Other backoround and political career characteristics for secre~ 

taries will be presented in a comparative perspective with governors, 

vice governors and deputies in Chapter 8. 

mary 

Cabinet position vas seen as an important base office for the 
governorship, especially during the First Republics which was consistent 

with the compromisso coronelista. In the post-1947 period, the cabinet 
became an effective means of "dividing the spoils" among parties in the 

governor's coalition. Regards the latter, three styles of recruitment 
were observed. 

Six secretariats, reputed to be more “political” in nature, evi- 
denced more institutionalized pre-cebinet (political) career patterns. 

The positions of Mayor of Belo Horizonte and Secretary of Economic 

Development tended to be technicians, and were observed to be recruited 
from less political backaround patterns. Younger and less experienced 

political aspirants were recruited as Government and Adninistration 

Secretaries; but were observed to have strong regional political ties. 
Generally, cabinet secretaries were younger during the First 

Republic period. A close parallel between the time series for age and 

pre-career were noted. Artur Bernardes' (an alleged "renovator") 
cabinet was the oldest and most institutionalized of the historical 

period. 
During the First Republic federal deputies tended to be older than 

cabinet secretaries; with the reverse being true after 1945. 



in 

In terns of cabinet turnover, the MagalhSes Pinto adninistration 
wes an extrene case of a very hich substitution rate. Increasing turn- 

over rates were noted during the late 1920's and early 1930's, perhaps 
indicative of increasing instability. 

Nion-elected offices were slightly more frequently used as irmediate 

portal position to first cabinet service, than elected office. In line 
with this, 38.4% of all prior positions held were within the state 

bureaucracy. Alteration following the conpromisso coronelista rodel 
was approximately equal to that for First Republic Federal Deputies; but 

more than for post-1945 deputies. 



NOTES--CHAPTER 7 

Vavid V. Fleischer, "Political Recruitment in the State of Minas 
Gerais during the First Grazilian Republic,” (il.A. Thesis, University of 
Florida, 1968), 60-67, Especially Table 18 and Ficure 6. 
For a discussion of the full historical period, see Chapter 8 of the 
current study, especially Figure 8.1 and Table'8.1. 

Zinterview with Milton Canpos Soares, Belo Horizonte, Harch 4, 
1971. Campos recalled the consternation of /rtur Bernardes (Senior), 
When the cabinet was announced on ineucuration day. 

Stnterview with Juscelino Kubitschek de Oliveira, Rio de Janeiro, 
March 13, 1971. Governor José Francisco Bias Fortes (198601961) was 
reported to have utilized a sinilar style; by interviewees serving in his 
cabinet. 

‘interview with José de Magalhaés Pinto, Rio de Janeiro, March 
12, 1971. 

SRegarding the forner, the first two (post-1890) administrations 
of Cesério Alvim and Gama Cerqueira were not reported, as the journal 
had a more abbreviated format prior to 1892, After 1947, editorial 
Policy changed and cabinet substitutions were reported in a different 
fashion, making research on the journal nearly impossible. However, in 
most cases, the secretariat files were quite complete for the post-1945, 
with some of the “old line" secretariats reporting from 1930. 

Sthis position was initially termed Chefe de Polfcia. 

Tprevious to 1965 this position was the Governor's Chefe de 
Gabinete. 

®secause of their political inportance during the pre-1947 
period, the Director of the State Printing Office and the Mayor of Belo 
Horizonte are considered positions of cabinet-rank, In 1947, the latter 
became directly elected (only to again become an appointed position 
following the 1964 Revolution); and the former declined in relative 
political inportance. 

Sith the exception of Public Safety, recruitment to which tended 
to cone more fron within the tenured bureaucracy; thus the longer pre- 
careers. Governnent and fdninistration Secretaries were also “political” 
Positions, but younger and less experienced aspirants tenced to be 
rectuited 

we 
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TWhowever, the reverse was true in terms of duration of pre-cabinet 
career (in years}. First Republic secretaries held more pre-positions, 
but moved throuch then in less overall tine, than those servine in the 
post-1945 epoch. This perhaps indicates a more rigid and iess nobile 
opportunity structure in the latter period. 



CHAPTER 8 

GOVERNORS AND VICE GOVERNORS 

Initially, this chapter will analyze the career advancement patterns 

of governors and vice governors. Then, within a comparative perspective, 

additional characteristics of the latter will be contrasted with those 

for the secretaries and deputies. 

Career Advancement Patterns 

Governors 

Career advancenent patterns are diagramed for governors in Figure 
8.1. A diversified pattern for inmediate portal position to first 
service as governor is observed.! Principal portal positions are divided 

among the federal and state legislatures, and the state cabinets the 
latter being the most freauently used. 

Considerable circulation is observed between: federal and state 

bureaucracy; state and federal levislature;? federal leofstature and 
bureaucracy; state lecisJature and cabinet;? and state cabinet and 

bureaucracy. In addition, alternation between elected and non-elected 
offices is quite frequent. These observations attest to the operation 
of the conpronisso coronelista in a more vivid and complete pattern 
than has been previously observed (for deputies and secretaries). 

The governorship is the clula position of the state political 
elite. As such, aspirants to the position would have to use the 

74 
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compromisso in an effective fashion to cenent relations with the regional 

chiefs to insure future election as governor. 
Turning to Table 8.1, the federal legislature and state government 

are important base offices leading to the covernorship. Also, governors 

were observed to have had considerable experience in local politics. 

Vice Governor 

A quite different career advancement pattern is observed for the vice 

governors in Figure 8.2, one used the cabinet as a portal position, ond 

only 3 passed through this position. The important portal position was 
the state legislature; during the First Republic this tended to be more 
the State Senate, 

Some circulation and alternation is apparent, but occurring to a 
lesser extent than for the governors. A possible conciusion here is that 

there tended to be a certain balancing of slates for governor/vice governor. 
At least through the administration of Milton Campos (1947-1951), vice 
governors tended to be recruited from the leadership of the state legis- 

Tature, reflecting @ conscious effort to co-opt leaders who had already 
mobilized the support of a majority of state's regional representatives; 

very few of whom (onty the two mentioned in note 1) were able to achieve 
the governorship in their own right. 

Recruitment of governors (excluding succession from vice governor), 
on the other hand, tended to center on individuals who had effectively 
used the conpromisso coronelista and established a firm mutual support 

relationship with regional political chiefs 
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Table &.1--Distribution of Positions Held prior to becoming Governor, 
1890-1971 

Positions Held 
tof 

Positions N x Governors. 

Federal Bureaucracy wz 67 40.0 
Federal Legislature a 978 100.0* 

State Legislature 35197 100.0 
State Cabinet 2% 145 86.7 

State Bureaucracy 3 18.4 100.0 
Mayor no 6a 36.7 

Vereador nN 61 36.7 
Municipal Bureaucracy 7 39 23.4 

Vice Governor 5 28 16.7 

Federal Minister 8 45 26.7 

Total (2) 100.0 o 

TOTAL (KN) (79) (179) (30) 

Mean Number of Positions Held = 5.97 

%--AI1 governors served at least once in this position. 



Figure 8.2--Carcer fdvanconent Patteras Yor 17 Vice Governors, 1490-1971 
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Table 8.2--Distribution of Positions Held prior to becoming 
Vice Governor, 1890-1971 (N=17) 

Positions Held 4 of 
Vice 

Positions W t Governors 

Federal Bureaucracy 4 59 23.5 
Federal Legislature 9 132 53.0 
State Legislature 2 30.9 100.0 

State Cabinet 344 WW 
State Bureaucracy 2 176 70.8 

Mayor or Vice Mayor 7 10.3 40.2 
Vereador 8 1B 47.0 

Municipal Bureaucracy 4 59 23.5 
Total (%) == 100.0 

TOTAL (N) (68) (68) 

Mean Number of Positions Held = 4.06 
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During the First Republic especially, this would seem to be @ nearly 

unbeatable (or at Teast unchallengable) conbination. However, in the 
more competitive and multi-party period, defeated slates of candidates 
for governor and vice governor would have to be examined to confirm or 

disprove the continuation of such a recruitment pattern in the post-1945 

epoch. 

Comparative Perspecti 

The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to comparison of the 

six political positions presented in Parts II and IIT. 

Instituttonalization 

Excepting the governors, mean ages at entry into politics were 
approximately the sane; the governors entering at slightly younger ages-- 
vice governors and state deputies at slightly older ages, (Table 8.3). 

Governors and vice governors hed the most institutionalized political 
careers; indicating the apex of a hierarchical progression. 

The group of secretaries would, then, rank after the governors and 
vice governors, as having more political experience then the federal 

deputies, with the state deputies being relatively the least institu- 
tionalized group. It is observed, however, that the post-1945 federal 

deputies are approximately equal to the cabinet secretaries. The anbi- 
tion differential, between covernors and vice governors, discussed in 

the preceeding section, is perhaps supported here; in that the former 
entered politics earlier, had longer pre-careers, and took office at 

earlier ages than the latter. 
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Table 8.3--Sunmary of Background and Political Career Data, 
Governors, Vice Governors, Cabinet Secretaries , 
Federal and State Deputies, 1890-1971 {means and percents) 

Wiee= tab, tate 
Gov, Gov. Sec. Federal Deputy Deputy 
Ye90- 1890-690 Tes Totes a7 
197119711971 1937, 19711971 
Ne3DNST7 = N265.—Ne24T. = N=T43.— e302 

Age at First 
Pol. Position 24.95 28.24 «27.34 «26.81 «27.94 28.27 

Career Time 25.08 24.19 17.27, 10.51 17.57 12,32 

fio. of Pre~ 
Positions 6.32 4.05 3.63 2.58) 3.33 2.11 

Age Entry 50.24 52.87 44.58 40.89 44,54 40.70 
% with Univ. 
Education 96.7 92.3 96.3925 8G,3 
% with Pol. 
Family Ties 60.0 52.9 70.9 3768927842 
% with Geo. 
Nobility 20.0 17.6 30.237 38.8 BRT 
4% with 
Legal Studies 76.7 76.5 62.9 66.0 69.0 72.8 
% Studied 
Outside NG. 63.4 59.8 39.4 75.6 38.1 28,4 



Education 

AN] groups were quite high on level of education, except the state 

deputies. Governors and vice governors studied law in equally hich pro~ 
portions; while the cabinet secretaries (who were drawn from a variety 

of professional specializations) had the lowest proportion. Given the 

diversified nature of the Secretariats, an even lower proportion might 
have been expected. 

In that during the Enpire and early First Republic periods, few 

universities were functioning in Minas Gerais, higher proportions of 
federal deputies serving during this period were educated outside the 
state. In that a majority of the governors and vice governors date 

from the sane period, they are also high on this variable. 
State deputies represent the most recent period, and had the louest 

levels of university education. These to factors appear to have com 

gined to effect the lowest frequency of out-of-state studies. 

Regionalism 

Distributions by region of political support are found in Table 8.4. 
Regarding the above discussion of balancing slates of governor/vice 
governor, a regional balancing might also tend to operate. Recruitment 

of governors was concentrated in the Metallurgica and South (67.8%); 

while that of vice governors in the Mata and North (60x). 

Except for the vice governors, recruitment has been concentrated 
from the three most populous and developed regions; Metallrgica, Mata 

and South, The state deputies have the broadest regional distribution; 
but if the latter and the vice governors are excluded, the Metalérgica 

predoninates. 
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Table 8,4--Region of Political Support by Governors, Vice Governors 
Cabinet Secretaries, Federal and State Deputies, 
1890-1971 (in percents) 

Vice- Cab. Federal Deputy State 
Gov. Gov. Sec. Deputy 
1g90- 1890-1890- 1890- 1890- 1947- 

Region 97 1971 971971971197 

North 0.0 20.0 7.5 7.8 66 7.3 

Jequitinhonha = «0.000 503.9 G10. 

Rio Doce 36 67 38 3.0 8.1 a4 

Mata 14.3 40,0 20.0 25.0 19.8 20.9 

Netaldrgica 42.8 6.7 28.7 «3 BG 

South 2.0 13.3 20.0 19.7 BAT 

West 10.7 13.300 13.1 6.9 10.3 13.7 

Triangle 36 00 19 22 52 6.3 

TOTAL & 700.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

TOTAL (N) (2a) (15), (160) (232), (136), (11). 

Region NA. (N) (2) (2) (105) (9) as) 
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Returning to Table 8.3, it is interesting to note that in terns of 

geographic mobility, the vice governors, governors and state deputies 

are the lowest. This indicates strong regional ties, which are particu 

larly significant for the first ‘0 cdpuila positions. 

Prior Political Careers 

The distribution of pre-career positions is presented in Table 8.5. 

As has been previously noted, the vice governors were disproportionately 
high on elective positions; the reverse of the other offices. 

Both the state legislature and bureaucracy seem to be important base 
offices for all groups.4 This trend is even more vividly displayed when 

the positions are re-grouped by level of government. Except for the 
State deputies (who have more localized careers), state government 

accounts for more than half of all positions held for the renaining five 
groups. The First Republic federal deputies tended to be higher on munic- 
ipal and lower on federal experience within the above-mentioned five 

groups. Except for this later observation and the First Republic federal 

deputies’ hich in municipal government, their pattern is quite similar to 
that of their post-1945 successors. 

Regarding inmediate portal position to first service in the respective 
offices, again the governors are equally divided between elective and non- 
elective offices, (Table 8.6). The division for vice governors is even 
more slanted towards elective office than in Table 8.5. However, the 
other four groups (although to 2 lesser extent) also used elective office 

more frequently than non-elective office as inmediate portal. 



Table 8.5--Prior Political Positions Held: Governors, Vice Governors, Cabinet ‘Secretaries, Federal and State Deputies, 190-1971 (in percents) 

View cap. State 
Gov, bore Ste: Federal Doouty esuty Posttons Held 1830- 1830- 1830- abe ‘ace wn in in 197 wn ian 

ON-ELECTIVE PosrTION State Cabinat Federal Buresueracy AY State Bureaucracy Up State Bureaversey Minteipat Bureaucracy 
LECTIVE postion Feder} Legistature State Legtstature Bayor or Vice fayor Nereador 
WER STATE & PARTY POST nace nee 5 
(reoeea.) Bs 19.1 1 
(stare) a 62.9 55.0 ea 
(umerraLy wea m0 ms ae 30 
Tom. 100.0 100.0 10.0 100.0 100.0 
TOTAL POSITIONS HELD. (N) (179) (60) (00) (375) 3) 

She ae office in prion historical perfod oes not apply nuecenot coded’ In this data set 
oat 



Table 8,6--Iamudiate Portal Fosition for Governors, Vee Governors, Cabinet Secretaries, Federal and State Soputtes, 1680-197" (in percents) 

Vice stave 
Inmedtate boy, boys Deputy Fortal Toston 1286 1a30- 138 

wn isn iw 

ELECTIVE postTion 50.0 4.0 State cabinet. 33 20 Pedoral Bureaucracy 10.0 a Ii State Duresversey 6.7 port ip State Bureaucracy nici aa Mioicigat Bureaucracy "Gx ua 
SLECTIVE positon 50.0 25.9 Federal Legistature 26.7 2.3 State Legislature 25.5 re 

Rayor or View Mayor “0-0 w2 ereador oo 162 
ome (Party B cand.) me. ne. 10 9.2 
(FeDERAL) 367 12.0 16 MM 
(sare) 63.3 ea 6 7 
uwterFaL) 09 59 62 20 10.1 78 
Tor 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 109.0 100.0 
TOIL (W) 0) an (98) (amy aa) (203) 

Moss nat apply 
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This is the raverse of the observation in Table 8.' 5 indicating that 

prot to the portal office non-elective offices were more frequently 

occupied, but the last office before first service was more frequently 
elective. 

The inportance of elective municipal office as portal to the office 
of state deputy is observed, further confirming their localized recruit- 

ment pattern previously noted. 
The state legislature's importance is again noted. Regarding the 

use of a base office, it cen now be said that the state bureaucracy 

would be an “intermediate” base office, with the state legislature as 
the "portal" base office. 

Except for the state deputies, state government was the most fre- 

quently used portal “level of government. However, portal positions at 
the federal level were more frequent for future governors and vice 
governors, than for the other offices. The importance of municipal 

politics for state deputies is again noted. As might be expected, 
federal deputies used federal offices as portal more frequently than did 
the state deputies. 



NOTES--CHAPTER 8 

Ijitie Bueno Brand% and Olegrio Dias Maciel each served twice 
as governor. First as vice governor replacing the governor temporarily 
(only to be replaced themselves by a newly elected covernor imposed by 
the Tarasca for the renainder of the tern). Then returning as. governor 
elected in their aun right at a later date. 
Figure 8.1 plots the governors’ careers to the point of first service. 

2pue in part to the bicameral state legislature prior to 1930. 

3tdem., note 2. 

‘Especially the state cabinet for governors; and excepting the 
state legislature for the state deputies. 
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PART 1V 

THE RECRUITHENT 

PROCESS: 

Interviews with Three 

Elite Samples (1945-1970) 

This Part will contrast the political socialization, initial 

rectuitment to first political office, and subsequent career advancement 

to positions within the elite section. This for three samples of federal 
and state deputies, and cabinet secretaries. An attenpt will be made to 

approximate the sequential model presented in Chapter 2, linking the 

above three stages in a chronological progression. 



CHAPTER 9 

POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION 

An earlier four-state study demonstrated that no single period in 

the lives of (American) state legislators stands out as the epoch when 

they initially became interested in politics! In their conparative 
study of Arerican and Canadian legislators, Kornberg and Thoras found 
childhood, adolescence and adult periods recalled as socialization 
phases.” In his study of Michigan state legislators, Soule found epoch 
and agent of initial socialization significantly associated: family 
during childhood; school during adolescence; and events and occupational 
group during adulthood.3 

In the current study, data on initial socialization were ascentained 
by asking the open-ended question: “How did you initially becone inter- 
ested in politics?” (No. 01.36). No attempt was made to focus the 
respondent, and therefore some recalled adulthood experiences coincident 
with or even subsequent to their first political office, To a certain 
extent the respondents’ interpretation of this question depended on 
individual interpretations of “interested in politics." It appeared that 
the latter group became interested in politics during the adult period 
in terns of their oun personal interest cenerated by entry into their 
first political office. 

Table 9.1 presents the distributions of specific motivations involved 
in initial political soctalization for the three elite samples. The 

190 
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Table 9.1-~Specific Motivations Involved in Initial Political 
Socialization, three samples 

Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies Sec. Sample 

Family 25.0 22.0 4 ad 

Publicly Involved 37.5 34.2 36.1 35.6 
General Interest 20.8 23.2 27.6 24.2 

Student Activities 16.7 20.6 18.9 19.1 
Total Responses (%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Total Responses (N) (48) (82) (69) (199) 

Total Responding (lt) (24) (47) (36) (ao7) 

Table 9.2--General Agent Involved in Initial Political 
Socialization, three samples 

Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies Sec. Sample 

Self-Passive 12.5 10.6 10.8 Wa 

Self-Active 25.0 34.0 32.4 a4 
By Others 37.5 36.2 32.4 35.2 
Events and Other 25.0 19.1 24.3 22.3 

Total Responses (%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Total Responding (i) (24) (a7) (37) (10a) 
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original nine code format has been collapsed into four general cate- 

gories. Approxinately one-third of each group recalled their oun public 

involvement as the prime socialization experience.* Fever secretaries 

than deputies cited family influences. Generally, student activities® 

were cited with the least frequency.® 

A more general coding schene is reported in Table 9.2; broken down 

by autonomous involvenent, other persons as agent, and events and other. 
The sample of federal deputies evidenced the lowest level of autonomous 

involvenent, while their state counterparts the lowest incidence of 
events and other as socialization agent. 

Table 9.3 breaks down five independent variables? according to 

prime socialization motivation.® Those respondents recalling family 

or student activities as prine motivational factors, were socialized 
and entered first office at earlier ages. Those recalling their own 
public involvenent or general interest in politics were socialized and 
entered first office at later ages. The same trend appears for family 

political participation, father in politics and student political activ- 
ities? 

With regards the ceneral socialization agent, in Table 9.4, those 

socialized throush passive autonomy or by other persons evidenced the 
earliest ages; while those recalling active autonony or events and 

other had the latest ages. As suggested by Soule's Michigan data, age 
appears to be related to type of initial soctalization, as seen in 
Tables 9.3 and 9.4.10 Except for the autonomous actives in terms of 

student political activities (which would be expected), the same trends 

observed in Table 9.4 continue for the three variables of political 
participation. 



Table 9.3--Prime Motivation Involved in Initial 
Political Socialization by Five Independent 
Variables (means and percents) AI1 Samples N=123 
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Publicly General Student Over 
Family Involved Interest. «Activities. ANT 

Age at 
Pol. Soc. 22,08 26.10 24.12 22.88 23.86 
Age at 
First Office 25.04 28.62 21.55 23.20 26.41 
Index Family 
Pol. Particp. 2.50 1.74 1.23 2.31 1.04 

Father in 
Politics? % 82.4 58.1 53.8 75.0 67.3 

Student Pol. 
Activities? % 64.7 41.9 61.5 100.0 62.6 

Table 9.4--General Agent Involved in Initial Political 
Socialization by Five Independent, Variables 
(means and percents) AIT Samples N=123 

Self- self by Events Over 
Passive Active Others. «= & Other an 

Age at 
Pol. Soc. 21.50 24.24 23.13 26.13 23.96 

Age at 
First Office 24.50 26.86 24.88 29.18 24.46 

2.28 17 an 1.75 1.94 

Father in 
Politics? % 66.7 58.8 76.3 62.5 66.7 

Student Pol. 
Activities? % 75.0 67.6 60.5 54.2 63.0 
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Table 9.8 presents data on epoch of political socialization, 
Recalling the background data discussion in Chapter 6, carryover of 
state deputies into the post-1945 period was very small; hence the low 
proportion receiving their socialization in the pre-1930 period. In that 
the same group is relatively younger than the other two groups, it was to 
be expected that a larger proportion would be socialized in the post-1945 

epoch. Federal deputies and cabinet secretaries are sonewhat more evenly 
distributed, 

The final variable involved in initial political socialization is 
age (Table 9.6). Again the youth of the state deputies appears; having 
‘the lowest mean age at socialization. The sample of cabinet secretaries 

present the oldest ages. 

Association Among Variables 

Table 9.7 summarizes the bi-variate relationships among the seven 
variables involved in political socialization; in terms of probability 

of association (chi-square), and strength of association (Cramer's V). 
Only chi-squares with probabilities less than 0.05 are considered 
significant. 

Those with fathers active in politics or themselves active in student 

politics were socialized at earlier ages. As might be expected, epoch 
was significantly related to age of political socialization. Table 9.8 
clearly shows @ trend towards socialization at later aces in more recent 

epochs. This perhaps is due to a general lengthening of pre-adul thood 
and completing one's formal schooling at later ages in the more recent 
epochs. However, it is quite significant that nearly one-half of those 
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Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies Sec. Sample 

Pre-1930 2.4 22.0 26.2 18.2 

1930 through 1944 42.9 39.2 33.3 38.1 
Post-1945 35.7 51.0 40.5 43.7 

Total Responding (#) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total Responding (N) (28) (51) (42) (ay) 

Table 9.6--Ace at Initial Political Socialization, three samples 

Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies Sec. Sample 

Under 20 32.1 37.3 21.4 30.5 
20 through 29 32.1 3.1 47.6 42.2 

Over 30 35.7 19.6 31.0 21.3 
Total Responses (%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Hean Age 26.25 24.24 27.64 25.88 
Total Responding (N) (28) (51) (42) qa) 
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Table 9.7--Probability of Association (Chi-Square), and Strength of 
Association (Cramer's V) among Variables of Political 
Socialization: Summary for the Total Sample (N=123) 

General General 
Specific Agent. Agent Epoch 
Motive Type A Type B of, Age at 
Pol. Soc. Pol. Soc. Pol. Soc. Pol. Soc. Pol. Soc. 

Spec. Hotive * * p<0.001 —p<0,001 +* +e 
Pol. Soc. 0.432 0.392 

‘Agent A + +e ae + ae 
Pol. Soc. 

‘Agent B ae +e +e + +e 
Pol. Soc. 

Epoch No no No +e p<0.001 
Pol. Soc. 0.320 

Age at No No No * ill 
Pol. Soc. 

Father in No No no No p<0.05 
Politics? 0.281 

Student p<0.01 No No uo p<0.02 
Active? 0.378 0.270 

+ *-Relationship not considered 

N O--Not significant at the 0.05 level 
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Table 9.8--Epoch of Political Socialization by Age Group, 
three samples li=123 (in percents) 

‘Age (Group), Epoch of Political _ Socialization 
at Political 
Socialization Pre-1930 1930-1944 Post-1945 

Under 20 45.5 30.4 24.5 

20 through 29 50.0 56.5 26.4 

Over 30 45 13.0 49.1 

Total & 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(N) (22) (48) (53) 

x? = 24.720 p<0.001 

Cramer's V = 0,320 Contingency Coefficient = 0.412 
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socialized prior to 1930 were under 20; while the same proportion of 

those socialized in the post-1945 epoch were over 30. 

General agent of socialization was found to be significantly asso- 

ciated with prime motivational factor involved in initial socialization, 
in Table 9.9. As might be expected for the autonomous agent, the most 
connon factors were public involvenent and student activities. For 

those socialized by other people, the important factor was influence of 

family. Under the events and other category, family and the interviewees’ 
‘own public involvenent were the most comonly mentioned factors. 

Finally, the dichotomy student political activities (yes-no) was 

also associated with specific motivational factors, Those with student 

political participation most commonly cited student activities and 
family influence as specific motivational factors. 

Summary 

Agent of initial political socialization appeared to be associated 
with the specific motivation recalled. Those citing passive autonomy and 
other persons as agent were socialized at earlier ages, while those citing 
events and active autonomy evidenced older ages. 

A trend towards earlier socialization was evident for the pre-1930 

epoch, and at later ages in the more recent periods; perhaps indicating 
‘an evolution of the society tovards maturation at later ages. 

Highs on both family political involvement and student political 
activities were associated with socialization at earlier ages. Student 
political activity was found to be associated with type of specific 
motivation involved in initial socialization. 
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Table 9,9--General Socialization Agent by Prine Motivational 
Factor, three samples li-123 (in percents) 

Prine General Agent 
Notivational x By Oia Events 
Factor self People Other 

Family Influence 44 57.9 a7 

Public Involvement 44.4 7.9 33.3 

General Interest 22.2 26.3 25.0 

Student Activities 28.9, 19 0.0 

Total & 100.0 100.9 100.0 

(nN) (45) (38) (24) 

x = 40,026 df. = 6 <0,007 

Cramer's V = 0.432 Contingency Coefficient = 0.522 



NOTES--CHAPTER 9 

Wahtke et al p.cit., 80-82. 

2n11an Kornberg and Norman Thomas, “The Political Socialization 
of National Legislative Elites in the United States and Canada,” JP, 24:4 
(Novenber, 1963), 761-775. 

3soute, op. cit., 71-73, (especially Table 2.1). 

4such experiences ranged from, the non-political (public, pro- 
fessional and econonic activities in the region; class, sport or religious 
activities) to more political activities (campaigns and political nove- 
ments). Many of the former “non-political” activities were within the 
“boundaries” of the political system, in the form of involvenent with 
interest articulation structures. Table 9.1 is a summation of multiple 
response catecories. 

Stncludes secondary and university levels, according to the first 
socialization experience recalled. 

Sit is interesting to note that although approximately two-thirds 
of the total sample had fathers active in politics, and were thenselves 
student actives (Table 9.3), only 21.1% and 19.1% of the responses 
Teferred to the family and student activities, respectively, es being 
involved in initial political socialization. ‘This may have been due to 
the fact that the question dealt with "interest in politics." It is 
possible that many of the deputies had contact with politics and first 
experiences throush their families; but did not recall this as having 
aroused their first “interest.” 

Ta\though ace at first office is an "independent" variable, it 
can not be considered an independent variable involved in political 
socialization. It is included only for the purpose of comparison with 
age at political socialization, 

®Prime motivation is that appearing to be the most important 
component in the respondents’ recall of first socialization experiences. 

these latter two were operationalized as "yes-no" dichotomies, 
while the index of family political participation was computed giving 2 
points for an active father, and one point for each active (maternal or 
paternal) uncle (or aunt). 

Wsoute, op. cit., 71-72. 
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CHAPTER 10 

INITIAL SELECTION AND RECRUITHENT 

This chapter deals with the motives and mechanisms involved in 
selection and recruitment to first political office. Of the 123 indi- 

viduals interviewed as part of the over time samples, 20 held no public 
office prior to either first candidacy as deputy or first service as 
cabinet secretary, and are thus excluded from the analysis presented in 
this chapter. 

The preceeding chapter examined earliest recalled experiences 

involving socialization to politics in general. Selection and recruit- 

ment to first political office may be viewed as the individual's first 

experience in a formal political role. As was seen in the analysis of 
career patterns, in Parts II and 11, successful performance within 

these roles may affect subsequent career advancement patterns, especially 
within @ system placing a positive value on sargentagio, or political 
apprenticeship. The relationship between socialization and initial 

recruitment will also be examined. 
In that differing mechanisms and rotivations were thought to be 

involved in initial recruitment to elected and nominated first positions, 
responses were coded in separate schenes. Upon ascertaining the type 

of first office held, (in question 01.46), the interviewer was instructed 

to ask either: "How did you decide to become a candidate for this office?" 
(01.54A); or "How did you come to be nominated (or selected) for this 

first adninistrative position?" (01.548). 
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Table 10.1 shows the predominance of non-elected first positions 
in all three sub-sanples. Table 10.2 indicates higher proportions of 
positions in local covernnent anong future cabinet secretaries end state 
deputies; and conversely higher proportions of federal positions among 
future federal deputies. This closely parallels the data presented in 
Parts II and I11, and helps substantiate the representativeness of the 
samples.! 

As in the case of political socialization, the larger proportion 
of the sample occupied their first office in the post-1945 epoch (Table 
10.3). Fewer state deputies held first office in the First Republics 
while proportionately more state deputies (than federal deputies and 
cabinet secretarces) entered public life during the Vargas/Valladares 
period. 

The age data also parallel those for socialization, in Table 10.4. 
Again the state deputies present the youngest entry age; hovever, the 
three groups vary less around the overall mean than was the case for 
age at socialization. 

Elected First Office 

‘The multiple responses recarding motivations involved in recruit- 

ment to first office (elected) are displayed in Table 10.5. More 
federal deputies recalled being asked to run (by others); while they 
had the lowest frequency for political career motives and prior political 

participation and public activities. The federal deputies also had the 
highest frequency of responses involving the projected achievement of 
specific objectives. The response patterns of future state deputies 
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Table 10.1--Type of First Political Office, three samples 
Cin percents) 

Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies Sec. Sample 

Elected Office 25.0 22.0 29.5 25.3 

Nominated Position 78.0 78.0 70.5 47 

Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total Responding (28) (a) (34) (103) 

Table 10.2--Level of First Political Office, three samples, 
(in percents) 

Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies Sec. Sample 

Federal 21.5 4.8 11.8 11.6 

State 46.5 53.7 471 49.5 

Municipal 32.0 45 M2 39.9 

Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Number Responding (28) (a) (34) (103) 



Table 10. Epoch of First Political Office, three samples 
Cin percents) 
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Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies. Sec. sample 

Pre-1930 214 13 20.6 19.5 
1930 through 1944 35.7 36.6 29.5 34.0 

Post-1945 42.9 56.1 50.0 50.5 

Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Totel Responding (28) (1) (34) (103) 

Table 10.4--Age at First Political Office, three samples 
(in percents) 

Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies Sec. Sample 

Under 20 28.6 12.2 18 16.5 

From 20 through 29 35.7 60.9 a1 49.5 

over 30 35.7 26.9 1.2 34.0 
Total x 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Nean Age 27.43 25.62 21.69 26.79 
Total Responding (28) @ (4) (103) 
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Table 10.5--Hotivations Involved in Recruitment to First Political 
Office (Elected), three samples (in percents) 

Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies Sec. Semple 

Asked to Run as Cand. 38.1 14 25.0 26.5 

Achieve Specific Obj. 47.5 39.0 37.5 a2 

Pot. Career Hotives 48 131 16.7 18 
Pol. Particp. & Activ. 9.5 30.5 20.8 20.5 
Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total Responses (21) (23) (24) (68) 

Total Responding @) 2) (10) (30) 

Table 10.6--Prime Motivation Involved in Recruitment to First Political 
Office (Elected) by Five Independent Variables (means and 
percents) three samples N=30 

Achieve Pol. Pol. 
Asked Specific Career’ = Particp, Over 

to Run bj. Motives  & Activ. ANI 

Age at 
Pol. Soc. 30.25 23.50 18.25 23.50 26.40 
Age at 
First office 35.63 26.83 27.25 28.50 31.80 
Index Family 
Pol. Particp. 1.63 0.83 0.50 2.25 1.40 

Father in 
Politics? % 56.2 33.3 25.0 75.0 50.0 

Student Pol. 
Activities? 2 25.0 50.0 100.0 50.0 43.3 
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and cabinet secretaries were more parallel; except that the latter were 
higher on being asked to run, and the former were higher in terns of 

political participation and activities. 
In Table 10.6, five independent variables are broken down by moti- 

vation to first (elected) office. Those “asked to run" were socialized 
and ran for first office at later ages, and were Tovest on student 
political activity. Those citing political career motivations as their 

prime motivation were socialized at the earliest mean age; entered 

politics at earlier ages; were the lowest on family political partict- 

pation; and 100% on student political activity. Those motivated to 
achieve specific objectives evidence a similar pattern, except for Tower 

levels of student political activity. The latter two groups of moti- 

vations are both future and achievenent oriented (personal and non- 
personal goals, respectively); and have early entry plus lower levels of 
family political activity in cormon. The student political differential 
is to be expected for the career motivated. Finally, as might also be 
anticipated, those citing their prior political participation (non-of fice 

holding) and public activities as prime motivation showed the highest 

level of family involvement in politics, but with average student polit- 
ical activities. 

Comparing the overall means (Tables 10.6 and 10.8), those following 
a career sequence beginning with non-elected office were socialized and 

entered public office at earlier ages, and had higher levels of family 
and student political participation. 
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First Office by Nomination 

Motivations (or better, mechanisms) involved in recruitment to 
first political office throuch nomination are sunmarized in Table 10.7.2 

Approximately one half of the total responses indicated nonination by @ 
specific official, while less than 10% mentioned party or student polit- 
ical activities. The three sub-samples were closely parallel, except 
for the cabinet secretaries being highest on "through friends and rela 
tives" and “through party activities." This may indicate an early ten- 
dency for the secretaries to disproportionately use these mechanisms 
for subsequent career advancenent. 

The five independent variables are broken down by prime motivation 
to first non-elected office in Table 10.8.° Those citing their prior 
party activities as prime motivation were socialized and entered their 
first political role at very late ages; had low family activity and were 
high (100%) on student political activity (yet interestingly enough did 

not cite the latter as their prime motivation; perhaps because the latter 
was a secondary part of their party activities). Those naming friends 
and relatives as prime mechanism in securing their first (nominated) 
office were socialized at very early ages, and were high on family 
political activity (as might be expected). 

Those indicating the exanination route to first office present the 
phenomenon (identified in the previous chapter) of political socialization 
subsequent to holding first public office. In the main, this involved 
holding a part time public job while finishing school, and wes generally 
not mentioned as a socialization experience. Although not citing family 
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Table 10.7--Hotivations Involved in Recruitment to First Political 
Office (\ominated), three samples (in percents) 

Federal State Cabinet Total 
Deputies Deputies Sec. Sample 

By Examination 23.1 29.7 23.5 25.7 

Through Party 
Activities 0.0 27 8.8 41 

Through Friends 
and Relatives 15.4 16.2 20.5 17.6 

Nominated by 
“so-and-so” 53.8 48.7 44.2 48.5 

By Student Political 
Activities 17 27 3.0 41 

Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total Responses (26) (37) (34) (97) 

Total Responding (19) (26) (23) (68) 
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Table 10.8--Prime Motivation Involved in Recruitment to First Political 
Office (Nomination) by Five Independent Variables 
(means and percents), three samples N=68 

Through Friends 
by Party and Nom. by Over 

Exam Activity Relatives So-8-So. ANT 

Age at 
Pol. Soc. 27.96 33,00 19.54 25.88 © 25,60 

Age at 
First Office 22.00 41.00 24.86 26.04 © 24.85 

Index Family 
Pol. Particp. 2.33 1,00 2.36 1.75 2.06 

Father in 
Politics? & 70.8 50.0 78.6 67.9 70.6 

Student Pol. 
Activities?’ % 52.2 100.0 64.3 75.0 65.7 
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influence as involved in securing first office, this croup is hich on 

family political activity but below the mean on their oun student polit- 

ical activities. 
Finally, the larger group specifically recalling an official who 

effected their nomination (not through competitive examinations) were 

slightly older and slightly Tower on family involvement in politics. 

Relations Auong Variables 

OF the variables involved in political socialization, only age is 
associated with recruitment to both elected and non-elected first office 

as was described in Tables 10.5 and 10.7. Political socialization 

appears to be most associated with whether the individual actively or 
passively sought his first political office. This in the sense that 
those actively seeking first office cited public tnvclvenent and were 
self-starting (specific motive and general agent, respectively) in their 

political socializetion. Those with passive recruitment to first office 
evidenced family influence and other people in their socialization. 

Socialization in the post-1945 epoch was associated with the 
elected office motivations "asked to run" and “achieve specific objec 
tives." Socialization prior to 1930 was associated with political 
career motives; while that during the 1930-1944 period with political 
participation and public activities. 

Self-active and by other people were the predominant socialization 
agents for those asked to run for first political position. Those with 

self starting socialization more frequently evidenced political career 
motives and prior political and public activities as first elected office 

motivations. 
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Table 10.9--Probability of Association (Chi-Square), and Strength of 
Association (Cramer's V) anong Variables of Political 
Socialization and Recruitment to First Political Office: 
Summary for Total Sample (N=123) 

RECRUITMENT TO FIRST POLITICAL _OFFICE 
Tst Office Role: 

Motivations Elected or Active or 
Elective Nomination Nomination Passive 

Epoch Ist <0,001 <0,05 
Office 0.635, 0.312 No No 

Age Ist p<0.05 p<0.02 p<0.01 
Office 0.462 0,336 0.278 No 
Level Gov't. p<0.001 
Ist Office No no 0.472 No 

Spec. Motive p<0.01 p<0.01 
Pol. Soc. No No 0.314 0.285 
Agent A p<0.01 
Pol. Soc. NO No No 0.281 

Agent 8 p<0.05 p<0.01 
Pol. Soc. 0,480 No No 0.308 
Epoch, p<0.001 p<0.01 
Pol. Soc. 0.658 wo No 0.266 
Age at p<0.05 p<0.05 
Pol. Soc. 0,469 0.320 No No 
Father in 
Politics? No No No No 

Student Pol. 
Activities? No No No No 

p<0.01 p<0.001 
Occupation No 0.453 0.411 NO 

NN O--Not significant at the 0.05 level 
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For those whose first office was elected, the most frequently cited 

socialization motive was public involvement; and for non-elected first 
office, fanily influence, This is as might be expected, in that the data 

in Table 10.7 denonstrated family influence as a mechanism involved in 
recruitment to first non-elected office. 

Occupation group was found to be associated with prine motivation 

involved in recruitment to first (non-elected) office. Those in the 
legal professions recalled attaining their first office through nomi- 

nation by @ specific official, as did those in the liberal and other 

professions. Public servants and those engaged in business and finance 
entered their first position via examination. The only group who 
recalled party activities as prime motivation were those in transporta~ 

tion and industrial activities. 

Changing recruitment patterns are examined over time in Tables 10.10 
and 10.11, For first office elected, direct invitations to run and the 
achievement of specific objectives were recalled more predoninately in 
the post-1945 period; while political career motives were more evenly 
distributed and tending toward the pre-1930 epoch. Political participa- 

‘tion and other prior public activities were concentrated in the Yaroas 

period (1930-1944), Due to the nature of the latter period few first 
elected offices appeared, in that open, elective processes at the state 

and local level functioned only briefly from 1935 through 1937. 
For those whose first office was non-elected (Table 10.11) the 

examination route was equally distributed for the three periods. Those 
recalling their party activities and motivation through friends and 

relatives were concentrated in the post-1945 period. Those recalling 
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Table 10,10--Prime Motivation by Epoch of Recruitment to First 
Office (Elected) Three Samples N=30 (in percents) 

Epoch of Prime Notivation 
Recrui tment to Rehveve Political PovTeTeaT 
to First Asked Specific Career —Particip./ 
Office (Elected) to Run Objectives Motives Activities 

Pre-1930 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 
1930 through 1944 6.3 16.7 25.0 75.0 
Post-1945 93.8 83.3 25.0 25.0 
Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

TOTAL (N) (16) (6) (4) (4) 

P= 24.188 df. = p<0.001 
Cramer's V = 0,635 Contingency Coefficient = 0.668 

Table 10.11--Prime Hotivation by Epoch of Recruitment to First Office 
(Nomination) Three Samples N-68 (in percents) 

Epoch of Prime Notivation 
Recruitment to Trough Friends toninated 
to First By Party and by 
Office (Nominated) Exam Activities Relatives So-&-So 

Pre-1930 34.8 0.0 21.4 ma 

1930 through 1944 34.8 0.0 24 57.1 

Post-1945 30.4 100.0 97.1 35.7 
Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

TOTAL (N) (23) (2) a4) (28) 

= 13.0385 df. = 6 p<0.05 
Cramer's V = 0.312 Contingency Coefficient = 0.404 
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nomination by a specific person ware concentrated in the Vargas/ 
Valladares epoch, which is consistent with prior findings. 

Suemary 

Examining motivations and mechanisms involved in recruitment to 

first elected office, those evidencing political career and achievement 

motivations were socialized and entered first office at the earliest 

ages; and those asked to run and motivated by prior political activities 
at older ages. Generally the electe¢ croup evidenced older ages than the 

non-elected group. 
This perhaps indicates that those entering non-elected first office 

Were less dependent on their ovn efforts and accomplishments. Within 
the elected group, those more personally and achieverent motivated per- 
haps began their careers earlier due to both their high degree of moti- 
vation and lack of family and other key backoround assets. 

However, those mentioning family as the key to securing first 

office via nomination entered at the earliest aces. The role of family 
was also intertwined with early recruitrent via the examination route. 

Those citing party activities and direct nomination as mechanisms entered 
at later ages and with less family involvenent, and thus perhaps based on 
more universalistic criteria. 

The individual's political socialization appears to be more closely 
associated with recruitment to first office (elected), and less with non- 

elected posts. This specifically revealed socialization by public 

involvenent and family influence, respectively; further substantiating 
the universalistic, and particularistic-ascriptive differentials of the 
two routes, 
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Over time, only political career motivations were concentrated in 

the pre-1930 epoch while other elected office motivations appeared in 

the later periods. 
While ascriptive recruitment to first office via nomination was 

centered in the post-1945 epoch, the more universalistic (performance) 

criteria were evenly distributed within all three historical periods. 



NOTES--CHAPTER 10 

Tnote that’ this was not one of the criteria included in the 
sampling design. 

2In comparing Tables 10.5 and 10.7, note that the mean nunbers 
of responses were 2.26 and 1.46, respectively, for those with elected 
and non-elected first office. 

ote that student political activity was not cited as a "prime" 
notivation. 



CHAPTER 11 

RECRUITMENT TO FIRST CANDIDACY AS DEPUTY 

AND FIRST CABINET SERVICE 

Chapters 9 and 10 have analyzed the total sample of 123 deputies 

and secretaries, At this juncture, due to a different line of question- 
‘ing required to distinguish the recruitment mechanisms involved, the 
sample will be split into two groups--80 state and federal deputies, and 

43 cabinet secretaries. The responses of the former involve their first 

cnadidacy for deputy (successful or not), wheareas the latter involves 
first cabinet service in the post-1945 epoch. 

First Candidacy for Deputy. 

In terms of residence at the time of first candidacy (Table 11.1), 

again the localism (or regionalism) of the state deputies is reflected. 
Two-thirds of the latter resided in the interfor of the state, whereas 

slightly more than one-half of the federal deputies cited residence out- 

side the state capital. 

Consistent with the data for socialization and recruitment to first 
office, the sample of state deputies had a younger mean age at first 
candidacy.! 

Party Choice 

Tables 11.3 and 11.4 present party of first candidacy and the 

reasons for party choice, respectively, for the two samples. Nore 

a7 
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Table 11.1--Residence at First Candidacy for Deputy, 

two samples 

Federal State au 
Deputies Deputies Deputies 

Interior of M6 55.2 66.7 62.5 
Belo Horizonte 44.8 33.3 37.5 

Total (2) 100.0 100.0 100.0 

TOTAL (N) (29) (51) (80) 

Table 11.2--Age at First Candidacy for Deputy, 
‘Wo samples 

Federal State a 
Deputies Deputies Deputies 

Under 30 13.8 23.5 20.0 
30 through 39 37.9 45.1 42.5 

Over 40 48.3 314 37.5 
Total (x) 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Nean Age 39.07 36.18 37.23 

TOTAL (1) (29) (51) (80) 
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Table 11.3--Party of First Candidacy for Deputy, two samples 

Federal State AN 

P.S.D. 27.6 25.5 26.2 

U.D.N, 31.0 25.5 27.5 

PAR. 17.2 15.7 16.3 

Minor Parties 6.9 8 10.0 

ARENA 6.9 5.9 6.3 

M.0.B. 0.0 5.9 37 

a nn 

Table 11.4--First Candidacy for Deputy; Reasons for Party Choice, 
‘two samples 

Federal State a 
Deputies Deputies Deputies 

Friends and Contacts 14.3 6.5 9.5 

Ideas and Program 16.3 23.4 20.6 
Invited by Party Leader 16.3 14.3 15.1 

Prior Party Work & Campatgns 36.8 32.4 34.2 
Affiltation of Family 12.2 18.3 15.8 
Candidacy Vetoed by Other Party 4a 5 4.8 
Total Responses (%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Total Responses (N) ie ie (126) 
Total Responding (Ni) 29) 51) (80) 
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federal deputies cited friends and contacts, and prior party work and 
campaigns; while more state deputies recalled ideas and program and 

their family's affiliation as reasons involved in their choice of party. 
The prime reason for party choice was significantly associated with 

the party chosen for first candidacy (in Table 11.5). The parties are 
observed to be differentiated in the following manner: 

1) the UON, ARENA and MDB have the highest proportions of adher- 

ents for progranmatic reasons; with the PSD and PR the lowest; 
2) the PSD and PR showed the highest incidence of family affil- 

jation, prior party and campaign work, and direct invitations by party 
Teaders; and 

3) the minor parties received a large proportion of their adherents 

due to prior vetoes of other parties (which appear to have been the PSD 
and UON). 

Regarding the first observation, the UDN has been repeatedly cited 

as the most programmatic and idealistic party within the state. Although 
the PTB in other states tended to be more programmatic and ideological, 

the “traditionalness” of the PTB mineiro is again clearly evident. It 

is interesting to note the presence of both the ARENA and MDB in this 

classification. This was mainly due to respondents citing the programs 

of their respective parties as supporting or opposing the 1964 revolution 

and its implementation at the national level. 

As very similar "traditional" parties the PSD and PR evidenced the 

influence of family and sargentagdo observed in Part II. The PR ranked 

higher in terms of the role of party leaders because of the extremely 

Personalistic control the senior Artur Bernardes exerted over the party 
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Party of First candianey bis Pele Reason mor 
Tar Party thotee 30 vo Pe Pm Parties, ARIA +08 

Fetends and fontacts 25 x ee 0.0 ma 
Ideas and Program ey 20.0 6.7 
Ivited by Party Leader Be 27 MB RS a0 0.0 0.0 
Prior Party Mork snd Canontans 28.6 oa 25250 20.0 0.0 
gestation oF Family Bs RT 125 00 0.0 00 
Candidacy Yetood Syoeker marty 0.0 0076S 500 0.0 0.0 
Tout 100.0 1000» 100.0» 100,000,000. 100.0 
oral (W) a 0a) @ ) @) ) 

aE = 60.040 d.f, © 20 peO.001 Cranar's V* 0,380 Contingency Coefficiene » 0.657 
we 
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through the 1954 elections. It is interesting to note that except for 

{ts high progrenmatic and low saraentags conponents, the UON was quite 
similar to PSD and PR. 

The case of recall of party choice being really one of a “second 

choice” is interesting. Occasionally a new political aspirant with a 

sizable political following in his Tocal area would attenpt candidacy 
for deputy. However, if the party already had either an incumbent deputy 

or strong suplente from an adjacent area (who claimed the new aspirant's 

area) the insurgent generally would not be accepted as a candidate.” 

The most prone to exercise the veto were the PSD and UDN. As seen in 

the analysis in Part II these were the most competitive and state-wide 

parties, and seldom had problems filling their slates for state deputy 

(especially the PSD). Therefore, they had the problem of intra-regional 

competition, but were in a position to afford a selection process favor- 

ing the older, more established candidates. 

Recruitment Nechanisms 

The recruitrent mechanisms as originally conceptualized by Seligman 
are presented in Table 11.6, for the two samples.? Federal deputies were 

higher on conscription and co-optation, while the state deputfes were 
more frequent self-starters. Agency recruitment was more evenly distri- 
buted. The more conpetitive and resource consuning race for federal 
deputy reflects the predominance of the conscription and co-optation 
mechanisms for that office. 

In terms of the independent variables broken down by candidacy 
mechanism (fn Table 11.7), those who were co-opted, or with agency 
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Table 11.6--First Candidacy for Deputy; Recruitment Mechanism, 
‘two samples 

Federal State an 
Deputies Deputies Deputies 

Conscription 34.5 23.5 20.8 

Self-Starting 2 33.3 21.5 

Self-Starting with Family 10.3 1.6 15.0 

Co-optation 27.6 13.7 18.8 

Agency Recruitment 10.3 11.8 1.2 

Total (#) 100.0 100.0 100.0 

TOTAL (N) (29) (51) (80) 



-Socra\ cnt Pechantse volved in First Candidacy for Deputy, broken down Sis indopendent variables AIT Deputies feed" 8 7" UM ‘i 

self 
consertpe self Starting Ove ‘ion starting 'Fanly—Govopted Agency ANT 

ge at Initial Pol. Soctattzation a0 ha 20.31 at. 28.88 
Joe at First oistical office 25.05 25.95 18.13 mao ata 26.28 
ge at Fest (ands for Deputy 3 6.8 a2 62 woe 
Index of Family ol, Partie tpatton 2.36 1d 292 1.20 10108 

Father fn Politics? x O18 08 9.7 40.0 5 Oh 
Student political Aetivities? ae Ex ora 25.7 667 68.0 
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recruitnent were socialized and entered politics at later ages. 

Co-optation as lateral recruitment of a person established in a non- 

political career is clearly visable. Persons evidencing this mechanism 

were also low in terms of family and student political participation. 
The most striking mechanism in the self-starter with fanily 

influence--the highest on family and student political involvenents and 

were socialized, entered politics and became a candidate at very early 
ages. Those conscripted by the party leadership were also high on family 

and student political participation, and made their first candidacy at 

the earliest mean age; but were socialized and entered politics at 
slightly later ages. 

Those self-starters who became candidates completely on their own 
(ie., without family, party or agency influence) evidenced ages approxi- 
mately equa? to the overall means, but were low on the participation 

items. 

Specific reasons for first candidacy are tabulated in Table 11.8. 
The two samples are quite parallel, except that the state deputies were 
Somewhat more achievement motivated, while the federal deputies were 

higher on specific invitations. 
The six independent variables are broken down by prime reason for 

first candidacy in Table 11.9. Those citing family influence were 

socialized and entered politics at the earliest ages, and became candi- 
dates at early ages. Those evidencing achievement motivation got started 

later but became candidates at the earliest ages. The latter were low 
on family but high on student participation. 
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Table 11.8--Specific Reasons Given for Decision to Announce 
First Candidacy for State or Federal Deputy, 
two samples 

Federal State a 
Deputies Deputies Deputies 

Public Experiences 
A Past Activities 35.2 32.3 34.4 
Situational 
Contingencies 14 6.2 45 

Achievenent of 
Specific Objectives 11.3 7 15.4 

Invited by Friend or 
Political Leader 29.5 22.3 24.9 

Political Career 
Hotivation 13 18 Wa 

Family Influence ne 10.0 10.4 

Total Responses (%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total Responses (N) (71) (130) (201) 

Total Responding (N) (29) (a1) (80) 



rine Reasons Given for Decision to Amounce First Cantidacy for Osputy, ‘raen down by six independent varfables.(eeans and percents) ANY putes a 
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Those with political career motives and those invited by a specific 

Jeader or friend had quite parallel patterns, except the latter entered 

politics a bit later, Deputies recalling their prior public experiences 
and activities were high on the age variables, low on family participa 
tion in politics and about average on their own student participation. 

This would be expected for persons with parallel non-political (yet 

public-ortented) careers and activities which figured in their decision 
to become a candidate for deputy. 

Relations anono Variables 

Table 11.10 presents the probability and strength of association 

among the variables considered in this section. 

Three variables of recruitment to first office were found asso- 
ciated with three variables of recruitment to first candidacy as deputy. 

Recruitment mechanism was associated with motivation (active or 
passive) for first political office, in that: those conscripted, co- 

opted and agency recruited had the highest proportions of passive moti- 
vation; self-starters were split between actives and passives; and self 
and family were split between passive and no first office. 

Prine reason for first candidacy as deputy was associated with 
level of first office: those citing their past experiences and activities 

in public affairs, invitations by friends and party leaders, and family 
influence as reason tended to hold first office at the state level; those 

citing contingencies and achievement of specific objectives were high on 
local government; while those citing political career motivations were 

split between local and federal. 
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Table 11.10--Probability of Association (Chi-Square), and Strength of 
Association (Cramer's ¥) among Variables of Recruitment. 
to First Candidacy for Deputy, Recruitment to First 
Political Office, and Political Socialization: Surmary 
for Total Sample of Deputies (ti*80) 

1st Cand. Prime Prine 
as Deputy’ Reason Reason Party Age at 

Recruitment Party for First Ist Cand. Ist Cand. 
Nechanism Choice Cand. Dep. as Dep. as Dep. 

Party Ist p<0.001 
Cand. Dep. NO 0.380 No + + 
Residence 
Ist Cand. No No No No No 
Age Ist p<0.001 —pe0.01—p0.01 
Cand, Dep. 0.497 9.420 ‘0.397 No + 
Level Gov't p<0.02 
Ist Office No No 0.398, No No 
Ist Office 
Elt-Non-tio No No No No No 
Ist Office 0.001 <0.05 
Act.-Pass. 0.418 NO No 0.367 No 
Notvie A p<0.01 
Ist Office No NO 0,740 no No 
Notive 8 
Ist Office No No No No No 
Spec. Motive p<0.05 —_p<0.05 
Pot. Soc. 0.333 0,363 No No No 
Father in 70.01 p<0.05 — p0.01 
Politics? 0.439 No No 0.430 0.343 
Student p<0.01 0,001 
Active? 0.454 NO No No 0.460 
Inter-Gen. _p<0.01 
Social ob. 0.401 NO No No No 

‘¥-Relatfonship not considered 
NO--Not significant at the 0.05 level 
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Prine candidacy motivation was even more strongly associated with 

motivation (A) for elective first office. Nearly half (45.0%) of the 

deputies whose first office was elected evidenced a consistent pattern: 

having been asked to run for their first office, they were in turn 

invited by a friend or party leader to make their first candidacy for 

deputy. The same trend was evident for those citing public activities 

and experiences, and achievenent of specific objectives in both instances. 
Party of first candidacy was associated with motivation (active or 

passive) for first political offic the party ID's most associated with 

passive motivation were--PSD (942%), PR (90%), ARENA (80%), and UDN (75%); 

‘the PTB and the minor parties were splits while for the MDB, no first 
office was predominant. 

The spectfic motive involved in political socialization was asso- 
clated with two variables of recruitnent as candidate for deputy. 

Regarding recruitnent mechanism: for those conscripted and "self 
and family," family socialization predominated; self-starters were split 
between public involvenent and ceneral interests; those co-opted were 

split anong public involvenent, family, and general interest; and those 
with agency recruitment were split between socialization by public 
involvenent and student activities. 

Regarding prime reason for party choice: those citing friends and 

contacts, ideas end party prooran, and family influence recalled social- 

ization by general interest, public involvement and family, respectively; 
‘those citing party and campaign activities were split between family and 

public involvenent; those citing party veto were split between public 
involvenent and student activitiess and those invited by a specific party 
leader were equally split anong family, general interest and student 

activities. 
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Party of first candidacy for deputy was associated with invelvenent 
of father in politics. Those party 1D's showing highest level of 
involvement were: UDN (77.3%), PSD (76.2%), minor parties (62.6%). The 
HOB (100.0%) and the PTB (75.0%) had high degrees of non-invelvenents 
while the PR and ARENA showed a mixed pattern, 

Finally, rectuitnent mechanism was observed to be associated with 
social mobility. Table 11.11 presents this relationship. 

When the self-starters are differentiated by family influence, those 

without such influence are about evenly divided between upward and down- 

ward mobiles, However, those with family influence are predominantly 

downward mobiles; perhaps indicating family as a countervailing factor. 

Those with agency recruitment present a pattern similar to the 
"pure" self-starters. Those conscripted or co-opted are concentrated 
fn the non- and downward mobile categories; with more conscripted as non- 
mobiles, and nore co-opted as downward mobiles. The distribution for 
those conscripted might be anticipated; but for those co-opted, a much 
smaller proportion of downward mobiles was expected.® 

First Cabinet Service 

As can be seen in Table 11.12, nore than half of the sanple of 
cabinet secretaries were identified as having more political backgrounds: 
with only 24.4% having more technical backgrounds. 

As might be expected those with technical backgrounds were socialized 
at later ages, but it is interesting to note that they began their polit 
ical careers at earlier ages, (Table 11.13).© Also, conforming to the 

“political” recruitment pattern, those with political backgrounds were 
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Table 11.11--Recruitment Mechanism Involved in First Candidacy for 
Deputy by Inter-Generational Social Mobility, N=80 
(in percents) 

Inter- Recrui tment Hechanism 
Generational Sarr 
Social Conscrip- _Self- Starting 
NobiTity tion Starting & Family Co-opted Agency 

Upward 
Nobile 22.7 45.5 0.0 20.0 484 

Non- 
Nobite 45.5 45 8.3 33.3 0.0 

Downward 
Mobile 31.8 50.0 917 46.7 55.6 

Total # 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

TOTAL (N) (22) (22) (2) (15) (9) 

x = 25.694 df. = 8 p<0.01 
Cramer's V = 0.401 Contingency Coefficient = 0.493 
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Table 11.12--Antecedents Priot to Nomination to First 
Cabinet Service 

N % 

Nore Political 23 56.1 

More Technical 10 28.4 

Both Pol. and Tech. 8 19.5 

Total a 100.0 

Table 11.13--Antecedents Prior to Nomination to First Cabinet 
Service, broken down by six independent variables 

Both 
Hore Pol. & fore Over 

Political Tech. Technical All 

Age at Initial 
Pol. Socfalization 22.70 29.00 37.67 27.33 
Age at First 
Political Office 28.56 29.14 23.75 27.52 
Age at First 
Cabinet Service 43.30 43.25 49.60 44.83 
Index of Family 
Pol. Participation 1,96 1.50 1,00 1.63 

Father in Politics? % 73.9 62.5 40.0 63.4 
Student Political 
Activities? % 60.9 37.5 444 52.5 
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socialized at the earliest ages and were highest on family and student 

political activities. 
Slightly wore than half of the sanple recalled a specific invitation 

by the governor as their reason for accepting first cabinet service 
(Table 11.14), About a third cited self-interest and political moti- 

vations; while only 12.2% said they were not really interested in cabinet 

service and were “forced to accept the nomination by the governor. 

Those who were politically involved with the governor's campaign, 
Were socialized at the earliest ages, and were highest on fathers’ and 

student political activities, (Table 11.15). Those "forced" to accept 

the nomination present the inverted pattern observed for the more 
technical in Table 11.13, and had first cabinet service at the latest 
mean age. This croup was also the lowest in terms of family and student 

political activities. Those giving @ nore “neutral” response had values 
close to the overall means, except for their high on the index of family 
political participation. 

Regarding specific reasons for first cabinet service, individualistic 

political career and professionel motivations accounted for about one- 
half the responses in Table 11.16. 

Turning to prime reason for first cabinet service in Table 11.17, 

those gaining nomination as their party's choice entered first service 
at the latest mean age, and were socialized and initially recruited at 
the oldest ages of any other group. Again those citing professional 

(technical) reasons have the same inverted pattern referred to above, 

and becone secretary at the youngest ages; but are close to the means on 

the participation variables. Those participating in the governor's 



Table 11.14--Reason Given for Decision to Accept tomination 
to First Cabinet Service 

N 

Self, Interested 
Governor's Campaign 15 
Invited by Governor 
and Accepted a 
Invited by Governor 
and Forced to Accept = 5 

Total a 

Table 11,15--Reason given for Decision to Accept Nomination 
to First Cabinet service, broken down by six 
‘independent variables 
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Self & Invited Invited 
Gov.'s by Gov. & Gov. & Forced Over 

Campaign Accepted to Accept. «ANT 

Age at Initial 
Pol. Socialization 24.33 27.25 36.60 27.33 
Age at First 
Political Office 27.46 27.31 28.50 27.52 
Age at First 
Cabinet Service 43.33 45.14 48.00 44.83 
Index of Family 
Pol. Participation 1.67 un 1.200 1.63 
Father in 
Politics? % 66.7 61.9 60.0 63.4 
Student, Political 
Activities? % 66.7 55.0 00 52.5 
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Table 11.16--Specific Reasons for Accepting tlomination to 
First Cabinet Service 

N % 

Sec'tariat within Prof. Competence W 20.7 

Invite, Confidence, Campaign of Gov, 23 35.4 

Selected & Nominated by Party “ Ww 

Political Career Motives 22 26.6 

Total Responses 82 100.0 

Total Responding 4a 

Table 11.17--Prime Reason for Accepting tlomination to First Cabinet 
Service, broken down by six independent variables 

Sec. 
within Invite Selected Pol. 
Prof. Campaign & Nom. Career Over. 

Competence of Gov. by Party Motives All 

Age at Initial 
Pol. Socialization 30.83 25.80 32.1 23.20 27.33 

Age at First 
Political Office 28.20 26.15 29.33 27.89 27.52 

Age at First 
Cabinet Service 44.33 44.63 46.56 43.90 44.83 

Index of Family 
Pol. Participation 1.67 1.75 1.67 1.80 1.63 

Father in 
Politics? % 66.7 62.5 66.7 60.0 63.4 

Student Political 
Activities? % 50.0 50.0 50.0 60.0 52.5 
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campaign and subsequently recalling having been invited by him to become 

secretary dated their involvement in politics from earlier ages, and had 
the highest political family score. This may again indicate the role of 

family in electoral politics, as this croup has a favored position vis-a- 
vis the governor. Those citing personal political career motives, on the 

other hand, were the lowest on the family variables; but were socialized 

at the earliest ages and were the hichest on student political activities. 
This may be seen as a “catch up" pattern with definite achievenent over- 
tones. 

Relations among Variables 

As can be seen in Table 11.18, the only significant relationship 

encountered for the sample of cabinet secretaries was between general 

motivation for acceptance and = rident political participation. None of 

those “forced” to accept had student political activities. Those with 

self-interest and campaign reasons were high with 66.7% participation, 

while those in the more "neutral" category had 55.0%. 

Unfortunately, the data for the sample of secretaries was not able 

to link the three staves of political socialization and recruitment as 

well as in the case for the sample of deputies. This may have been due 

in part to the different coding scheme necessitated by the different 

recruitment process for cabinet office; but probably is due more to the 

parallel nature of the recruitment processes, to first political office 

and first candidacy as deputy. 
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Table 11.18--Probability of Association (Chi-Square), and Strength 
‘of Association (Cramer's V) among Yariables of 
Recruitment to First Cabinet Service, Recruitment to 
First Political Office, and Political Socialization: 
Summary for 43 Cabinet’ Secretaries 

Prime 
Reason Antecedents Reason Situation 

Acceptance Pol.-Tech. Acceptance Prior to 
Nomination —=Both Nomination Nomination 

Antecedents 
Pol-Tech-Both = NO. + No ‘ 

Prior 
Situation No No No + 

Level Gov't. 
Ist Office No No No No 

Ist Office 
Elt-Nom-No No No No No 

Ist Office 
Act.-Pass. No No No No 

Votive A 
Ist Office No No No No 
Motive B 
Ist Office No No No No 
Spec. Hotive 
Pol. Soc. No No No No 
Father in 
Politics? No No No No 

Student Pol. p<0.05 
Activities? 0.412 wo No No 

* *-Relationship not considered 
N O--llot significant at the 0.05 level 
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summary 

Deputies whose first candidacy was with the UDN explained their 

choice more frequently in programmatic terms; whereas for the PSD and 
PR family influence and sargentacfo were most common. The PTE was viewed 

as more "traditional" in Minas, and the 1964 revolution was seen respon= 
sible for the high proportion of "progranmatic/tdeotonical” adherents to 
the ARENA and HDS. Most of the adherents to the minor parties resulted 

from vetoes of candidacy by the PSD and UDN. 

Type of recruitment mechanism vas significantly associated with 
type of first office motivation (active-passive), specific socialization 

motive, fathers' political activity, student political activities, and 

social mobility. This recruitment variable was the most effective in 
Vinking the three phases in the socialization and recruitment process 
for the sample of deputies. 

Party of first candidacy was also associated with first office 
motivation (active-passive), and fathers’ political participation. 

Reason for first party choice was associated with specific socialization 
motive, The prine reason for first candidacy was associated with moti- 
vation to first office elected, and the level of that first office. 
Data for the secretaries did not effectively link the three phases of 

socialization and recruitnent. However, reason given for acceptance of 
first cabinet service was associated with student political activities. 



NOTES--CHAPTER 11 

Tit must be noted thet several of those selected in the sample 
of federal deputies made their first candidacy for the office of state 
deputy. 

2the experience of Dep. Paulino Cicero was the most interesting 
in this regard. Elected PSD mayor of his hometown during his senior 
year at the UFNG law school, he filed candidacy for state deputy within 
‘the same party four years Tater (in 1962), only to be vetoed in favor 
of another candidate within the region. fe was, however, readily 
accepted on the PSP slate (which ended up with 2 smaller party quotient), 
and won election with the assistance of his father who was @ local PSD 
chief. The other candidate who had “black-balled" him was defeated 
within the PSD slate, and Paulino went on to serve two terms in the 
state assenbly, and was elected federal deputy in 1970. 
Interview with Paulino Cicero de Vasconcelos, Selo Horizonte, Way 22, 

3For definition of the various mechanisms, see Chapter 2. 

‘these three consistent patterns accounted for 70% of the deputies 
whose first office was elected. 

51n terms of intra-generational social mobility, a large pro- 
portion of those co-opted were upward mobiles (53.32). ‘This may indicate 
that perhaps those with dounviard inter-cenerational mobility in Table 
V1.1, had fathers with quite high status. 

Sthis, then, is the group accounting for the "socialized after 
first office" pattern in Table 10.8. 
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PART V 

CROSS SECTIONAL ANALYSIS: 

Interviews with Current Legislators 

This section is based on interviews with 87 deputfes who were 

serving as federal and state deputies during the 1970 session and 

examines political recruitment from the deputies’ vantage point. The 
analysis focuses on changing career perspectives and advancenent patterns, 

and more specifically the recruitment of candidates for the 1970 elections. 



CHAPTER 12 

CHANGING PATTERNS OF CAREER ADVANCEMENT 

AND CANDIDATE RECRUITMENT IN 1970 

The analysis presented below is based on data cathered through 
interviews with 35 federal and 52 state deputies who were serving during 

the interview period, i.e., the 1970 session. Current deputies were 
chosen as a basis for this section in that it was thought that many of 
the individuals in the over time samples would not be as knowledgeable 

about the current political scene and recruitnent process. This because 
many were no longer active participants in state politics and sone 
resided out of the state. However, the rankings of the political office 
hierarchy by the latter croup are included for comparative purposes. 

Career Advancement Patterns 

Changes in Hierarchy of Political Offices 

‘The hierarchical rankings of selected political offices within the 

state was undertaken with two objectives in mind: first, to ascertain 

the deputies’ perception of the hierarchy in two distinct time periods; 
and second, to evaluate changes in the offices' position within the 

hierarchy from time one to time two. 

Regarding the latter, the two points in time were chosen so as to 

facilitate evaluation of the effects of the 1964 revolution and its 

242 
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ensueing machinations, but at the same time be reasonably within the 
interviewees’ recall. Two quite distinct periods were chosen: the 
apogee of the multi-party system with its high subsystem autonomy in 

1962/1963, the two calendar years prior to the revolution; and the 

seventh year of the post-revolution period (1970), embodying  make- 
shift two-party system and reduced state autonomy. 

The interviewees were asked to rank order (with no ties) the 

seventeen selected offices, in terms of political prestige and impor- 
tance.1 During the pre-test the rankings were adninistered on the two 

respective sheets. It was ascertained that this strategy was weak in 
‘terms of good differentiation of the periods.? An alternative pro- 

cedure was introduced for the second period whereby the interviewee 
received a pack of IGM cards, each bearing the nane of one of the offices, 

‘and instructed to place the cards in the hierarchical order. This 
greatly improved the differentiation, due to the procedure being such a 

different activity. 

Table 12.1 presents the relative rank orders of the offices by the 
five groups for the two periods.? In spite of the effort to maximize 

differentiation, intra-oroup correlation is fairly high between the two 
points in tine. These are evaluated in terms of Spearman's Rho at the 
bottom of Table 12.1. The sample of federal deputies had the highest 
degree of differentiation, and the 1970 state deputies, the lowest. 

Comparing inter-croup correlations (within time periods), an 
interesting trend emerged. Except for the sample of cabinet secre- 
taries vs. the 1970 federal deputies, there was less agreement regarding 
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Table 12.1--Relative Rank Orders of Political Offices, 
for the 1962/1963 and 1970 periods 

Samples from 1945-70 Period Deputies 
Felerat State Cabinet” Serving in 1970 

Office Deputies Qeputies Sec. Federal State 
62/3 70 62/3 70 62/3 70 62/3 70 62/3 70 

Governor Poa a wea kal a al 

Vice Governor M0 918! P Woes TW og to 7 

Sec. Finance hy SE Se sh VES 

Mayor B. Horizonte BR BS RO ae Be 

Sec. Education STS B28 ae peel Be cee 

Sec. Public Safety 6 § Hh Be 8 6 Fs 

Sec. Government nN 6 8 13 10 10 1 NB 

Director 0.E.R. 9u 7 912 4 9 nN BN 

Sec. Interior 2 2 1 3 WwW MW 13 1 13 15 

Sec. Agriculture 44 013:«12 «120 «9 2 ee 13 

Federal Senator Ce ae a a oe ee Ta 

Federal Deputy 74 9 1 7 9 7 8 9 10 

President of A.L. Ce ae ne Ce A 

Majority Leader AL. 13 9 14 14 15 13 14 13 14 12 

State Deputy 8 16 15 15 18 15 19 15 15 14 

Mayor Large City 1% 15 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 

Vereador B. Horizonte 17 17 17 «17 17 7 WoW WoW 

Spearman's Rho 
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the rankings in the 1970 period, and more agreement for the earlier 

point in time.® This is quite interesting, in that, one would normally 

expect less agreement concerning the period 7 or 8 years remote. The 

perception of the 1970 political environment by the five groups seens to 
have been differentially affected. 

The positions generating the most disagreement were: President of 

the State Assembly (ranked lower by the federal deputies than by the 
other three groups); Secretary of Education (ranked higher by the 

current deputies than by the samples); and Cabinet level positions 

{ranked higher by the sample of cabinet secretaries than the other four 
groups). 

Regarding the Assembly Presidency, it is a prestigious position to 

those participating in state government, and thus less important in the 
perception of the federal deputies. The Education Secretary is very mich 
involved in day-to-day patronage distribution and thus ranks higher in 

the perception of the current deputies.® It might be expected that 

having served in a cabinet position would enhance the perception of the 
importance of the cabinet generally. 

Tables 12.2 and 12.3 present changes from one tine period to the 

other, in terms of the relative rank orders and means of rankings, 
respectively. (These are in turn summarized in Table 12.4.) As dis- 
cussed above, the primary cause of such changes is seen resulting from 
‘the 1964 revolution and the nature of the two state adninistrations. 

The change for the vice governorsiip is the most outstanding. 

Ranked in the bottom third in the 1962/1963 period, the position moves 
to the top quarter for 1970. As discussed in Chapter 8, the vice 
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Table 12.2--Change in Relative Rank Orders of Political Offices, 
from the 1962/1953 to 1970 periods 

Samples from 1945-70 Period Deputies 
federal State Cabinet Serving in 1970 

Federal Sea Office Deputies Deputies Sec. tate 
N29 N51 ea} N35 N=52 

Governor 0 0 0 0 0 
Vice Governor v7 +6 49 +8 8 

Sec. Finance 2 o 1 a 8 

Mayor B. Horizonte #2 42 1 +2 3 
Sec. Education 4 2 4 3 4 

Sec. Public Safety #1 42 4 0 42 
Sec. Government +5 +2 3 0 8 

Director D.E.R. 2 -2 2 -2 3 
Sec. Interior 0 -2 “1 4 42 

Sec. Agricul ture 4 0 3 2 a 

Federal Senator 3 2 0 -2 3 

Federal Deputy 7 2 -2 a a 

President of A.L. -2 2 0 a o 
Majority Leader ALL. +4 o +2 4 +2 

State Deputy 0 0 4 

Mayor Large City 4 0 0 0 0 
Vereador B. Horizonte 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 12.3--Differences between Means of Rankings of Political 
Offices for the 1962/1963 and 1970 Periods 

PETS cagieet serving tn 1970 
Office Deputies Deputies Sec. Fecoral~Seate 

N29 Nest Ne43, 

Governor 0.08 = -0.17 0.00 -0.27 0.13 

Vice Governor 43.51 42,61 44.83 44.380 41.36 

Sec. Finance “102-016-075 1.22 41.26 

Mayor B. Horizonte 40.35 «40.40 40.13 40.83 -0.90 

Sec. Education 173-1640 -2.06 112 -0.63 

Sec. Public Safety #0.99 40.72 +0.64 0.13 40.36 

Sec. Government 4734147 -41.85 40.38 41.43 

Director D.E.R. 2.03 +079 -1.69 1.23 1,50 

Sec. Interior 0.56 +085 -0.78 0,00 -0.84 

Sec. Agriculture 40,50 0.76 = -1.55 1.59 -0.41 

Federal Senator 0.90 © +087 -0.82 -0.71 

Federal Deputy 2.65 © -0.52-0.71 “1.10 

President of A.L. 0.30 --1.29 -0.93 40.04 

Majority Leader AL. 42.36 © -0.21 40.66 -0.41 

State Deputy 0.64 -0.07-0.85 40.49 

Mayor Large City 4126 41,30 #1.06 0.24 40.36 

Vereador B, Horizonte -0.0% 0.13 40.15 0.14 -0,28 
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Table 12.4--Changes in Relative and Nean Rankings of Political Office 
from the 1962/1963 periods; averages for the five groups 
interviewed 

Relative Rankings Mean Rankings 
: ‘Average Fverege 

office siting, Came teams Change 

Governor 1 1 0 1.02 1414 -0.12 

Vice Governor 10.5 4 45.5 9.67 6.33 43.34 

Sec. Finance 3 25 40.5 5.72 6.10 -0.38 
Mayor 8. Horizonte 4 25 HS 6.14 6.02 40,12 

Sec. Education 2 6-4 5.56 7.05  -1.49 

Sec. Public Safety 7 5 42 7.53 7.01 40.52 
Sec. Government 5 9 45 9.71 8.33 41.38 

Director 0.E.R. rn ee 8.88 10.13 -1.25 

Sec. Interior W5 13.5 -2 10.09 10.69 0.60 
Sec. Agricul ture WS 13.8 -2 10.02 10.76 -0.74 

Federal Senator 6 8-2 7.40 8.39 -0,99 

Federal Deputy 8 0 -2 8.20 9.36 -1.16 
President of A.L. 5 7 2 7.31 7.79 -0.48 

Najority Leader A.L. woo 11.16 10.50 +0.66 
State Deputy nn V.81 12.19 40,38 

Nayor Large City 6 WwW oO 14.11 13.36 40.75 

Vereador 8. Horizonte 17, v7 oO 16.39 16.48 0,03 
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governorship had tended to be merely another position available to the 

gubernatorial candidate to utilize in mobilizing an electoral coalition, 
and once elected, an office with very few responsibilities. This was 
especially true of the Magalhéés Pinto administration.’ In the subse- 

quent Israel Pinheiro government, the vice governor was given an active 
role in political corrdination and even became acting-governor during 
Pinhefro's trip to Japan. However, the most important factor apparently 

affecting the interviewees’ perception was the fact that the vice-gover- 

norship had come to be elected indirectly by the state assembly with the 
1967 and 1969 constitutions. In 1970 all were aware of the fact that 

both the governor and the vice governor would be hand picked by the 

President of the Republic in his role as “national leader" of the ARENA 

party. Thus the office accrued more prestige through the more direct 
tie with the national evecutive.8 It is interesting to note that the 

current state deputies perceived less change, relative to the federal 

deputies.9 

‘A similar phenomenon is observed in the case of the assenbly 
majority leader. Against a general decline in the rankings over tine 
for legislative positions, this position increases. In the 1962/1963 

period the position was more purely "legislative" in that selection 

was made within the majority party caucus. In the 1970 period, however, 
the majority leader was selected directly by the governor, and became 
his representative in the assenbly. Thus this position was perceived 
more as an executive office close to the governorship, accruing prestige 

within the general tendency favoring the executive. 
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Continuing the discussion of legislative offices, it is interesting 

to note the differential between state and federal deputy. The latter 

Jost more prestige than the former, and both were perceived to decline 
more by the samples than by the current deputies. The federal deputies 
(sample and current) both saw the office of state deputy as declining 

Jess than their onn office, indicating the perigee of prestige of the 
national legislature.!0 Interestingly enough, the office of assembly 

president was seen as losing more prestige relative to that of state 

deputy, especially by the samples. 
Turning to executive offices, the Secretaries of Government and 

Public Safety were perceived as increasing in prestige by all groups 

except the 1970 federal deputies. The former due in part to its cen- 
tralized role in patronage and political coordination; and the latter 
being filled by an army officer approved by the President of the 
Republic in the 1970 period, and civilian politicians in the 1962/1963 

epoch. 
The Secretary of Education suffered the sharpest decline of any 

office. This was due in part to personality differentials between the 
two periods, but mostly to the greatly reduced distribution capacity in 

the later period.!! The Directorship of the D.E.R. (State Highway 

Department) declined for simflar reasons. The Secretary of Finance 

declined to a lesser extent due in part to the positive change accorded 
this office by the 1970 state deputies, who were more directly involved 
in day-to-day bargaining on behalf of their constituencies with this 
secretariat (relative to other cabinet offices). 
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The mayor of the state capital parallels the change for the vice 
governorship and assenbly majority leader, in that this office which was 
popularly elected in the prior perfod cane to be appointed directly by 

‘the governor; thus acquiring executive status equivalent to senior cabinet 

rank. 

Base Office for Legislative Recruitment 

Tables 12.5 and 12.6 summarize the responses to questions 03.24 and 

13.33, respectively, regarding the best positions (politically speaking) 

from which to launch a new candidacy for the offices of state and federal 

deputy. 12 

For state deputy, nearly one-half of the first choices were for 
local mayor; this was clearly the most preferred base office, both in 

terns of simple and weighted frequency totals. Cabinet secretary was 
second and showed a similar first-second-third choice pattern. Hi 

‘state functionary was the third most frequently mentioned, but tended to 

be mentioned as a second or third choice. Outstanding leaders and local 

vereador also presented a pattern of second and third choices. 
Turning to base offices for federal deputy (Table 12.6), state 

deputy replaces local mayor as the most frequently cited position, while 

cabinet office remains in second rank, but more preferred as second or 

third choice. Mayor drops to third rank but is most frequently cited 

as second choice base office, and equals local vereador for third choice. 

‘The deputies‘ perception of base office is compared with the findings 

for the two offices (in terms of career background) in Table 12.7.13 

Taking the four most frequently cited base offices for state deputy, the 
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Table 12.5--Positions Ranked First, Second and Third Best from 
which to Launch a New Candidacy for State deputy 
87 State and Federal Deputies Serving in 1970 
(in percents) 

First Second Third Simple Weighted 
Office Cited Choice Choice Choice ~Total~—‘Total 

Mayor of Vice-Mayor 48.0 18.8 82 29.2 34.6 

Cabinet Secretary 21.3 5 5.6 19.2 © 22.0 

Hi State Func. Ww? 26.1 25.0 19.8 917.8 

Outstanding Leader 3.9 15.9 22,20 121 9.6 

Vereador (Local) 2.6 17.5 22.20 12,1 94 

Vereador BH 2.6 0.0 5.6 2.2 2.0 

Party Office 13 14 2.8 1.6 15 

Family-$-Qual ities 12 14 0.0 12) 1.2 

Federal Func. 1.3 0.0 2.8 Ww 1.0 

State Func. Interior 0.0 14 2.8 Ww 0.7 

Justice of the Peace 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.5 0.2 

Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 --100.0-—100.0 

Total Responses (7) (69) (36) (182)* (405) 

*.-A simple summation of the choice frequencies. 
=A sunmation of weighted frequencies: . first choice = 3 points; 
second choice = 2 points; and third choice = 1 point. 
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Table 12.6--Positions Ranked First, Second and Third Best fron 
which to Launce a ew Candidacy for Federal Deputys 
87 State and Federal Deputies Serving in 1970 
(in percents) 

First Second Third Simple Weighted 
Office Cited Choice Choice Choice_-—Total_—Total 

State Deputy 6.6 1175 35.0 42,3 
Cabinet Secretary 15.6 28.6 25.0 22.2 20.7 

Mayor or Vice-Hayor «2.636.512.5167 14.3 
Outstanding Leader 65 630 175 8978 

Hi State Func. 260 0 127 be ae an 
Hi Federal Func. 5.2 1.6 50 3.9 4.0 
Vereador 0.0 0.0 8125 8928 13 

Family-$-Qualities, 3.9 0.0 Ch ae Ca 

Party Office 0.0 3.2 a0 4k 0 

Vereador BH 0.0 0.0 25 05 0.3 
Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total Responses (7) (63) (40) (180)*— (397)** 

+.-A simple summation of the choice frequencies. 
‘*+-A sumation of weighted frequencies: first choice = 3 points; 

second choice = 2 points; and third choice = I point. 
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Table 12.7--Base Office for State and Federal Deputies, as Perceived 
by Current Deputies and Observed for Bio Data Collected 
(in percents) 

For State Deputy For Federal _Deput) 
Simple Weight 876 Simple Weight Bio 

office Total Total ata Fotal Total data 

State Deputy ee ae 35.0 42.3 34.3 
Cab, Secretary 19.2 22.0 2.0 2.2 20.7 © 7.0 
Mayor or Vice 29.2346 17.2 16.7 143 5.6 
Hi State Func. 19.8 17.8 12.8 7.20 6.30 9.1 
Local Vereador 12,19, 16.2 28 13 38 
Total % 80.3 83.8 48.2 83.9 8.9 59.5 

Table 12.8--Level of Base Office for State and Federal Deputies, as 
Perceived by Current Deputies and Observed for Bio 
Data Collected (in percents) 

For State Deputy For Federal Deut, 
Level imple Weight —_ BYo imple Weight B10 
Position Total Total data Total Total vata 

Federal Mw 100 74 39° 4.0 14.6 

State 40.1 40.5 27.7 64.4 69.3 64.6 
Municipal 64.0 46.2 37.8 20.0 18.9 10,1 

Other 8 12300 19.2" 71.87.08 

Includes unsuccessful candidacies 
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deputies’ perceptions are comparable to the bio data for Hi State Func. 
and Local Vereador, but inflated for Mayor and Cabinet Secretary. 

Taking the five most frequently cited base offices for federal 
deputy, again the deputies perceptions are inflated for Mayor and Cabinet 

Secretary, but comparable for the other three offices. 

Table 12.8 makes essentially the same comparison in terns of level 

of office cited. The perceptions of both groups of deputies were in 

Vine with the bio data in terms of order of magnitude. It is interesting 
to note that the State-Municipal proportions are reversed, and that the 

deputies’ perceptions were in agreement, although somewhat inflated for 

the state deputies. This is consistent with conclusions observed in 
Chapter 8, regarding municipal experience as base for state deputies, 
and state government for federal deputies. 

Career Perspectives (The Manifest Office! 

Table 12.9 presents career perspectives for the two groups of 

deputies. Approximately 10% more state than federal deputies voiced 

career advancement interest in response to questions 13.15 and 13.16; 
further evidence of the federal deputies' feelings of lack of efficacy 

and disillusionment. Another striking difference was the greater range 
of career ambitions on the part of the state deputies. 

Interestingly enough, no federal deputies expressed interest in 
becoming President of the Republic, versus 9.4% of the state deputies’ 
responses. Also, @ slightly higher proportion of state deputies cited 
federal cabinet positions. In terms of the upper echelon of the federal 

bureaucracy and federal senator, the federal deputies had the edge.!4 



Table 12.9--Career Perspectives of State and Federal Deputies 
serving in 1970 (in percents) 

Future Federal State 
Offices Deputies: Deputies 

President of Republic 0.0 9.4 

Minister of Education 0.0 19 

Minister of Finance 4.2 0.0 

Federal Minister* 0.0 3.8 

Hi Fed. Functionary* 29,1 7.6 

Federal Senator 8.3 1.9 

Federal Deputy +e 3 

State Governor 16.7 20.6 

Sec. of Education 4.2 5.7 

Cabinet Secretary* 33.3 18.8 

Hi State Functionary* 4.2 7.6 

Pres. State Assembly 0.0 7.6 

Mayor Belo Horizonte 0.0 3.8 

Total % 100.0 100.0 

Total Responses (Wi) (2a) (53) 
Total Responding (N) (20) (35) 

of Deputies 
Responding 57.1% 67.5% 

*--Office not specified 

**--Hlot applicable, 
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This {s further evidence of the lack of career perspectives and ceneral 
frustration of the federal deputies, relative to their state counterparts. 

Comparing Tables 12.7 and 12.9, it is interesting to note that 
having cited state legislative office as the "best" base office for 

advancenent to federal deputy (35.0% and 42.3%, simple and weichted 
totals, respectively) that only 11.3% of the state deputy group's 

responses cited federal deputy as a desired future political office. If 
taken as the ideal and reality, respectively, this lends further support 
to the observation of the decline of the federal legislature's prestige, 
and the contention that study of state legislatures and state political 
systems is valid for Brazil. 

Regarding state government office, state deputies showed slightly 

higher proportions for the governorship and high state bureaucracy, but 
federal deputies had higher proportions for the state cabinet. These 

proportions for the cabinet are the opposite of those encountered in the 

political career data (Tables 8.5 and 8.6), where state deputy is a more 

frequent base office for the state cabinet. Also, the current (1969) 

constitution holds that a federal deputy nominated to a non-federal 
political office must definitively resion his mandate (rather than 

going on temporary leave). Despite these mitigating circumstances, more 
than one third of the federal deputies’ career perspectives involved 

state cabinet office. 
As might be expected, no federal deputies cited the presidency of 

the state assembly, and only the state deputies expressed an interest in 
becoming mayor of the state capital. 
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Candidate Recruitment in 1970 

‘The year 1969 closed with the new president (Garrastazu Medici) 
calling for renovation in the selection of the nation's political leaders. 
The weekly news magazine Veja picked this up! and tried to embody the 

traditional conception of the old style politician (Figure 12.1), and in 
Juxtaposition the image of the new politician (Figure 12.2) as interpreted 

from the president's call for renovation. 

Recruitment from Local Governnent 

Such renovation from the grass roots Tevel had been purposively 

fostered (and anticipated) ever since the fiscal reforms enacted by 
Roberto Campos under Castelo Branco in 1966. These reforms drastically 
altered Brazil's taxation system; both collection and re-distribution. 
Vast sums of money for administration and public works were placed 
directly in the hands of local mayors (completely bypassing the state 
governments), who had taken office in danuary, 1967. It was felt that 

these local mayors would form a pool of young, able and strongly com 
petitive politicians for state and federal deputy in the 1970 elections, 
based on their administrative successes, and their sub-regional image 
therein constructed. 

By mid-May (1970), the point at which current office-holders had to 

resign in order to becone candidates for deputy or senator, it was obvi- 
ous that renovation would not be forthcoming from this channel, as of 

the 650 prefeitos of the ARENA mineiro, only five resigned in time to 

become candidates for deputy; while none of the MOB prefeitos chose to 
become candidates. 16 
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As was seen in Tables 8.5, 8.6, and 12.7, the office of local mayor 
had traditionally been a base office for state deputy, and was viewed as 

such by the deputies thenselves. Mhy then did so few mayors make the 

race in 1970, given their favorable administrative advantages? This 

question was asked of the current deputies, as item 03.42, and their 

multiple responses are tabulated in Table 12.10. 
More than half the responses involved changes in the electoral 

system in 1970 (as effected by the 1967 and 1969 constitutions). The 

‘increased competitiveness of the system was the most frequently cited. 

This constraint involved a reduction of the nunbers of seats to be filed.17 

Thus, given the increased size of the electorate, the electoral quotient 

would be greatly increased over 1966. Other systemic changes mentioned 
were the replacenent of the individual ballot by the Tong ballot through- 

out the states! and the long six-month resignation period prior to the 

Novenber elections. 
Other responses were grouped around the effects of the revolution on 

the political process and the political class in particular in the 1967/ 

1970 period. Legislative office was seen as having lost prestige (13.9%), 
and many mayors were said to harbor fears and doubts about serving as 
deputy (9.6%). The latter with regards possible future repression of 

deputies and suspension of political rights and mandates. 

Party leaders and regional chiefs were cited as not supporting or 
encouraging the candidacies of the mayors (6.2%). This is quite under- 
Standable in the case of party leaders who were themselves candidates 

for deputy in the highly competitive system. 
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Table 12.10--Reasons cited why fewer local mayors became Candidates 
for State or Federal Deputy in 1970 than in previous 
elections, multiple responses by 87 state and federal 
deputies serving in 1970 (in percents) 

Reason Cited N * 

Didn't want to 
Resign as Hayor 9 19 
Electoral System Changes: 
6 mo. resignation, Tong ballot 26 2.6 

Elections more Conpetitive in 
1970: more voters, fever states 42 36.6 

Legislature (Fed. & State) 
no longer prestigious office 16 13.9 

Fear and doubts about serving 
as Deputy (re National Executive) u 9.6 

No support from party leaders & 
old or former candidates 7 6.2 
Decision to wait until 
1972 or 1974 1 0.9 

General lack of interest 
and/or personal decision 13 13 

Total us 100.0 

Total Responding (N) (73) 
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Other responses involved: general lack of interest (11.3%)5 

decision to wait until 1972 or 1974 (0.9%); and reluctance to resign 

and lose the last eight and a half ronths of their mandate as mayor (7.9%). 

It is ironical that the revolution itself, having consciously 

attenpted to renovate the political class by inproving the channels of 
recruitnent from local government, would through its subsequent actions 

dissuade the exact “new" political group it had tried to foster. In 

essence, the end result was the re-election of surviving elements of the 
political class (exactly what the "early" revolutionaries tried to pre- 
clude) ,20 or elements of similar backgrounds (see Chapters § and 6), and 

suffocated the emergence of new leaders. 

The Role of Party 

Considering the 1964 revolution their triumph, and subsequently 

Josing the 1965 elections to the PSD, the ex-UDN group was faced with a 

dilemma within the newly constituted government party, ARENA. The Israel 
Pinheiro government had joined ARENA after the old parties were abolished, 

and thus PSD, UDN and PR were attempting "integration" within the new 
party. The UON, fearful that the power of the PSD-dominated executive 
would marginalize them within the new party grouping, began demanding 

the protective unbrella of a set established co-existence criteria, This 
set of norms, drawn up by GuiTherme Machado and Levindo Coelho, specified 
the gound rules for the 1966 legislative elections in terms of propor- 

tions of the slates allocated to each of the ex-party blocs. They also 
established a complicated set of rules governing the distribution of 

patronage and prestige among the deputies after the elections.2! 
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An attempt was made to differentiate the role of party in the 
recruitment process (by party and election year) through questions 02.62, 
02.63 and 02.66, The responses in terms of decision-making group within 
the party are tabulated in Table 12.11. 

For the ARENA a trend tovard nore centralized decision-making is 
observed from 1966 to 1970, with increased proportions for the party 
executive committee and “party leaders." Although ess discernible, the 
NOB ( in terms of its deputies’ responses) presents a trend in the oppo 
site direction, with a decrease in the proportion for the executive com 
nnittee and an increase for the regional diretorio. Although not strictly 
comparable to Strout's analysis of the role of perty in candidate recruit- 
ment in Mendoza province, Argentina, it might be said that the HOB was 
Similar to the U.C.R.P., and the ARENA to the Christian Denocrats-~in 
terns of a less and more centralized recruitment tendency, respectively.22 

Additionally, Table 12.11 shows a reduction in the proportion of 
ARENA deputies citing intra-party blocs in the 1970 period. 

Despite the efforts from many quarters to eliminate the existence 
of or even mention of the ex-parties,23 the ex-PSD began to demand a 

revision of the “criteria” established in 1966. The shoe was clearly on 
the other foot, as the ex-UON would have the governorship (in the person 
of Rondon Pacheco, nominated in June and elected in October) and were 
already taking full advantage of this new prestige in the closing months 
of the campaign. As seen in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the ex-UDN bloc made 
considerable advances in the 1970 elections. 

In the early months of 1971 the ex-UDN turned a deaf ear to the ex- 
PsD's requests, ignoring the existence of any criteria, and stating that 
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Table 12.11--Responses Citing who made the decisions for the party 
regarding the composition of slates for state and 
federal deputy by party and election year, mil tiple 
responses by 87 deputies serving in 1970 (in percents) 

ARENA 0B 

Deets ion-Haker 19662 1970 19668 1970? 

Executive Comittee 18.3, 38.6 60.0 40.0 

Regional Diretorio 25.7 20.5 0.0 20.0 
Party Leaders 15.9 20.5 20.0 20.0 

President of Repb. 45 45 0.0% 0.0* 
The Governor 2.3 2.3 0.0" o.0* 
Federal & State Dep. 0.0 45 20.0 20.0 

Party Convention 45 6.8 0.0 0.0 
Intra-Party Blocs 6.8 2.3 o.0* 0.0 

Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total Responses (N) (44) (44) (10) (8) 

Total Responding (N) (27) (34) (8) (3) 

--Not applicable for the MDB. 

a--Candidates in 1966 but not in 1970; recalling 1966. 

b--Candidates in both 1966 and 1970; recalling 1970. 
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ARENA was now totally inteorated which rendered such agreements need~ 

tess.24 However, in the crunch criteria were informally worked out in 

the composition of the mesa of the legislative assembly,25 and regarding 

the selection of politicians for cabinet office in the the Rondon govern- 

nent.26 

In toto, the role of party in the recruitment of candidates for the 
slates of federal and state deputy was greatly diminished in 1970 (due 

to the numerous constraints discussed above), as the ARENA barely was 

able to fill half the positions on its slates, and the MOB less than 

halt. 

Sunmary 

The most obvious effect of the 1964 revolution on the hierarchical 

rankings of political offices within the state was the accrual of 
increased prestice by the executive, to the detriment of legislative 

offices. The offices of majority leader in the state assenbly and mayor 
of the state capital were perceived more as executive positions in the 
second tine period. 

Within the executive, the positive change for the vice governorship, 
and negative change for the Secretary of Education were the most outstand- 

ing. For legislative offices, the most significant observation was the 
greater decline for federal deputy (especially as perceived by occupants 

of that office) relative to state deputy. 

Regarding base office for state deputy, local mayor and cabinet 

secretary accounted for approximately one-half of the responses, a5 com- 
pared to only 19.4% observed for the political career data. State 
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deputy was the most frequently cited base office for federal deputy, 35.5% 
versus 34.2% observed. Cabinet secretary and local mayor accounted for 
38.9% of the responses, but were again inflated relative to the observed 

12.6% for the career data. 
In terns of future political anbitions, 10% more state than federal 

deputies expressed interest in career advancement. Although state deputy 
was observed to be the most important base office for federal deputy 
(both perceived and observed), only 11.3% of the current state deputies’ 

responses cited federal deputy as a desired future position. 

Although Tocal mayor had traditionally been the most frequent base 
office for state deputy (and to a lesser extent for federal deputy), and 

despite efforts by the national government to foster renovation throush 
increased recruitment "fron the grass roots," 1970 saw only five loca? 
mayors (out of 722) become candidates for deputy. The attenuating cir- 

cunstances dissuading the mayors from candidacy were perceived as the 
changed electoral system, loss of prestige of legislative office, and 
apprehension recarding future action against the latter by the national 

executive. 
A trend towards more centralized decision-making within the parties 

(for the recruitnent and selection of candidates) was observed in 1970, 

especially for the AREIIA. Despite the objections of the ex-PSD group, 
the ex-UON faction, firmly in control of the ARENA, resisted the former's 

attempts to revise the party's political "criterias" instead pressing 
party “integration” and elimination of the ex-party blocs. However, 
in early 1971 proportional parity was maintained in allocating the seven 

positions for the mesa of the state assembly, and in selecting the three 
political appointnents within the new governor's cabinet. 



NOTES--CHAPTER 12 

‘the seventeen offices may be found in Lists A and E in the 
questionnaire (Appendix XI), and were presented with the instructions 
found in the middle of page’9 and at the top of pace 18, respectively, 
in the main body of the instrunent. (Note that the Secretary of Govern- 
ment was the governor's Chefe de Gabinete in the 1962/1963 period.) It 
was thought that more than 20 offices would be difficult for an inter- 
viewee to handle, given the tine constraints of the schedule. The five 
offices selected to compose the elite section were included. In that 
a1 the cabinet positions could not be accormodated, seven were chesen 
in an attenpt to achieve a cradient. The renaining seven offices were 
chosen from state and local government, leadership positions within the 
State assenbly, and included federal senator. 

2upon receiving the second ranking sheet (1970), a few exclaimed 
that they "had already done thats" or when reninded that the first rank- 
ing was for the 1962/1963 period, "Well, the order is the same for 1970. 

310 handle any further recalcitrance, the interviewers were 
instructed to recall any coments from the first rankinc, such as: "Yes, 
the Secretary of Education was a prestigious office then, but not today;* 
or "Say, this would be quite different in the present situations" and 
use the interviewee's own words to “convince” him that the second period 
was (is) different. 

‘The rankings in Table 12.1 are expressed in terms of a relative 
ordering of means within each croup; from "I" the hiohest rank, to "17" 
the lowest. 

5the highest inter-croup correlation was between the two croups 
of federal deputies for the 1962/1963 period (0.988); the lovest, for 
the sample of federal deputies vs. the 1970 state deputies for the 1970 
period (0.838). 

SThe director of the D.£.R. (Highway Department) presents a 
Somewhat similar pattern, 

Twany interviewees had considerable difficulty recalling who had 
been vice governor in 1962/1963. 

®this is somewhat paradoxical, in that, by the same token, both 
the offices of governor and vice governor were reduced in terms of autonony 
and independence. Other examples of the political class adapting prag- 
matically to the political realities will be seen below. 
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"This may mirror the perception of the national executive by each 
legislative level; greater and lesser independence and autonomy, respec~ 
tively. 

this is indicative of the state assembly's relative distance 
from, lack of control by and subservience to the National Executives 
and the former's maintenance of substantial legislative initiative and 
prerogatives. Note that the sample of feceral deputies, which includes 
persons with tenure extending back to 1945 (as well as various cassados), 
presents the extrene differential; @ relative ranks and 3.29 mean ranks 
between the two periods. 

Min a period of crisis in the state budget, public school 
teachers (especially at the prinary level) are always the first state 
enployees to have their salaries “retarded.” During the 1967-1970 
period, this reached 12 months in sone areas. Also, a moratorium on 
new permanent appointrents of teachers to the civil service was declared 
in 1968, and selection examinations were not conducted in 1969 and 1970. 
Schoo! construction and other naterial distribution through the secre- 
tariat were greatly reduced in the second tine period. (This office was 
accorded the sharpest decline by the sample of cabinet secretaries.) 

‘T2Because some non-political positions or situations were 
entioned, these were coded into the response scheme. "Outstanding 
Jeader" includes: those with a regional following, leaders in their 
professions, leaders of class interest croups, sports or intellectual 
personalities. and those with an extensive clientle. 
"Family-S-qualities" includes: having money, fame, moral and intellec- 
tual qualities, beine a relative of the covernor or inportant political 
families, and having a good platform or program. 

13pata in Tables 12.7 and 12.8 were adapted from data presented 
in Tables 12.6 and 8.6. 

léRecarding federal senator, the most frequent base office (in 
terms of shared arena) has traditionally been federal deputy. 

I5"Projeto novos politicos," Yeia, Decenber 17, 1969, 21-22. 

T6"partidos em busca de candidatos," Estado de Minas, May 24, 
1970, 25 for the problem nationwide, see, "Eleigdes: Faltam Candidatos," 
Veja, Apri? 8, 1970, 31. 

VFor the bancada federal and the state assenbly these changes 
were from 48 to 35 and fron 82 to 59, respectively. 

18the Tong ballot was seen as being more confusing and a bit less 
Susceptible to manipulation of voters; both negative constraints in the 
interior of the state. 
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191m 1972 as candidate for mayor again; in 1974, the next elections 
for deputy would be held. 

20For a discussion of the “political class," see Oliveiros S. 
Ferreira, "Una caraterizacao do Sistema," 0 Estado de Sao Paulo, October 
V7 and 24, 1965; "O Futuro da Classe Politica,” visao, flarch 28, 1969, 
19-23; "05 novos velhos lideas,” Veja, Decenber 10, 1969, 285 and 
Antonia 0. Cintra, "Una nova classe politica?," Visao, February 14, 
971, 43. 

2lthis consisted of deciding wivich deputy would be “heard” regard- 
ing patronage and other pol ley outputs From the state goverment to 8 
given municipio. In the event a municipio had cast a majority of its 
otes fora defeated candidate, 2 detetled set of calculations was Set 
up to decide who would "represent" that entity. 

2strout, op. cit., 122-125. Strout operationalized the continuum 
as denperacy-oligarchy, Th terms of decision-making within the Vendonza 
parties. 

23For example, “Rondon so fala em ARENA. Agora os ex-partidos 
yao morrer mesmo," Estado de tlinas, January 31, 1971; and "AREA: AS 
siglas banidas," Veja, August 12, 1970, 22. 

24nex-PSD quer manter os criterios," Estado de Minas, January 
12, 1971, 3; Mauro Werkna, "Um criterio para Xondon--cu cond contentar 
pressedistas e udenistas,” Estado de Ninas, January 17, 1971, 3; 
“Francelino nao aceita criterfos para AREA," Estado de Minas, January 
21, VOL, 35 and “Winass A (PSD) re (UDN) A," Veja, February 10, 1971, 
5. 

28pespite some last minute changes, the distribution remained: 
ex-U0N, president and second secretary; ex-PSD, first vice president and 
first secretary; ex-PR, second vice president; end 0B, third and fourth 
secretary. Estado de Hlinas, February 2 and 3, 1971, 3. 

26These were one each from the three ex-parties in the persons 
of: Rafael Nunes Coelho, Secretary of Interior (ex-UDN); Jose Gomes 
Domingos, Secretary of Adninistration (ex-PSD); and Cicero Drunont, 
Secretary of Labor and Social Action (ex-PR). Estado de i ch 
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CHAPTER 13 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

This chapter will attempt to integrate the mse salient conclu 

sions from the analysis of background and interview data, in terms of 

changing recruitment patterns, and tie effects of the 1964 revolution. 

Additionally, suggestions for further research on political recruitment 

‘in Minas Gerais and Brazil are presented. 

Changing Recruitment Patterns in Minas Gerais 

Performance of the recruitment function within the state has 

evolved from an ascriptive-oligarchic pattern during the First Republic, 
to a more fluid and competitive system in the post-1945 period, and 
currently involves an apprehensive adaptation to the post-1964 revolu- 

tionary environment. 

The Role of Family 

Kinship ties with important political families within the state 
were an important recruitment criterion during the First Republic; 
especially in terns of early Cfmara entry and accelerated political 
career. Although still present in the post-1945 period, the effect of 

family ties was of reduced importance. Nore federal than state deputies 

were identified with political families during this period. 

212 
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From the background data, frequency and importance of this ascrip- 

tive criterion seem to be declining over time. However, interview data 

reveal the importance of family background and influence as motivations 
involved in recruitment to first political office and first candidacy as 

deputy, and in determining party choice. The latter especially for the 
PSD and PR. So that in the current period family ties may be viewed 

Jess as a sufficient condition, and more as an underlying motivational 

factor. 

Regionalisn/Localism 

Over time geographic mobility (both in terms of place of study and 
intra-state migration) have declined. Those serving as governor, vice 

governor and state deputy had the highest indices of localism. The 

South was a most consistent "exporter" of future politicians. Although 

‘a net importer in the early First Republic, the Mata became an exporter; 

paralleling the region's economic decline. Except for the early post- 

1948 period (which saw an increase in localism with the competitive, 

multi-party system), the Metalurgica region was a consistent importer. 

Its attractiveness included the new state capital, mining operations, 

and the industrial and commercial activities thus generated. 

Educational Background 

A university education had a similar effect on career advancement 

during the First Republic as seen with family ties; early recruitment 

and rapid advancement. Except for the state deputies, the proportion 

of university educated in the elite section was quite high--over 90%." 
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Education was evident in another form as a motivational factor. 

Student political activities were important in more or Tess autonomous 

(and early) political socialization, and recruitment to first candidacy 

as deputy at earlier ages. Those candidates recruited through seif- 
starting family or conscription mechanisms tendad to be student actives. 

The Party System 

Once the one-party system was consolidated, with the P.R.M. at the 
turn of the century, recruitment became highly institutfonalized, and 

sargentag& the most frequent advancement pattern. As described in 

Chapter 4, the recruitment function was centralized in the P.R.M. execu- 
tive committee (Tarasca), which utilized selective ascriptive criteria 
within the compromisso coronelista. The existence and functioning of 

the latter were clearly verified in the data, as was the advantageous 
pattern of alternation between elected and appointed political positions. 

The P.R.M, system was based on the bargain maintained between the 

regional political chiefs and the state administration in Gelo Horizonte. 
The latter gained the upper hand during the post-1933 interventor period. 

Ouring the First Republic, selection as an “official” candidate was 
tantamount to election as deputy or senator, as those elected extra-chapa 

were rare. With the advent of the more competitive, multi-party system 

(and Tess fraudulent elections in the local precincts), candidates were 

not only competing with the other parties’ slates, but with other candi- 

dates within their own party as well. 

Recruitment was divided anong four major parties and an ever 
changing number of minor parties, with greater emphasis placed on the 
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more universalistic criterion--elactoral performance. Generally, career 

sequences became more purely electoral as a result, with vereador, mayor 
and state deputy as the more frequent base offices (both in terms of the 

background data and the deputies' own perceptions). 

Although the final level of decision-making remained in the hands 
of each party's executive committee, participation was broadened with 
three regional diretérios, and more weight given to the indications of 

local party conmittees. However, only the PSD and to a lesser degree 

the UON were in a position to be selective in composing slates of candi- 

dates, as the other parties rarely were able to achieve the maximum 

number allowed. 
With the exception of the PTB, the recruitment process was firmly 

within the control of the state party leaders. The PTB national presi- 

dent could exercise the option of naming 10 candidates of his own choos- 

‘ing to slates for state and federal deputy within each state.’ 
Regionally the PSD and UON were the broadest based parties; com 

peting on a state-wide basis. The former was more broadly based occupa 
tionally and made more use of the sargentag#o pattern in training and 

selecting candidates. These findings verified the popular nickname of 
the PSD as an escola polftica.? These sane two parties, which many times 
represented opposing family factions at the local level, might be con 
sidered more traditional in their recruitment pattern, in that, federal 
and state deputies elected under their ageis were high on the family 

variable, and deputies in the sample choosing either party for first 
candidacy cited family influence as prime reason in high proportions.* 
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While the PSD was characterized by sargentaséo the UDN Was chosen 
by 36.4% of its adherents in the sample because of its ideological and 

programatic orientation. Although the PTB was the second highest of 
the ex-parties in this regard, the party appeared to have less of this 

component than the national party, or the PTB in Guanabara or Sao Paulo. 
As described above, the PR was similar to the PSD and UON in many 

respects, and thus might also be termed a more "traditional" party. 

The differentiating factor, however, was its personalistic pattern of 
recruitment resulting from the elder Bernardes' rigid and “austere” con- 

trol of party decision-making through 1955. 
The ARENA, being an analgam of three ex-parties and operating under 

criteria of proportions of the latter, was observed to have @ recruitment 

pattern similar to a composite of the PSD, UDN and PR. The NDB bore a 
slight resenblance to the PTB. 

Both new parties were high on the ideological/program element in 
choice of party of first candidacy, indicating the re-orientation of the 
ascribed political values in the post-1964 revolutionary environment. 
However, neither party was as successful at recruiting new elements to 

first candidacy as the ex-parties. 

‘The Effects of the 1964 Revolution 

From the change over time data the revolution appears to have had 
little effect on the general type of deputy recruited (and elected) to 
the state assenbly and federal Cfmara; except for a slight broadening of 

regional representation, and increases in the more “traditional” occupa- 
tional sectors. However, the political environment and the recruitment 
process changed markedly. 
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The revolutionary leaders at the national level envisioned that by 

selectively "weeding out" adverse elements among the existing political 
class, and by stimulating the recruitment of viable (in electoral and 
revolutionary terms) new aspirants (thus in turn putting heavy competi- 

tive pressure on the remaining menbers of the “old" elite) that a reno- 
vation of political leaderships would be accomplished at the state and 

national levels. This grand design was not realized within the context 

of electoral politics, because of the revolution's repression of and 
destitution of the political class, and in particular stripping the 

Jegislative branch of its remaining legitimacy and constitutional author- 
itys thus making elected office unattractive to aspiring "grass roots" 

politicians of the new breed. By making the electoral system more con 

petitive, new entrants were actually discouraged, and the election (or 

re-election) of established politicians was favored. 
Renovation was carried out to a greater extent within the federal 

and state executive (although the latter was only fully “technified" in 
early 1970), as technicians and professional administrators were recruited 

to fill the traditionally political positions within the state cabinet. 
Faced on the one hand with reduced prerogatives and initiative, and a 
state administration of technocrats basing decisions more purely uni- 
versalistic criteria on the other; the state assembly was groping in mid- 
1971 for a new political role--beyond that of watchdog of the executive's 

implementation of prograns of its own initiative.® 
The political class itself viewed the hierarchy of political posi- 

tions as definitely having changed after the revolution; accruing 
increased political prestige and importance to executive positions within 

the state system. 
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Future Perspectives 

Although the political atmosphere is more positive and tensions 

between the executive and the legislature are less strained than they 
were in 1968, the prospects for renovation fron the bottom up, in terms 
of attracting qualified new candidates for the state and federal legis- 

Tature in 1974 are not too bright. Only if the legislative branch 

regains most of its original initiative, independence,® attractiveness,” 

and constitutional prerogatives,® will political "vocations" again be 

stimulated. 
Many writers (Werkna included), and even some of the deputies inter- 

viewed, feel one alternative might be the establishment of a civilian 

counterpart to the Amy's Superior War College, i.e., 2 purposeful 

training institution for political leaders. ‘This might be fine, but 
there is no substitute for participation as a basic learning experience, 

and would have to be phased at the higher "ranks," as with the Army's 

school. 
It is possible, of course, that many of the mayors not attracted to 

candidacy for deputy in 1970 may return to local government in November, 
1972, municipal elections; and with five and a half years expertence 
and prestige in the office, run for deputy in 1974. This would be an 
especially favorable development if predictions of party reorganization 

and civilian presidential candidates materialize by 1974. 

An Evaluation of the Recruitment Model 

At this point it is appropriate to evaluate the utility of the 

model of the recruitment process presented in Figure 2.4. In that the 
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original model was based on Browning's simulation of the recruitment 

process in the United States for elected office, it is somewhat inappro- 

priate for comparison with the process a5 it was observed in itinas 
Gerais. This is most true for stages (5), (6), and (7) because of the 

nore direct candidacy mechanisms used in Brazil; i.e., the absence of 

pre-selection and primary election procedures accommodated in the 

Browning model. 
The other components of the madel, however, proved more useful. The 

recycling of subsequent recruitment to next office was observed to affect 
the individuals" perceptions and motivations based on his experiences in 

the previous office. Background characteristics, and the influence of 

agency and party sub-groups were found to differentially affect percep- 
tions and basic motivations. The model should be further refined to 

accommodate recruitment to non-elective positions. As seen in Chapter 11 
the questionnaire items illiciting recall of the latter, especially the 

office of cabinet secretary, were not as efficacious as those focusing on 
elected first office and first candidacy as deputy. 

Finally, to more adequately evaluate the recycling aspect of the 

model, the research design by necessity should be expanded to include the 
motivations and inputs involved in the recruitment to each office in the 

interviewees’ career sequence. 

Recruitment in Hinas in Theoretical Perspective 

In terms of the body of theory developed for Brazilian politics, a 

hunber of new perspectives have been presented. The operation of the 

compromisso coronelista and the institutionalization of the P.R.M. during 
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the First Republic, frequently referred to in Brazilian literatura, have 

been confirmed, Whereas, Artur Gernardes' role as a "renovator" (in 
terms of recruitment to federal deputy ard state cabinet) was not. 

Differentiation of the pre-1964 political parties in Ninas was 
readily apparent in the recruitment analysis. The role of the PSD as the 
escola polftica was confirmed. The image of the UDN as an ideological/ 

progranmatic party was corroborated as the interviewees cited these noti- 

vations most frequently regarding their choice of the UDN for first 

candidacy. The myth of frequent and indiscriminate party switching from 

one election to the next was not substantiated. 

Turning more specifically to the theoretical implications for the 
conceptualization of political recruitment: whereas, Soule found agent 

of initial socialization related to epoch (among Nichigan legislators), 

agent was by contrast associated with specific motivation (socialization 
content) among the mineiro samples. 

Regarding recruitment to first office, elected and nominated posi- 

tions were clearly differentiated in terms of universalistic/ach‘evenent 
and ascriptive/particularistic criteria and motivations, respectively. 
In light of the discussion in the last section of Chapter 12, this is 
further evidence that perhaps the relative decline (in terms of prestige 

and stimlation of aspirations) of elected office as compared to those 
secured through nomination mist be viewed as a regression in political 

development terms, i.e., a type of "political decay. 

A pattern of regionalism/localism somewhat parallel to that identi- 

fied by Frey for the Turkish Grand National Assembly was in evidence for 

the mineiro deputies; regarding association with increased party competi- 

tion and the system's socio-economic development. 
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Perhaps the most significant finding was with regards Selignan's 
concept of recruitment mechanism (to first candidacy as deputy). The 

current analysis revealed this concept to be an important Tinkage among 

the three phases of political recruitment (as developed in Chapters 9, 

10 and 11); clearly an extension beyond Selignan's initial relationship 

associating type of mechanism with party competition systen. 
A significant new relationship was elaborated through the analysis 

developed in Chapter 12, as the changing hierarchy of political positions 
was found to be directly related to changes in the political system, 

Finally, the attenpt at "fostered" political renovation was viewed 

as a failure in terms of its oun objectives--recruiting a new type of 
politician to elected office, at the expense (or demise) of the more 

traditional political type (a 1a Figures 12.1 and 12.2). This finding 

has significant implications regarding the tutelary role of military and 
other authoritarian regimes, and their ability to promote political 

development--in terms of increased political participation and sharing 

of national responsibilities with the more "political" sections. 

Suggestions for further Research 

‘Avenues for further research on the topic of political recruitment 
in Brazil are indeed varied, and a decision would depend on the tine and 

material resources available, and the researcher's oun interests. 
A continuing interest in the First Republic would lead to research 

fon the backgrounds and recruitment patterns of an extended elite sections 

including the Tarasca menbership, regional political chiefs (corondis), 
and if possible, the state legislature and chefes de gabinete. 
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The present research framework for tinas Gerais could be expanded 

horizontally to include the upper echelon of administrators within the 

state bureaucracy. A vertical expansion might focus on differential 

candidate recruitment over time; comparing samples of mayors who decided 

to run for deputy, and those who did not, with candidates from other 

career patterns for the 1962, 1966 and 1970 elections, for example. Thi: 

in Hinas or other states. 

The most obvious direction would be replication of essentially the 

same design in several different types of states, to ascertain if the 

findings encountered in the present study are unique to Minas Gerais or 

can be compared to other state systens in Brazil. 

Finally, the investigation could be directed vertically to the 

national level; studying recruitment patterns within the legislature, 

cabinet, bureaucracy, Army and/or judiciary. At this level, however, 
interview techniques (if used at a1) would have to be severely modified 

to accommodate the many problems and constraints apparent in this envi- 

ronment. Perhaps a modified reputational design might be appropriate if 

a study of a national power elite were undertaken. 



NOTES--CHAPTER 13 

Tror sake of comparison, this proportion was calculated excluding 
the "data not known." Had complete data on educational background been 
available, this figure mignt have been lover, because of the high pro- 
bability of a disproportionate nunber of individuals without university 
educations in the “not known" group. 

This was utilized more by Getdlio Vargas in the 1947, 1950 and 
1954 elections. 
Interview with’Castelar Modesto GuimarSes, Belo Horizonte, February 6, 
ign. 

3this is also apparent in Table 11.5, concerning reasons for 
party choice at first candidacy. The same might be said of the PR, but 
to a lesser extent. 

again the PR had a similar pattern. 

SHauro Werkma, “Pol{ticos buscam novo caminho," Estado de Minas, 
August 15, 1971, 3. This article is an excellent synopsis of efforts oF 
the Federal and’mineiro legislatures to bring their technical capacity 
up to date, recoup prestige, and reassert their role in decision-making. 

Ssuch as a return to individual yoting » repeal of the Law 
of Party Loyalty), permitting legislative modification of executive 
drafted legislation, and elimination of attendance requirenents. 

Tror example, better salaries and allovances. 
®Especially needed here would be increased technical staff to 

assist in researching and developing policy inquiries and legislation. 
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APPENDIX. 1 

METHODOLOGICAL NOTE 

Choice of Research Focus 

A state political system was chosen for analysis over the national 
system for @ nunber of reasons. Given the anount of resources and tire 
available for field research, a study of the Brazilian system at the 

national level would have been difficult. In addition, the national 
political climate and circumstances were not conducive (in 1969 when the 
study was designed) to social science research on national political 

elites. The Congress had been closed by the military government in 
Decenber, 1968; and many politicians had been either removed from office 

(cassado) and/or had their political rights suspended for ten years. In 

April, 1969, many professors in the social (and some physical) sciences 
were "retired" from their universities; this mainly in the Rio and Sd 

Paulo areas. 

Thus the choice of a state system, and particularly that of Minas 

Gerais, seemed more appropriate. The availability of backcround data 

for the elite section was good for the full historical period. The 

state's political climate was somevhat more tranquil; the state legis- 

lature was open and functioning quite normally (although a few cassacdes 

had occurred), and politics was on a "business as usual" basis. 

285 
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The state has had a long tradition of elite representation at the 
national level (presidents, vice presidents, cabinet ministers, oresi- 
dents of the Chanber of Deputies and Senate), quite disproportionate to 

its size and congressional representation, At most important junctures 

in Brazil's political history, mineiros have been at the vortex of 

decision-making and/or agents of said changes. The mineiro politician 

is recognized by most Brazilians as exemplifying political cunning, pro- 
pensity for efficacious bargaining, and his long political durability. 

Minas Gerais can also be viewed as a micro geo-economic model of Brazil 

(see Chapter 3), and thus a regional analysis of the state affords com- 

parisons with the national regional division. 
Finally, the author's prior experience in and familiarity with the 

state and its political system were factors involved in the choice. 
Also, prior research,| based on the analysis of biographical deta, had 

raised some intriguing questions about the recruitment process during 

the First Republic. Questions that could be adequately answered only 
through field investigations using an expanded research design and tine 

period. 

Thus, because of the above reasons, easier access to data sources 
and (more importantly) to potential interviewees among the political 

elite was anticipated in Minas Gerais, than would have been the case in 

other states or at the national level. 

Definition of the Elite Section 

The first decisions required in an analysis of the recruitment of the 

political elite in the state of Minas Gerais, involved ascertaining who 

are the elite, viz. what group of persons will be selected for study. 
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Reputational definition of the political elite, similar to that used 

by Hunter in his study of comunity power in Atlanta, Georoia,? might 
have been successfully enployed. However, given the time and resources 

available in this state-wide study, tie application of even a short 

questionnaire to a sample of the general population in an attenpt to 
identify the elite was impossible. 

An alternative might have been to research important political deci- 

sions made at the state level, as was done by Dahl in his study of New 
Haven, Connecticut,? and identify the political elite as the key decision- 

makers within the system. Again, given the time frame involved, this 
procedure was also inappropriate. 

‘As Bachrach and Baratz4 have suggested, both of the above procedures 

offer advantages and disadvantages, and perhaps a modified synthesis of 
the two might be the most useful. 

Considering the limited time and resources aveilable in this study, 
a reputational definition was deemed inappropriate. A "nodified reputa~ 

tional design might have been adopted at this points involving the rank- 
ing of a variety of institutional positions by @ group of "expert" local 

political observers; and subsequently chosing those positions ranked 
highest. However, such a procedure would not have been possible for the 

pre-1945 period, as there are very few "expert observers" from that 

period still alive today. (For that, matter, the same problem exists 
for the early years of the re-derocratization period, i.e., post-1945.) 

Because of the above reasons, a "purely institutional” definition 

of the elite section was decided upon; and the problem became one of 

deciding which institutional positions should be selected. A strateoy 
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adopted whereby certain positions would be selected for the post-1945 
epoch (inasmuch as this was the period from which the sanples for per- 

sonal interviews would be drawn); and where possible, analysis of back- 

ground and political career data would be conpared for the same positions 
during the full historical pertod. 

At the apex (or cupula) of the state's political organization is the 

office of governor. The office of vice-governor was also selected 
because during the post-1945 period this position was usually held by 2 
leading representative of the second largest faction or party supporting 

the governor's coalition. Thus, the latter position was quite important 

in terms of party representation and political communication. In Chap- 

ter 8, the position of vice-governor during the pre-1930 period was 

observed to balance regional representation at the cdpula level, and was 
also frequently held by leaders from the state legislature. 

Descending from the apex, the next level of administrative author- 
ity and responsibility is the governor's cabinet. In Chapter 7, three 

former governors indicated that, with varying degrees, they apportioned 
most of their cabinet positions among their supporting coalitions. In 
terms of career sequences, the cabinet was seen as an important base 

office to the governorship, especially the office of interior secretary 
(Chapter 8). Also, although the major part of preliminary policy formu- 

lation is thrashed out as lower levels within each cabinet secretariat, 
final decisions and subsequent political responsibility rests with the 
respective secretary, Had resources and time permitted, data would have 

been collected for the next level as well, and a sample of chefes de 
‘gabinete (the secretary's inmediate staff assistant) would have been 
interviewed. 
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Again recalling the data presented in Parts II and III, the position 

of federal deputy was an important base position for the governorship, 
and evidenced a sizable degree of circulation with the cabinet. During 

the multi-party and current two-party systems, longer-tenured federal 
deputies consistently appeared as the directorates of their respective 

state party organizations. In Chapter 12, federal deputies frequently 

cited the governorship and cabinet office as among desired manifest 

offices. 

Again in terms of both manifest office and career sequences, the 
position of state legislator was seen to inmediately preceed those of 
cabinet office and federal deputy.® These three offices were ranked in 

that order (in terms of political importance and prestige) by the five 

‘interview groups, in Chapter 12. 
Thus, five institutional positions were selected, and Table 1.1 

shows the distribution within these offices for the three historical 

epochs. The elite cadre (encompassing most state deputies, new federal 
deputies, and persons holding lesser cabinet office) is defined as a 
"pool" of available and practicing politicians, at the state level, who 

have been “screened and apprenticed" by the various recruitment structures; 

‘and who might be considered for potential advancement to lower echelons of 
the ciipula level, (perhaps a senior cabinet post). 

The extension back into the pre-1930 period of necessity omits an 
important political position--regional political chief, or the powerful 

interior coronéis referred to in Chapter 4. Both participant observer 

testimony and the analysis of the federal deputies’ background data 
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Table I.1--The Institutionally Defined Elite Group, 
distribution by three historical periods, 
1890-1971. 

REAL, 
Office TOTAL 

Governor 16 3 u 30 

Vice-Governor n 2 6 W 

Cabinet 
Secretaries 7 4 168* 265 

Federal 
Deputy 203 55 142* 368 

state 
Deputy 254+ age 302* 595 

state 
Senator 1o4** - - 104 

TOTAL 660 149 639 

4-Received tail bio-Data questionnaire 
‘*+--Biographical and political career data not available 
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Support the contention that the regional chiefs were an important com- 

ponent of the state cupulas perhaps more so than the federal deputies 
and most cabinet secretaries. Unfortunately, no comprehensive means is 

available for ascertaining who these people were, or what their back- 

grounds might be. 

Biographical _and Political Career Data Collection 

Basic background-type and political career data were collected for 
all persons found in the elite section. Examples of forms used may be 

found in Appendix X. Generally, data for the historical period (1890- 

1945) was more accessable. For the federal deputies serving during 
this historical period, four sources were used.® For those governors, 

vice-governors and cabinet secretaries serving through 1947, the offi- 

cial state organ, Ninas Gerais, proved very helpful. It was the custom 
to publish complete biographies of both the out-going and incoming adnin- 

fstrations on inauguration day. Another source utilized was the rather 
extensive "morgue file" kept by the staff of the state archives. This 

card file indexes obituraries of state notables appearing in daily news- 

papers held at the archives. 
For the post-1945 period a variety of sources were utilized. vhere 

applicable, the above sources were used. For the federal deputies, ten 

printed sources were consulted,’ in addition to the archives of the per- 

sonnel division at the Chamber of Deputies, and the files of the central 

committees of the ARENA and MOB parties in Belo Horizonte. A mail 

questionnaire was sent out to all deputies with firm addresses. The 
cover letter sent out may be found in Appendix X. Finally, for a nunber 
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of deputies data were collected through direct contact, with the indivi- 

dual or their surviving relatives in Belo Horizonte, Srasflia and Rio de 

Janeiro. Two paid student interviewers were used to supplement this 
effort in Belo Horizonte. Ina few cases the data forms were channeled 
throug third parties to reach individuals or surviving relatives living 

in So Paulo or other areas. 

here applicable the above sources were also used to gather basic 
data for the group of post-1945 state deputies. In addition, the files 

of the personnel division at the state legislature were also useful, 
although data from the pre-1958 period were very slim, due to a fire in 
the Assenbly building that year. 

In addition to the sources cited for the state and federal deputies, 
sone data were gathered for the post-1947 cabinet secretaries fron the 

personnel sections at the respective secretariats. 
Direct contacts and printed sources proved the most useful for the 

federal deputies. However, for those state deputies and cabinet secre- 
taries not available in the printed and archive sources, direct contacts 
were the only means available. A pattern emerged (fortunately) that 
upwards of 80 and 60 percent of past secretaries and state deputies, 

respectively, still resided in the state capital; vhereas, retiring and 

defeated federal deputies tended either to remain in Rio de Janeiro or 
Brasilia or return to their places of residence in the state's interior, 

and relatively few (20%) took up residence in Belo Horizonte. 
Considering all three groups, the return rate from the mail ques~ 

tionnaire was about 30 percents quite satisfactory in Tight of 10 to 15 
percent rates achieved in similar efforts by local scholars. 
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As might be expected, the scope of data collection varied greatly 

on an individual basis; froma full enumeration of the form, to minimum 

information (birthplace/birtndate/occupation), and in some cases no infor- 
nation at all. This "missing data" approaches 20% for some items among 

the state deputies and is much Tess anong the federal deputies and cabinet 

secretaries. The specific magnitudes will be apparent in the descriptive 
tables in Parts II and III, but the net effect is tolerable for the over 

all analysis. 

Collection of Interview Data 

Parts II and III are based on the comparative analysis of the back- 

ground and political career data described in the above section. To 

further fathom the recruitment process, in particular the motivational 

and attitudinal dimensions, personal interviews were conducted with 140 

members of the institutionally defined elite. This interview data form 

the basis for the analysis presented in Parts IV and V. 

The instrument 

The questionnaire was elaborated in prelininary form during February 
and Harch of 1970, targeting on the April convening of the state Assembly 
and National Congress, for the pre-test stage. Each item was composed on 

an index card, which facilitated experimental ordering of items and 
blocks of itens in the instrument. Central themes of content were aduced 

from the author's preliminary investigation of political recruitment in 
the state,® and appropriate literature on the topic based on survey tech- 

niques.2 Finally, a vocabulary and syntax revision was conducted. 10 
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In its final form (see Appendix XIB) the questionnaire attenpts 

to approximate the chronological flow of the recruitment process; as 

might occur during an informal recall of one's political career. The 

self-adninistered lists A through F were interspersed at various points 

within the interview schedule, attempting to: break the routine, sepa~ 

rate content blocks of questions, involve the interviewee in active 

participation, and give the interviewer a respite. In practice, this 

seemed to work fairly wells inspiring the cooperation of the interviewees 

and providing a chance for the interviewer to complete prior notes and 

rest his or her voice. 

Attitude and personality inventories (which involve sensitive 

treatment vis-a-vis elite interviewing beyond the local level) are next 
to non-existent for the Brazilian context. Therefore items 06.08 through 
06.18 and 09.08 through 09.26 were taken from a political attitude/partic- 

ipation schedule administered by the Department de Ciencia Politica with 

‘a sample of the population of Belo Horizonte in 1965. 
Prior to reproduction in final form, a tentative allocation of 

colum fields was developed, and set up vertically in the right hand mar- 
gin of each page. To facilitate the work of the coder, item nunbers were 

made to correspond to the first column field where the iten was to be 

coded. For example, coding for item 02.65 began in colunn 66 of card 02. 

In September, 1970, with approximately one-third of the interviews 
completed, a second revision was effected on the final instrument. This 

involved the elimination of six itens from the interview schedule, which 
were either not i1liciting adequate responses, or were proving awkward or 

‘time consuming. The numbers of these items are circled in Appendix XIB. 
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The samples 

Sampling for interview purposes was confined to those deputies 

actually elected during the period from 1945 through 1970 (eight parlia~ 

mentary elections), and not including those whose only service was as 
4 suplente, or substitute deputy by vay of proportional representation 

system employed in Brazil. For the cabinet secretaries, interviewing 
was confined to those serving from November 5, 1945, through jarch 15, 
1971. Thus, the cohort of new deputies elected in Novender, 1970, are 

included; whereas the cabinet inaugurated on March 15, 1971 is not 

included. 
The 1945 cut point was chosen because this marked the end of the 

eight-year Estado Novo period, and the beginning of re-democratization, 
plus almost all of those serving prior to 1930 and many of those serving 

prior to 1945 are deceased; thus making it difficult to 111 sample 
quotas. 

Table 1.2 details the parameters of the sampling process. First, 
the universe was reduced to those not known to have been deceased. This 
was accomplished with the aid of long-tenured deputies of various parties, 

and data available in the files of the state assembly. Each of the three 
reduced universes was then stratified to insure proportional samples for 
subsequent analysis. The federal deputies were stratified by their seven 

cohort groups and seven political parties. The state deputies, according 
to the ten parties and seven cohort groups. The cabinet secretaries, in 

turn, were stratified by their first service in a post-1945 administrations 
for eleven secretariats and seven administrations. Within these strata, 
the secretaries were further stratified according to whether they had 
ever served as deputy or not. 
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~The Parameters of the Sampling Process; Cabinet 
Secretaries, and State and Federal Deputies, 
1945-1971 

Total 
Total Not Sample Completions 

Office Universe Deceased (Nn) Wye 

Federal 
Deputy 142 116 29" 29 100 

State 
Deputy 302 247 62 s2 at 

Cabinet 
Secretary 168 134 45m 4396 

TOTAL 612 _ 136 12a 

Overlap 137 - 23 2B 

REAL 
TOTAL 475 o 13 1190 

¥.-25% sample 
52-33 1/3% sample 
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Within each stratum of state and federal deputies a sample of 25 
percent was drawn. For the secretaries, a one-third (33 1/32) sample 

was drawn, due to the larger nunber of stratifications. Each time that 

an individual from a certain stratum was judged unattainable another per- 
son from the same stratum was chosen as a substitute, using the sane cri- 
teria of equal probability. Table I.2 details the completion rate for 

the three samples. 

The pre-test 

The questionnaire in preliminary form was pre-tested in late April 

and May, 1970. The pre-test group was not randomly selected from within 

the sample, but rather interviewed by the author on a first available 
basis. Their distribution was as follows: 

Current federal deputies 
Current state deputies 
Cassados, one federal and 
one state deputy = 

Ex-state deputy - 
Ex-cabinet secretary 

The interviewees proved to be quite helpful in the process of eval- 
uating and revising the instrument. Informal contact was made with the 

current (1970) president of the ARENA party in Minas Gerais during 

January, when he agreed to help evaluate the preliminary questionnaire 
in terms of its “acceptability” among the state political elite, given 
the uncertain political climate at the time. His subsequent election as 

President of the Chamber of Deputies the following April enhanced this 

role somewhat, while at the same tine reduced his availability. He 
found nothing particularly "offensive", and suggested a few modifications 

in vocabulary and phrasing. 
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Some of the younger state deputies were particularly helpful in 
modifying certain items to a closer approximation of the legislators' 

reality and cognition. 

The pre-test also provided the means to evaluate the amount of space 
required to note responses in longhand for the open-ended items. The 

order of certain items was changed to conform more closely to the natural 

flow of recall about one's political career. Certain items, especially 
those in the attitudinal inventories were eliminated, in that they were 

confusing beyond modification, or iliicited nonvalid responses. 

Interviewing 

‘The instrument was revised and reproduced in final form during June, 
and a group of paid student interviewers recruited and trained in July.11 

The main body of the interviewing began in August on two fronts. While 
the student interviewers concentrated on the current state deputies and 

other menbers of the sample in the state capital, my wife and I began a 

40-day period of interviewing and data collection in Brasflia. 
The trip to Brasflia was necessitated by the fact that few of the 

federal deputies reside in Belo Horizonte, and only pass through on their 
way to the national capital. This was accentuated by the pressures of 

the election campaign which got under way in August. 

Twenty-one interviens were conducted in Bras{lia during this period, 
concurrently with another twenty-six conducted by the students in Belo 

Horizonte. In Septenber the interviewer group was reorganized and 
another 40 were completed through Decenber. This was an especially 
difficult period due to the pressures leading up to the Nlovenber 15 
elections, the aftermath plus the holiday season. In January, 1971, a 
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new group of intervievers was recurited and trained and by March the 
remaining 53 interviews vere completed. This period also involved five- 

day trips to Brasflia and Rio de Janeiro, and several trips to the 
interior of the state. The bulk of the non-overlapping sample elements 
were interviewed during this period. For example, 13 of the 29 elements 

in the sample of federal deputies were done in Rio during the five-day 

period in early tiarch. 
In all, 140 interviews were conducted; 60 by the author, 11 by ny 

wife, and the remaining 69 by the student interviewers. Interviewer 

turnover was a considerable problem, in all 17 paid interviewers were 

used; for an average of only four interviews each, (the range was from 
‘two to nine each). During the initial phase the interviewers were paid 

r$15.00 per completion (US$3.25). During the second and third phases 
Septenber through Narch this was increased to Cr$20.00 (USS4.00), in an 

effort to provide greater incentive. 

Performance by graduate students was quite disappointing; however, 
most of the third and fourth year undergraduate students proved to be 

quite reliable interviewers. The young ladies had markedly easier access 

with the interviewees. 
Within a more normal setting (non-election year), interviewing over 

such a long period of time (eight consecutive months and five and a half 

full months) might have caused some problems of contamination, especially 
among the cross sectional groups of current state and federal deputies. 

However, in a normal situation, the deputies would have been more readily 
available, thus reducing the time span required. 

Although sone contamination probably did occur, it would appear 
that its effect on the attitudes and predispositions of the interviewees 
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‘was minimal. During the first phase, the interviewers’ task was highly 

structured, i.e., each was assigned a specific group of deputies. 

During the more hectic second piase (September through December), tite 
procedure was opened up, and each interviewer was given a master list of 

the remaining deputeis, with the instructions that any name was fair 

game, HoWiever, they were to coordinate daily to update their lists. 
This resulted in two deputies being interviewed twice, and one three 

‘times during the four-month period. The results showed that the deputies 
had such hectic campaign schedules and activities that these three did 

not recall having been previously interviewed. 12 

Contamination was not a problem with those sample elements who were 

not currently deputies. The probability of their having contact with a 

person previously interviewed was extremely smalT. 
Receptivity was in general quite good. Only four flat rejections 

were encountered, although several individuals were evasive at first and 
subsequently had to be contacted through third parties of mutual acquaint- 

ancé. Two questionnaries had been run in the state assembly during 1968 
by @ MA candidate and a professor in the Political Science Department of 

the Federal University, but there was no evidence of any other survey 

type research having been conducted among national legislators during 

the sixth legislature (1967-1971). Local scholars and even some inter- 
Viewees hinted at the fact that given the current political climate and 
contingencies, the foreign researciter probably would have better recep- 

tivity and access than local social scientists. 
Only two isolated hostile incidents occurred; one each in Belo 

Horizonte and Brasflia. The latter was an unsolicited interview "set up" 
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by a hostile journalist, which was skillfully handled by my wife. The 

former involved occurred one of the student interviewers and a suplente 
who had only briefly served as deputy in 1969, The latter was in neither 

the samples nor the cross sectional group. Both were handled tactfully 

and caused no adverse effect on the research effort.14 

AS can be ascertained from the above, sample elenents ho were not 

currently participating in politics were the most accessible. Current 
federal deputies (when they appeared in Brasflia) were mich more acces- 
sible than their counterparts at the state level. This was due in part 

to differential levels of legislative activity in Bras{lia and Belo 
Horizonte, The Chamber of Deputies had lost most of its traditional 

legislative prerogatives and is located at considerable distance fron 

most constituencies. Thus the federal deputies had considerably more 

time available than the state deputies, for viom it was "politics as 
usual" in the state Assenbly, and who were constantly besieged by con- 

stituents and campaign workers in the centrally located state capital. 

‘As may be noted in Appendix XIB, the questionnaire varied in size 
according to the type elite being interviewed. For example, for secre- 

taries Who never had served as deputy, items 01.60 through 03.48 were 

omitted. It will be noted that pages 11 through 16 are not included in 
Appendix XIB. These pages were a separate questfonnaire focusing on 
legislative behavior in the state Assembly that was "piggy-backed" into 
the current instrument, and are not treated here, 

Thus the current state deputies evidenced the longest interview 

times; a mean of 121 minutes. The secretaries who had not served as 
deputy had the shortest mean of 53 minutes; while the remaining deputies 



had a mean of 87 minutes. The longest interview conducted took 240 

minutes; the shortest 35 minutes. 
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NOTES--APPENDIX I 

Vrleischer, loc. cit. 

2Floyd Hunter, Community Power... 

3ban1, Who Governs? 

and ‘pachrach and Baratz, loc. cit., Wolfinger, toc. ci 
Polsby, loc. cit. 

Sthe state legislature is currently unicameral, but was bicameral 
prior to 1930. The office of federal senator is not included, in that 
the number of persons involved is not sufficient for statistical analysis, 
and also that traditionally persons elected to this office were somewhat 
renote from the state's decision-making process, due to advanced age and 
a certain horrific function of the office. 

®Jo$0 Dunshee de Abranches Moura, Govérnos e Congressos da 
Repibtice dos Estados Unidos do Brazil (Kio de Jeneivor 7. Roranches, 
Yhtay; fugusto Tavares ce Uyca-"0 senado da Repdbltes, 1990-1920," 
Revista do Instituto de Histéria e Geugrafia Brasileira, Vol. 210 
Wanuary/Farch, T95T), pp. 3-102; Wanor R. Godinho and Oswaldo S. Andrade, 
Constituintes Brasileiros de 1934 (Rio de Janeiro: Imprensa Oficial, 1 
534); and hina cerais: Cofenorando o centendrio da Independ&ncia 
Brasileira, Vol. 2 (Belo Forizonte: Inprensa Oficial, 1924), pp. 397-460. 

7The most useful sources were: Gastdo Pereira da Silva, 
Constituintes de 46 (Rio de Janeiro: Ed. Spinoza, 1947); Anador 
‘ysnefros, Parlanentares Brasileiros, Vol. 1,,1953-1954 (Rio de Janeiro: 
Batista de Souza, 1953); Brasil, Congresso, Canara dos Leputados, 
Biblioteca, Deputados Brasileiros: Revertdrio biogrdFico dos menoros da 
C&mara_dos Deputados da Quinta Legislature (1963-1967) (BrasiTia, 1965); 
Brasil, Congreso, cinara dos Deputados, BibTToteca, Ueputados Brasileiros: 
Sexta Legisiatura (1967-1971) (Brasilia, 1968); *Coniecam seus deputados , 
appearing in Corr8io Grazilfense (Brasilia) during the periods of April 7 
to December 12, 1962; July 22 to liovenber 11, 19643 and March 13 to June 
5, 1965. 
Other biographical sources consulted were: Haurfcio Vaitsman, Sanque 
Hove no Congreso (Ato de Janeiro: J« Ozon, 1960); Ronald Hilton” Ce. 
Who's Uno Ta tatin Anericay pare Vl; "Brazil (3rd ed. rev.; Stanford 

‘Stanford University Press, 1948); Quen € Quem no Brasil (9 Vol., Seb 
Paulo: Sociedade Brasileira de Expansdo Cultural Ltda., 1955); Afranio 
Coutinho, Brasil e Brasileiros de Hoje (Rio de Janeiro: Ed. Sul 
Americana, 1961); and Paulo G. llaciel, Gilberto Amaral and Fernando 
Ribeiro, Quem ¢ Quen en Brasfiia (Brasflia, 1967). 
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Srleischer, op. cit. 

%selignan, “Political Recruitment and...,"; Wahlke et al., The 
Legislative System...; and James 0. Barber, The Lawmakers: Kecruitnent 
‘and faaptation to Legislative Life (lew Haven? Yale University Press> 

(Why thanks to Prof. Anténio Otavio Cintra of the Dept. de Ciéncia 
Polftica at the UFNG for his helpful suggestions at this stage. 

Mpreference was given to recruitment of students with prior 
interviewing experience, and to those favorably recormended by colleagues 
at the UFMG. The group training of the students consisted of: (1) a 
detailed run through of the questionnaire instrument and interview strat~ 
egy; (2) role playing portions of the questionnaire; (3) completion of 
‘one interview by each students (4) a second group session to go over 
problens encountered and clarification of procedures; and (5) a mutual 
(author/student) decision on the final selection of intervievers. 

l2goth cases evidenced fairly consistent answers. In each case 
the most completely elaborated questionnaire was selectéd for inclusion. 

13an analysis based on the latter study may be found in Bastos 
and Walker, op. cit. 

Mthe former case developed into a compleved interview, which 
was included in the cross sectional group of federal deputies. The 
Jatter case did not involve a completed interview as the person involved 
had only served as a suplente, and had never been elected state deputy 
in his oun right. 
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RESEARCH INVENTORY ON POLITICAL RECRUITMENT 

NATIONAL LEVEL--U.S. 

Congressional 
Challengers, 
Congressmen 
Senators 
Judiciary 
Fed. Executive 
Governors 

STATE LEVEL--U.S. 

Misconsin 
South Carolina 
Hichigan 
California 
Oklahoma 
New York 
New Jersey 
Ohio 
Tennessee 
Connecticut 
Oregon 
Minnesota 
Indiana 
Kentucky 
Pennsylvania 
orth Carolina 
Washington 
Utah 
Massachusetts 
Colorado 
Louisiana 
Naryland 
Rhode Island 

Fishel] (1969), (1971) 
Polsby, Oleszek, Schlesinger (1966), Smith and erockway 
Matthews, Schlesinger (1966) 
Schmidhauser, Goldman 
Linguist, Stanley, tlann and doi Warner et al. 
Schlesinger (1957), (1966) 

Epstein, Kingdom, Patterson (1964) 
NeConaughy 
Soule (1967), (1969) 
Price and Pell, Wahlke et al. (1959), (1961), (1962) 
Bowles, Eulau and Koff 
Patterson (1963) 
Ruchetman (1965), (1967), (1970); Goodman et al. 
Maiko at a (1858), (186l), (1862), Eula and tote 
Vanlke et a. (1959), fiset}, {rsee| Eulau and katt 
Watke etal. (1959), (1961), (1962), Eulau and Koff 
Barber 
Selignan (1959), (1961), Zeigler and Baer 
Tucker 
Janda et al. 
devel! and Cunningham, Engstron, Goodman et a 
Scarf, Bowles 
Crotty, Zeigler and Baer 
Beckel! and Sunderland 
Zeigler and Baer 
Zeigler and Baer 
Hjelm and Piscrotte 
Jacob 
Goodman et al. 
Goodnan etal. 
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‘SUB-STATE SYSTEHS AND AREAS--U.S. 

New Haven 
Boston 
New York City 
St. Louis 
San Francisco 
Detroit 
Beralillo Co., 
NM. 

Hass. Regional 
N.C. Regional 
Seattle 
iNinneapolis 
Chicago 
"Dixie City," 
Ala. 

Los Angeles 

= Harned, Dahl 
= Schwartz (1965), (1969) 
- Wirschfield et al., Fiellin, Lowi 
= Downs 
= Prewitt and Nowlin, Prewitt (1970) 
> Eldersveld 

= Judah and Goldberg 
= Rosenzweig, Bowman and Boynton 
= Bowman and” Boynton 
= Kornberg and Smith, Gone 
= Kornberg and Smit 
= Snowiss, Forthal, Gosnell 
= Daland 
= Narvick and Nixon 

GENERAL COMPARATIVE LEVEL 

Quand, (1969) 
Schlesinger 

Force, Searing, (1969), wences (1967), (1969), 
1967), Selignan (1964), £1967) 

EUROPE AND DEVELOPED COMMONWEALTH 

Great Britain 

France 

Germany 

Italy 
Norway 
Greece 
Russia (USSR) 
Eastern Europe 
Canada 
Australia 
New Zealand 

~ Hott, Guttsman (1960), (1961), (1963), Berrington and 
Finer, Wilson, Ranney, Buck 

= Hung, "Hanon, Gogan (1860), (1961), (1965), Edinger 
and Searing 

= Gruikshanks, Hartenstien and Liepelt, Schmidt, knight, 
Edinger (1960), (1961), Edinger and Searing, 
Kirchheimer, Nayntz, Fishel] (1969) 
Satori (1961), (1963), Lotti 
Rokkan and Valen 
Legg (1968), (1989) 
Bialer, Gubin, Gehlen and McBride 
HeBride 
Porter, Laing, Williams, Kornberg and Thomas, 
Kornberg and Winsborough 
Encel 

~ Foster, Campbell, Mitchell (1961), (1962) 
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MIDDLE EAST/NORTH AFRICA 

Syria 
Turkey 
Israel 
Norocco 
Tunisia 
Algeria 

SUB-SAHARA AFRICA 

West Africa - 
Nigeria - 

LATIN ANERICA 

Argentina =~ 
Guatenala 
Jamaica - 
Kexico : 
Colonia - 

Winder (1962), (1963) 
Frey, Szliowicz 
Aksin, Selignan, Czudnowski 
Waterbury 
Rudebeck, Brown 
Quandt 

Wallerstein 
Choudhury 

Badgley 
Becher, Verma, Meyer, Choudhury, Shrader 
Wei 
Kin 
Singer 
Glick 

Canton, Strout (1967), (1968), Snow, Ranis 
Verner (1971a), (1971b) 
Bell 
Tuchy and Ronfeldt, 
Hoskin 
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GOVERNORS OF MINAS 

1890 == 1971 

NAME OF GoveRNOR 

José CesAR10 DE FARIA ALVIM 
EDUAROU ERNESTO DA GAYA CERQUEIRA 
AFFONSO AUGUSTO MOREIRA PENNA 
CRISPIN JACUES BIAS FORTES 
FRANCISCO SILVIAND DE ALMEIDA aRanogo 
JOAO CANOIDO CA CUSTA SNA 
FRanctscc ANTONIO SALES 
JOAO PIWHETAD DA SILVA 
J@LIo suena BaANOKO 
WENCESLAU BRAS PEREIRA GOMES 
JOLTO BUENO SRANDKO 
DELFIN MOREIRA COSTA RIBEIRO 
ARTUR DA SILVA BERNARDES 
EDUARDO CARLOS VILHENA 09 AMARAL 
RAUL SOARES DE MOURA 
OLEGARIO LIAS MACTEL 
FERNANDO MELO VIANA 
ANTONIO CARLOS RIDEIRO DE ANDRADA 
OLEGARIO DIAS MAC IEL 
GUSTAVO CAPAVENA FILKO 
BENEDITO VALLADARES RIGE1RO 
NfS10 BATISTA DE CLivereA 
JOA TAVARES CORREA SERALOO 
NORALOING LIMA 
AUCIOES. LINS 
MILTON SOARES CAMPOS 
JUSCELING KUSITSCHEK DE OLIVEIRA 
CLdyIS SALGA00 DA GANA 
JOSE FRANCISCO BIAS FoRTES 
José DE MAGALHAES Pinto 
ISRAEL PINHEIRO DA SILVA 
RONDGN PACHECG 
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GERAIS 

TENURE OFFICE 

ENTERED 

18-07-5891 
14-03-892 
14-07-892 
07-09-394 
07-09-398 
21-02-9092 
07-09-9902 
07-09-9065 
2610-908 
03-04-9099 
07-09-3160 
07-09-9146 
07-09-918 
16-02-922 
07-09-922 
04-98-9246 
2212-924 
07-05-926 
97-09-930 
05-09-933 
15-12-933 
0511-945 
04-02-948 
L7-11-946 
21-12-9468 
19-03-947 
31-01-951 
31-03-955 
31-01-9568 
31-01-9861 
31-01-9668 
15-03-971 

LEFT 

14-03-892 
14-07-892 
06-09-8594 
06-09-8398 
21-02-902 
06-09-902 
06-03-908 
26-10-908 
03-04-9099 
65-09-910 
06-05-9146 
06-09-918 
65-09-92 
16-04=922 
O49 8-925 
21-12-924 
06-09-926 
9809-950 
05-09-933 
15-12-93 
29-10-9485 
O3=02-948 
17-11-9465, 
20-12-9465 
19-93-9466 
31-01-951 
31-03-955 
31-01-9556 
31-91-961 
31-01-9665 
15-03-971 
31-01-9768 
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VICE GOVERNORS OF MINAS 

1890 1971 

NAME OF VICE GOVERNOR 

EDUARDO ERNESTO DA GANA CERQUEIRA 
FRANCISCO BERNARDINO RCORIGUES SILVA 
ORO NEPONUCEND KUBTTSCHEK 
a9 _CANDTOO DA COSTA seuA 
PACTFICO GONEALVES SILVA MASCARENHAS 
JOLIO BUENO BRANDED 
JOLIO BUENO SRANDAD 
ANTONIO MARTINS FERREIRA DA SILVA 
LEVINDO FERREIRA LOPES 
EDUARDO CARLOS VILHENA 00 ANARAL 
OLEGARTU DIAS HACIEL 
OLEGARIO CIAS MACIEL 
ALFREDO Si 
PEDRO NARGUES DE ALMETCA 
JOSE RIGETRO PENA 
Guévis $8LGAoa 04 GANA 
ARTUR OERWARDES FILHO 
ARTUR BERNARDES FILHO 
PLO CANEDU, 
CEtso PuRFiaio 0s Aasdso MachAoD 
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IV 

GERAIS 

TENURE 

ENTERED 

18-07-2891 
14-07-8292 
07-09-594 
07-09-3898 
07-09-902 
07-09-908 
03-04-909 
07-09-9160 
07-09-9146 
07-09-9183 
07-09-922 
22-12-924 
07-09-926 
97-09-930 
19-03-947 
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APPENDIX vit 

FEDERAL DEPUTIES ELECTED FROM 

MINAS GERATS 1946 = 

NAME OF FEDERAL OEPUTY 

AGEL RAFAEL PINTO 
AECIO FERREIRA DA CUNHA 
AFONSC ARINOS DE MELO FRANCO 
ALBERTO DECOATO MAIA BARRETO 
ALTAIR CHAGAS 
AMLYTAS FERREIRA DE BARROS 
ANTONIO AURELIANO CHAVES DE MENDONCA 
ANTONIO LUCIANO PEREIRA FILHO 
ANTONIO PEIXOTO OE LUCENA CUNHA 
AQUILES DINIZ 
ARTUR CA SILVA SERNARDES 
ATHOS VIEIRA ANDRADE 
AUGUSTO CHAGAS VEIGAS 
AUGUSTO MARIO CALDEIRA BRANT 
AUSTREGESILG RIBEIRO MEWNONEA 
BENEDITO VALACARES RIBETRU 
BENTO GONGALVES FILHO 
CAMILC NOGUETRA DA GAMA 
CARLOS ALEERTO COTTA 
CARLOS ALOERTO LUCIO BITENCOURT 
CARLOS COIMBRA DA LUZ 
CARLOS GO LAGO, 
CARLGS MURILO FEL{cIC DOS SANTOS 
CELSO CLARO HURTA MURTA 
CELSO GABRIEL RESENDE Passos 
CELSO PORF{RIO DE ARAUJO MACHADO 
CELSU TEIXEIRA BRANT 
CHRISPIM JACQUES BIAS FORTES 
CLEMENTE NEDRADO FERNANDES 
CLOVIS SALGADO DA GAMA 
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NAME OF FEDERAL DEPUTY 

CRISTIAN MONTEIRO MACHADO 
DANIEL SERAPIAO DE CARVALHO 
DELSON SCARANG 
DILERMANDO M,CA COSTA CRUZ FILHO 
ONAR WENDES FERREIRA 
EDGAR DE GODGI DA MATA MACHACO 
EOGAR MARTINS PERETRA 
ELIAS DE SOUSA CARMO 
EUVALOO LODI 
EZEQUIEL OA SILVA MENDES 
FABIO FUNSECA © SILVA 
FELIPE SALBI 
FELICIANG DE OLIVEIRA PENA 
FERNANDO JORGE FAGUNCES NETO 
FRANCELING PEREIRA DOS SANTOS 
FRANCISCO BADARO’ JUNIOR 
FRANCISCO CLEMENTINO SANTIAGO DANTAS 
FRANCISCO OUQUE DE MESQUITA 
FRANCISCG RODRIGUES PEREIRA JR 
GABRIEL DE REZENDE Passos 
GERALOO FREIRE DA SILVA 
GERALDO STARLING SOARES 
GERALDO VASCONCELOS 
GILBERTO ANTUNES DE ALMEIDA 
GILBERTO OE ANDRADE FARIA 
GUILHERME MACHADO 
GUILHERMENG OE OLIVEIRA 
GUSTAVO CaPANEMA 
HELTO CARWALHO GARCIA 
HILDEBRANDO BIZAGLIA 
HOMERC OOS SANTOS 
HUGO AcuUraR’ 
TLACIR PEREIRA LIMA 
ISRAEL PINHEIRO DA SILVA 
ISRAEL PINHEIRO FILHO 
JACI DE FEGUETREDO 
JAEDER SGARES DE ALGERGARIA_ 
YATRG MONTEIRO CUNHA MAGALHAES 
JARBAS DE LERT SANTOS 
JORG BATISTA MIRANDA 

LEGISLATURE 
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MAME OF FEDERAL OEPUTY 
sofo cuca 
JOAG HeSAMPAIO VIEIRA DA SILVA 
Sofa KERCULING SOUZA LOPES 
‘Soko NOGUEIRA be REZENDE 
JORO PIMENTA DA VEIGA 
JOAWUIM LIDEVIO LEITE RIBEIRO 
SOAQUIN MENDES DE suUZa 
JORGE FeRRaz 
JORGE vaRcas 
José aNTONIO OE vascouceLos costa 

@ APARECIOO DE OLIVELAa 
GONIFACIO LaFATETE Of ANORADA 
ESTEVES RODRIGUES @ FRANCISCO O1AS FORTES 
HUMAERTC ROORIGUES DA CUNHA 
wacHana. sOaRzNKG 
MAGALHAES PINTO 

é MARIA DE ALKMIM 
MARTA LOPES. CANSADO MARIA MAGALHEES 
wauaicio DE AuoRADE 
MONTEIRO DE CASTRO RATMUNDO SOARES CA SILVA 
Rovaicues 
SOUSA NODRE 

‘JuaRe? 0 souza caawo 
JUSCELIN KUBITSCHEX DE OLIVETRA 
LeoPaco ofas macier 
Levince ozanan costto Uicures Lette FILHO 
Luiz DE GONZAGA HACHADO SOBRINMO 
Lufs ce PauLa FeRaeina Lulz waarins soanes 
HANOEL FRANCA CAMPOS 
MANOEL INACIO PEIXOTO 
MANOEL JOSE DE ALMEIOA 
MANOEL TAVEIRA DE SQUSS 
MARIO DE ASCENCAO PALMERIO 
witrow ets 
MILTON SOARES CAMPOS 
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NANE OF FEDERAL DEPUTY 
myritc pauLino agoaad 
NESTA COIMBRA FLORES CARDONE 
NORALOINO LIMA 
OuavG Bitac Pinta ouave costa 
OLINTo FONSECA FILHO 
ORMEU vUNGUEIRA,SCTELHO 
Oscar Oras coRREA 
Oscavo. OE FARIA LOBATO 
OSHaLCO DE CARVALHO COSTA 
OraciLia NeGRAO Oe LINA 
Qvinic xavier De ABREU 
PAULING CICERO DF VASCONCELOS 
PAULO FREIRE ARAGJO 
PAULO PINKEIR CHAGAS 
PEDRO ALEIKG PEDRO DUTRA NICKCIO NETO 
PEDRO NACIEL VIOIGAL 
RENATO MARIO AVELAR AZEREDO 
RONDUN PACHECO SEBASTIAO NAVARRO VIEIRA 
SEBASTIAD PALS OE ALMETOA Sfuyto ce ANDaADe Anecu 
SIMKG VIANA 0A CUNHA PEREIRA 
SINVAL  BOAVENTURA 

LEGISLATUF 
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LEGISLATURE 
Watened P11 
9999999 
4555667 

NAME OF FEDERAL DEPUTY 6159371 

TANCREOO DE ALMEIDA NEVES EF FRE 
TEGFILO RIBEIRO PIRES EEFSS 
TRISTAO FERREIRA DA CUNHA SFFF 
GLTIMG DE CARVALHO SERFFRF 
URIEL DE REZENDE ALVIN EFFFS 
WALTER GERALDO AZEVEDO ATAIDE SFFF 0 
WALTER PASSOS SRF 
WELLINGTON SRANDAO FSs 

KEY TO -S¥MBOLS——USED 

ELECTED FEUERAL DEPUTY 
SUPLENTE FEDERAL DEPUTY 
ELECTED STATE DEPUTY 
SUPLENTE STATE DEPUTY 
ELECTED FEDERAL SENATOR 
SUPLENTE FEDERAL SENATOR 

e 
s 
E 
5 
A 
cy) wena 

ELECTIONS OF 1945/1947 
X = FEDERAL SUPLENTE-1945/ 

ELECTED STATE DEPUTY~1947 
Z = SUPLENTE~1945/SUPLENTE~1947 
© = FEDERAL DEPUTY~1945/ 

FECERAL SENATOR-1947 
© = SUPLENTE FEDERAL OFPUTY-19457 

SUPLENTE FEDERAL SENATUR~1947 



APPENDIX 

STATE OEPUTIES ELECTED 

MEMAS GERAIS 1947 == 

NAME OF STATE DEPUTY 

AQOLFO DE OLIVELRA PORTELA 
AECIO FERRETRA DA CUNHA 
AGOSTINHO CAMPOS NETO 
ALBERTO TeIXzIRA DOS SANTOS FILHO 
ALCIDES MoscoNt 
ALO[SIC FREITAS AUTRAN DOURADD 
ALTAIR chaGAS 
Atufsto costa 
SULVARO SALES _ 
AtvimaR souRzo 
AMADEU A.OE LACERDA RODRIGUES 
AMERICO BRASTL MARTINS DA CUSTA 
AM{LCAR CAMPOS PADOVaNT 
ANEBAL MARQUES CONTIJO 
aNigal TEIXETRA DE SOUSA 
ANTERO ROCHA 
ANTQNIO AUGUSTO SOARES CANEDO 
ANTONIO AURELIANO CHAVES OF HENDUNGA 
ANTONIO CAETANO DE SOUZA 
ANTONIO OZ OLIVEERA GUINAARES 
ANTONIO FRANCO RISEIRO 
ANTONIO GOMES PINTO 
ANTONTO LuNagOT 2 
anTONTO MouRaU GuIManies 
ANTONIO PACHECO R1SEIR0 
ANTONIO PEDRO BRAGA 
ANTONIO PEREIRA DE ALMEIDA 
ANTONIO PIMENTA 
ANTONTO PROSPERO 
ANTONIO SIMBES DE ALMETCA 
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NAME OF STATE DEPUTY 
ARLINDO ZANINI 
ARWANDO ZILLER 
ARTUR FAGUNDES OLIVEIRA 
ASTOLFO DuTRA NICACIO 
ATALIDA weNDES DE OLIVEIRA 
ATHOS. VIEIRA” ANDRADE 
AUGUSTO BATISTA DE FIGUEIREDO 
Augusto costa 
AuGysTO 2Lias Joxce zeNun 
AURELIO DE ALGUQUERQUE MESQUITA 
BoLivar Oe FRETTAS 
BONIFACIO JOSE TANM DE ANORADE 
CANDICO GONGALVES ULHOA 
CARLOS ALBERTO COTTA 
CARLOS CE FARIA TAVARES 
CARLUS ELUY CARVALHO GUIMARRES 
CARLOS HORTA PEREIRA 
CARLOS MARTINS PRATES 
CARLOS MURILO FELICTO DDS SANTOS 
CASTELLAR MODESTO GUIMARAES 
CeLso ARIAUS MOTA 
CHRESTOVAN CHTARADTA 
Cfcerc DuvoNT 
CIRO DE AGUIAR MACTEL 
CLAUDIO PINHEIRO DE LIMA 
CLODSHITH RTANI 
CoRNéuto Cras OE casTRO 
CRISANTU DE AVELAR MUNIZ 
CRISTIANO DE FREITAS CASTRO 
DALTON MOREIRA CANADAAVA 
OANEEL GE FREITAS DA2A0S 
DELSCN SC aRANO 
OENTO MOREIRA DE CARVALHO 
DERMEVAL JOSE PIMENTA FILHO 
DILERANOD NeOA COSTA CRUZ FILHO 
DIRCEU DUARTE BRAGA 
DIVING aanos 
DNAR MENDES FERREIRA 
DOFINGOS JORIO FILHO 
EDGAR DE GODUI OA MATA MACHADO 
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1 
9 
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7 NAME OF STATE OEPUTY 

EDGAR DE VASCONCELOS BARROS SEE 
EOSGN VIEIRA DE REZENDE 5 
EQUARDO LUCAS PEREIRA FILHO SEE 
ELIAS DE SOUSA CARMO XS § 
ELI FRANCO RISETAO é 

s 
s 
E 

ELMIR GUIMARAES HAIA 
EMILIANO FRANKLIN. CASTRO E 
EN{UIO DE VASCONCELOS COSTA ee 
EW{LIO HADDAD FILKG es 
EN{LIO SOARES DA SILVEIRA ess 
EROS MAGALHAES DE MELO VIANA E 
EUCLEDES PEREIRA CINTRA eee 
EULER DE ARAGJO LAFETA 
EURIPEDES CRATDE 
EURO LUIS ARANTES se 
EXPEDITO QE FARIA TAVARES 
FABIO ANTONIO DA SILVA PEREIRA ses 
FABIO SUTELHO HOTINI 
FABIO VASCONCELOS 
FABR{CIO SOARES DA SILVA 
FELICIANO OLIVEIRA 
FELICIANO DE OLIVEIRA PENA 
FERNANDO JUNGUEIRA REIS DE ANORADE 
FIDELCINO VIANA DE ARAUJO FILHO 
FLORIANO SARETI 
FLORIVALOG DIAS DE OLIVETaA 
FRANCISCO BADARG JUNIOR es 
FRANCISCO BILAC MOREIRA PINTO Ee 
FRANCISCO DE CASTRO PIRES JUNIOR ee 
FREDERICO PARDINI 
FUNAD FADEL SAMTUNE G 
GERALDO ATAIDE € 
GERALOO GROSST € 
GERALOO HENRIGUE MACKADO RENAULT 
GERALOD LaNDt E 
GERALOO MARTINS SILVEIRA 
GERALDO MORATS QUINTAO 
GERALOO PAULING SANTANA 
GERALOO STARLING SOARES BF 
GILBERTO ANTUNES DE ALMEIDA é 



© OF STATE OEPUTY 

GIL VILELA 
GODOFRELG PRATA 
GREGORIANG CANEDO 
GUILHERMINO DE OLIVEIRA 
HAROLOO LOPES DA COSTA 
wu DUARTE FIGUEIREDO HELIO CARVALHO GaRcLA 
HELVIG MOREIRA DUS SANTOS 
NERACLITO CUNHA ORTIGA 
HERMELINDO PAIXRO 
WERNAKI CE MORAIS LEMOS HERNAN ADA 
HILO WILSON esTevEo CE ANORADE 
HOMERG OOS SANTOS 
HOMERO MACHADO COELHO 
HUGO AGUIAR 
TBRAMIM ABI. ACKEL 
TLACIR PEREIRA LIMA 
ISRAEL PINHELRO FILHO 
To HrRaNca. 0 woRars 
SAEDER SOARES DE ALGERGARIA, 
JAIRO MONTELAU CUNHA uAGALHKES 
JarRa PEREIRA dA sitva 
YARGAS NOGUEIRA MEDEIROS SILVA 
JASON Soares ALOERGARIA 
JESUS TRINDADE BARRETO 
Yoko akaduo reeeaz 
JOAO BATISTA MIRANDA 
JOXO BELLO DE OLIVEIRA FILHO 
Joko cantuo reixeiaa Fontes 
Joka CaRucs ve ALHEIca PEIxOTO 
Joka CaRLos RISETRO NAVARRO 
JOXO DE ALMEICA LISBOA 
JOKO DE LIMA GUIMARRES 
JOXO GOMES MOREIRA 
Jogo HERcULING Souza Lares 
Yoko waRcuss ve vascoucetos 
Jofo peora Gusti 
JOR vaz ca SILVA sosatnno 
Jogo vaz ce GLiverRa 
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NAME OF STATE oPUTY 
4ofo viDaL of caavaLta 
Joaquin € NeLO FRETRE 
JOAQUIN MARTAND DA STLVA 
JOAQUIN HORETRA JUNTOR 
JoaguIN RonERTO Lefo soRGes 
JORGE CARONE FILHO 
‘sorGe FeRaaz 
JORGE VARGAS 
Jos? aLciyo stcaLno 
José ANDRE De ALNETOA 
José anrdiro ernenta 
José aucusto FERREIRA FILHO 
‘sos? carat 
José CARVALHEIRA eattos 
José cyaves ateeieo 
José CeSan saaact 
José ce asaeu Rezenoe 
José Farta TavaRES 
‘JOSE FERNANDES FILHO PSO 
José FERNANDES FILHO PsPvene 
‘José GERALCO OE OLIVETRA 
Sosé oo INGUES 
José cones prmeita 
sosé 
José Huco casTeLo sranco 
José Laviova natos 
José Luiz aaccarta: 
JOSE LUIZ PINTO COELHO JUNIOR 
sosé CARNEIRO 
dose ‘a.sgusa 
JOS? MARTA HAGALHAES 
Sos? maaayes CHeaEM 
JOSE MAURICIO DE ANDRADE 
José wenoes Honor to 
José PEREIRA CAVALCANTI 
José PIRES OA LUZ 
JOSE RAIMUNDO SOARES CA SILVA 
José RennzaoTH RENO 
José RIoETAD NavaRRO 
‘José RIseiRo PENA 
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NAME OF STATE cePuTY 71 
José Soares 0€ FIguEtReoD es 
José vaRGas DA SILVA es 
‘SOUBERT GUERRA 
SUAREZ OE SOUZA CARMO e 
JOLIO FERREIRA DE CARVALHO $ 
LADISLAU SALLES 
LeoPcLoo o1as MACTEL 
LEVI Ce sousa & SILVA 
LEVINOO OZANAN COELHO 
LOURENCO FERREIRA DE ANORADE 
UOURIVAL BRAS TL FILHO 
Uocio De sousa cauz 
Luis maRawka E 
Lufs soaRes p= sauza roca 
Lug2 ALBERTO FRANCO vuNOUSIRA 
Lulz COmINGOS DA SILVA € 
LU{Z FERNANDO FARIA DE AZEVEDO € 
MANOEL OA SILVA COSTA SEsEE 
MANOEL FRANCA CAMPOS & MANOEL JOSE DE ALMEICA 
MANOEL TAVEIRA DE SOUSA ze 
MARCOS WELLINGTON DE CASTRO TITO 
MARIO ASSAD . 
Wai HUGO LACEIRA cece 
NARIA JOSE NOGUEIRA PENA z 
MARTA NAIR MONTEIRO e 
MATEUS SALOME DE OLIVEIRA ie S. 
HATOSINHOS DE CASTRO PINTO € 
AURELIO MIRANDA CAMGRATA ses 

MIGUEL BATISTA VIEIRA € 
MILTON REIS se 
nfuron savonfo saves sere 
HOACIR LOPES DE CARVALHO 
MOACIR REZENDE zs 
MORVAN ALCISIO ACAYARA DE RESENDE 
MURILO PAULINO BACARO 
NACIE RATOAN COUT INHO 
NARCELIO MENDES FERREIRA E 
NELSON José LonaARDI a 
MUSCN CoNTIJO SANTOS es 



NAME OF STATE DEPUTY 

ODILCN REZENDE ANORACE 
OLAvO oRUHOND 
OLave TOSTES FILHO 
ONAR CE OLTVEIRA cintz 
ORLANDO DE ANDRADE 
OSCAR BOTELHO 
Oscar DIAS CORREA 
OSCAR GOMES MOREIRA JUuIOR 
OSWALOO GUIMARAES TOLENT INO 
OSWALCO PIERUCETTI 
OTACILIO NEGRAD DE Lina 
OTELINO FERREIRA SOL 
PAULING CICERO DE VASCONCELOS 
PAULO CANPOS GUINARAES 
PEDRO ALEIXO 
PEDRO MACIEL VIDIGAL 
PIO SOARES CANEDO 
QUINTINO VARGAS 
RAFAEL CAIG NUNES COELHO 
RATMUNDO SOARES ALBERGARIA FILHO 
RATMUNDO TARCISIO DELGADO 
RAUL BERWARCO NELSON DE SENNA 
RAUL DE BARROS FERNANDES 
RAUL DECIO DE BELEN NIGUEL 
RENATO NARIO AVELAR AZERECO 
RENT RABELO 
AICARDO ALVES PINTO FILHO 
RODOLFO LEITE DE OLIVEIRA 
RONALDO PASSOS CANEUO 
RUT DA COSTA VAL 
SADY OA CUNHA PEREIRA 
SATO PAULO ARGES 
SALI TEGFILO NACUR 
SANTR TANNUS 
SAULO DINIZ 

LEGISLATURE 
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NANE OF STATE OEPUTY 
SeBASTIES *LVES 00 NASCIMENTO 
SEoaSTIAO ANASTACIO CE PAULA 
SEBASTIAD FABTAND DIAS 
SEBASTIAD NAVARRO VIEIRA 
SemASTIAO PARTUS SOUZA 
S§BASTIAO PLAHETRO CHAGAS 
S{LVI0 Cz ANORADE AB 
sfuyio wintcucct 
SINAO VIANA DA CUNHA PEREIRA 
SINVAL BOAVENTURA 
SINVAL DE OLIVETRA GaNaiRRA 
SINVAL SIQUELRA 
SYLO CA SILVA cosTA 
TANCREDO OE ALMEIDA NEVES 
TARGINO RATMUNCO CE FIGUEIREDO 
Teqods10 BANDEIRA CAMPOS 
TEGFILO a1gEtRo PIRES 
TUBAL VILELA OA SILVA 
ULISSES De aRaduo CouTO 
ULISSES MARCONDES ESCOBAR 
GLTIMO OE CARVALHO 
URIEL DE REZENDE ALVIN 
VALDIR LISBOA 
VALOTR MELGACO BARBOSA 
VICENTE FERNANDES GUABIROBA 

ueor! 

LEGISLATURE 

waoe 

mom 
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LEGISLATURE 

Phy 1 iat 
9999999 
4555667 

NAME OF STATE DEPUTY Tt $9.3: Ft. 

WaLoLa Jusé NASsIF EES 
WALDOIRO AGOSTINHO LOO BEEES 
WALOIR NENDES MORATO OE ANDRADE Bes 
HALTCN OZ ANDRADE GOULART EGEES 
HILSON ALVARENGA DE OLIVEIRA SES 
WILSON Chaves re [3 
WILSON DE MELO GuIMARdeS SEES 
WILSON Dz Parva es 
WILSON JOgD BERALDO es 
WILSON LULZ TANURE SRE 
WILSON HOGESTO RIBEIRO SSSEE 
XENOFONTE MERCADANTE es 

Key 10 SYMBOLS_—_-USED. 

ELECTED FEDERAL DEPUTY 
SUPLENTE FEDERAL DEPUTY 
ELECTED STATE DEPUTY 
SUPLENTE STATE DEPUTY 

= ELECTED FEDERAL SENATOR 
= SUPLENTE FEDERAL SENATOR 

ELECTIONS OF 1945/1947 
X = FEDERAL SUPLENTE~19657 

ELECTED STATE DEPUTY-1947 
Z = SUPLENTE-1945/SUPLENTE-L947 
0 = FECERAL DEPUTY-1945/ 

FEDERAL SENATOR=1947 
© = SUPLENTE FEDERAL DEPUTY-1945/ 

SUPLENTE FEDERAL SENATOR=1947 



APPENDIX IXA 

FEDERAL ELECTION ZONES, 1894-1905 

Baepend? ‘1--Montes Claros 
Campanha T2--Uberaba 

‘--In accordance with Article no. 36 of Law no. 35, January 26, 1892; 
and Decree Law no. 153, August 3, 1893. 
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APPENDIX 1X8 

FEDERAL ELECTION ZONES, 1906-1930 

5--Pouso Alegre 

7--Gro Nogol 
4--Lavras 

In accordance with Article no. 58 of Law no. 1269, November 15, 1905; 
and Decree Law no. 1425, November 27, 1905. 
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APPENDIX X 
AIL QUESTIONNAIRE HATERIALS 



BEPARTAMENTO OE CIENCIA POLITICA cane 
‘CURSO OE POS-GRADUAGAO se nono at, 

Cordiais SaudagSes. 

0 de Dados diste Departaments, O Banco de Dados eatd na fate final do regis = 
30 de dadoe eleiforais para tstas ar eloigiea majoritirias @ proporeionais em 
Minas Gerais desde 1935: dadoe Gates colhidos no Tribu 
Belo Horisonte. 

lativa ou aa Camara Foderal. Desde a publicagio do dicionario blografico, "GO 
‘por Dunshes de Abranches om 1918) tom - 

se notado uma eacasser de datas bistralicas, statematicamente levantados pai 
‘outros Ideres politicos no Brasil, Em 1966, Biblioteca da Ca 

We Deputados em Brasilia iniciow 9 registra de cados desta natureza, com 
‘ publicagio " DEPUTADOS BRASILEIROS: REPERTORIO SIOGRAFICO DOS MEM 
BROS DA CAMARA DOS DEPUTADOS A PARTIR DA QUINTA LEGISLATURA(I963- 
1961)" No entanta, simente i94 deptadue fedvvais reapanieram a questi 
viads pela Biblioteca da Camas 

No momento, ni0 dispomos de 
9 registro de todos on parlamentares brasileiros} mas dado nosao inter 

“ talneiro 
llcitar que V.Exa. complete © lormularie anexa, o qual aegue o formato 

Biuloteca da Camara, Pego-ibe 9 favor car on dado now 
oF exeinplo, em PROFISSAO ~ no lugar de Ncomerciante', pede-se 

apecificar 'diretor comercial de emoreiza em Belo Horizonte!y og ema GARRET SK POLITICA - no lugar de dizer "'fenclonacio pibico eatadual", pedecae eapeci= 
coletor entadgal om Cantagem, de 3/1938 2 6/1953" 

im peilicatnn aur aopiste de altienisie loprafics dt 
ranga parlamentar e administrativa de Minaa Gerais, Assim, experamos ama 

alts porcentagem de respostas dos Sr+- Deputados mineirox 
Para sua convenicacla, fornecemon umm envelope ji aubscritads 

‘¢ selado, para que V.Exa. potaa Femeter o formulario ao nosso Departamento em 
‘Belo Horizonte. 

Se V. Exa. desejar saber mais sdbre a naturesa do nosso pro- 
Jeto de regletro de datos parlamentares o cleitorais, ou teria muito prazer em preg 
far informagses por escrito ou em yma visita sua 
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SECRETARIOS DO ESTADO DE MINAS GERAIS 
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“Caveats RAL MEMTARES NO ESTADO OE MINAS GRAS 

Teco ee perme 

E é 



APPENDIX. XIA 

INTERVIEWERS’ INTRODUCTION LETTER 



DEPARTAMENTO Df CIENCIA POLITICA papenys 
CURSO DE POS-GRADUAGAD sro nemone means, 

Prezado Senhor: 

Cordiais Saudacdes. 
Vimos apresentar-Ihe nosso entrevistador, 

Francisca Nunes Caixeta 
que eeti cothendo dados para nossa pesauisa sdbre as liderangas politicas 
eadministrativas de Minas Gerais, para a qual contamos com 9 apsio & 
colaboragio do Deoartamento de Cidneia Polftica da U.F.M.G. 

Como talves & de seu conhecimonta, estamos coletando da 
dos biogrificos sabre tlustres homens pablicos de Minas: parlamentares 
{deputados ostaduais e federals, © senadores), bem como administradore: 
(governadores, vice-governadores © secretirioe de Estado). A pesquisa ja 
esti em andaments através de um questionario enviado pelo correio, aue 0 
Senhor ja deve ter recebido. 

Agora nos encontramos na fase de entrevistas pessoais com 
uma amostra dos homens publicos acima mencionaos. Como e Senhor se 
encontra em nossa amostra, vimes solicitar-the sua vallosa colabore cio con, 
‘cedendo um pouco do seu tempo para esta entrevista. 

Estamos interessados em auas recordacSee adbre a vcllti- 
ca mineira e em suns impreagdes sSbre 9 proceaso de lideranga politica 29 
estado. TSdas ax respostas serio consideradas confidenciais © andnima: 
Seu nome nao constara nos resultados que sero analisados em grupo © nao 
individualmente 

Se 0 Senhor desejar qualquer esclarecimento adicional, pode 
telefonar para nosso Departamento (26-8177 ) onde poderd obter as informa- 
(Ges desejadas. 

Cortando com sua 
jecimentos. 

timada colaboragdo, apresentamos-Ihe 
ae 

Atenciosamente, 

fac UNG be pee oats 
roleasor Visitante 

ebicdhiler 
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RECRUTA TO DAS 
LIDERANG/S POL{TICAS 

EM MINAS GERAIS 

DEPT? DE cifNC:A POLITICA 
DA ULF. oe 

PESOUISADOR PRINCIPAL: 

ENTREVIsTADOR: 

BELO HOAIZONTE -- 1970 

ENTREVIST¢DO: 

358 



~02- Wa de Dr 
Picha: 

aLLL.. 
ol 

Tipo de Elites, 
Bate: / / /  gatrevintador: 

01.08 Lugar an Entrevista: 
Hora que Conesou: 

or 

01,09 ONDE FOr QUE O SR. NASCEU? (Ano) 
01.22 © Muntefpio 
01.25 © -Botado 
01.27 (Bogie Geo.) 

ONDE FASSOU A MAIOR PARTE DA SUA JUVENTUDE? (antes do entrar na Universidsde) 
01.19 Muntefpio 
1,22 © Batado 

(Regio Geo.) 
01,26 3£ woRoU wa PAZEMDA? 

1 = sin 
5 - Ngo, munca 

1.27 PoR quanto TmP0? 

[ Fy 

wi} 
27 de 8 5 once Bra 68 foPmnee 32 as tn" 20"ann 5 iT dias'ae 29 anos 3 1 Featze'sfeolsence, de 29 3 ance = go Besise 4225 folaae gt ge 1's 90 anee z é: Shistge 29 anon 
ies oe 1.28 QUATS JoRKATS coSTOMA LER DrARTANETE? 

# 
a 

© sm, ora mx goat 2o%A ELETTORAG? ey 
2.30 Miniofpio 
21.33 (80 0 Zone Hleivoral ) ¥ 
(01.36 couo yor que minenessou PEIA POLTorcA TmIeIALaNTE? = 

3 

3 

TI 
rr 
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0 Fiona o1, 
(Con't.) 

02,42 qusnDo For 15707 01. 44(Taaae) 
RINETRO CARGO POLITICO ov 

lates de ser deputado.) 
01.46 GuaE For? 
01.49 quatipo For? 02. 52(Taade) 

[Se for deputade cearo, pagsor p/n 01.60) 
$55 225 Gozgseas SSeessaBe geselh oy oF ots) 

01.54 Couo For QUE DECIDTU 4 6: * 
& 

(gore, passer 77 a? 01.60) os 
01.54 Co¥o For QUE coNszotU 5: 90(00 SELECTOH:D0) 

PARI E57E PRISSIRO OjRGO AIMTNTSTAAAIVO? 5 

t 

(Be for secretério aus cance = para era SSto'covedunt nex: tadecds passe 7 oP 0s. a8y Bege0a) zl 
1.60 mi QUIS 27008 © SR. FOr C:NDID:O A nEzUR:DOR ia 

‘DEB-ESTADUAE, a 
ise7 1950 1sss | 2958 | r962| 1966 | 2970) 

=) 
() Te) (ee) tea) a) UT) 

ce 
1946 asso |_ 1954 1958 | 1962] 1966] 397 

(iadique 9 partido © © resultads a condiaeruray? 
Lo FR es exerefoie,U0t 7H Suplente pero $59 que’ nao exerseu winaato 

Goa relagdo 8 1970, indique ae Jf é candidate: 
AREWACond. = Candidato pele RETA 
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PARA DEPUTDO, 
Ls Deputado Botaduay 2 Depurado Federal 

02.09 quapo For xEsi07 02.10 (Taade) 
1 - 1946/87 5 - 1962 
2 = 1950 & = ase 
3 = 1354 72 1370 4 1958 9 = antes de 1955 

02.22 FoR quaL PARTIDO? 

2 corse. i29/Eu/ere 2 inex lige 
09 = Ps? 

POIS BEI, 
BER CANDID.I00 

O2s14 MORAY ONDE? __ 
02.17 QUIS ER SU:S PRINCIPATS AEIVID 

02,21 COMO BR: 0 GMBIENTS POLITICO NESTE LGR 
(Gonteéle da prefeitura, Cinaze, 20.2) 

02.26 AGORA ViMOS PENSAR ESPECTPION! 
GOANDTDATURA PAR; DEPUT:DO; 
cawo For 3wE DECIDIU SER cANDIDATO? 

sof 
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Pict 02 
(oon) 

02.31 FOR WE csmoxn'to piquste puanrno? 

a 

Tee cudou de yartido entre 1946 « 1962) | 
POR QUE poarrDer By 

02.35 (sadou de are 19) 
pete 

(Ge sudou Ge parvide pele senumda wa): be 
POR QUE DECIDIU 3: BITDO OUTER a 

= 19, 5 

F 
0249 1 - de Dex, Eetaduad s 32 ae Dok, Federal pore entatuas a 
02650 POR 3UE PiSSOU 2 DISPUTIR WA 0102 a 

FEDERL (ESTADUAL)? 

CRRDO 52. DESPUTAR Vici 

set 

DER (CONSIDERIVA) HIS 0 
AL? (Se le cita sua vo! 

oa na espar- 
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ae Ficha 02 
test? oF 

008s cxrp 200-3 tins oa federal) 
02.59 5 - 1982 3: ibe = isto eet: = 

02.60 ca 
02.62 0 sR. soo) DIREMAEUTE MSF 

DODISUSS SUERE 4 COMPOSIGTO DIS CHAPIS DO PARMIDO? GF 
1- sis 
q TZ talves, ou indofinien Tigo sake, sie lentra 9 feo spurte * 32 Mo epics 

02.63 QUAIS FESSOLS OU GRUPCS TOMVAM(ESRTO TOR:NDO) ESR: 
BECISOES PARA O PARTIDO? 

© 

a 
02.66 QUATS ERAN(S50) 08 CRITERIOS USIDGS PARA ESCOLEER oS 

GiNDIDATOS P:Ri COUOR 4 HPA? ® 

a 

02.71 BY 1965 PERT 
02,73 arunenne 
02.76 POR QUE DECIDIU SE AFILTAR 4 (AREtA OD 208)? 
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0 Hichs 03 
(Ge nfo for candidate on 1966, @ nes case7c>,1964/70) 

03.08 POR QUE DECIDIU NKO SER CANDIDITO OUTRA VEG? 

(Se nfo for cosrnte,1964/70) + 
03.21 0 SR. PRETEIDE CANDIDATAR-SE 5 DEPUDADO #572 Ano? 

L- sis 
5 = Kio J = fulves, ou sndoninien 
9 = Nie epurou 
@ = nie cpiica 

3.12 POR Que? 

[Se nds for coeesto, 1964/70): 
03.25 HC ouTRAS POSIGOES FOLLTICAS OU CARGOS ADMINISTRIDIVOS 

QUE 0 SR. GUSTIAES DE COUPER (11da do cargo atunl.? 
2- sis 5 = nao 7 Z tives, ou indetinida 
8 = nao sate 9 = Nie apuron 
@ = nfo sphics 

(Se reapondex “Six” ou "talves")+ 
Sores ances? 03-16 quizs sx 

CED acon, 
BISEMDO Et 
‘meas B oo METODOS USADCS ¥: 
‘DEPUEADO? (Cospanha, recuraca, acordos, ete.) 

F] | 



08 Pichs 03 
(contt.) 

93.24 QUIS SEATAM 03 IELHCRES Cx3G0S FOLITICCS P:R, 
GAR tne, caNDIDLAUR: NoVA PER. 
a ra 

cs 03.33 B PARA DEPUTIDO FEDERAL? 
a 2 » 

03.42 S0Te 210, POUCOS PREFEITOS RENN 
0 A DEPUT:DO, 

_ 5 Gade os zsamo0s; omDE vo ALISTER .ovTROS cANDTDATOS ZONS? 

03.40 IRDENTE, 3 GE SISTEU RETIN BISEDO || |_| 
Bt DISTAITOS B UUTTO DISCUTIDO, +4 
SERIA 2 PiVOR DE UM SISTER DISTRITL, BE YES DE HLETOOES 
PROPOROICHIS? 

1 = Sis, seria a favor 5 = fae! serie contre my 
I = Tolvez, depende, ou indefinids 

$7 ide spuroa |_| = Bt 03.49 POR cute 1 

x 
PiVOR DE UM SISTED: MIXTO? a 

1 - sin 
72 Rives, aezende, ou inderintda = 
8 = Kao 0 te . br 8 = Rie syuson 

03.2 Pon que? = 

03.54 SE POR INPLANT:DO Ut SISTEM COM DISTATTOS ELETTCRATS, CULE 



366 
09 Fiche 03 

(con't) 
DISTRIT:L EAVORDOEAT, :LOUM: PARTIDO, 

0, OU REGIRO 7 
ost my stoma: 

tie : 
rate x 

(Se respondeu "Sin" ou “Telves"): osase Guise 8 pe 
ARLL LGINS PROBLELU.S OU DESVANT:OENS 

COS, GRUPOS, OU REGIOES? s 

& 
9 = Ngo apuron 

(se reapontou "Sin" ou "Talves") 
O3.62)QUIIS PROELZ.S? 

‘AGORA, QUERO QUE 0 Si 
aNog 1982 ¢ 63, YoU INS D:R UM LIST 
GOES POLITICS = CARGOS PUSLICOS. QUERO WE O SR. 0S 6O T]—] 
LOQUE PEL: ODE! DZ INpoRnyors B FRESTLGIO POLITICO, 
SCORDO Cou SUIS RECORDIGOES DICUELI ZOOL DE 62 e 63. 

) 

03.68 GrDIDE? Ano? (rasae) 
(Srate-se do nfvel asia alte feito; secundirion ou sun 
pericr) 

03«76 QUSNDO ZR ESTUDSNTE, P:RTLOTPAVS Mi POLLTIC: ESTODLNTIL? 
L- Sis gre Bio sobe, ado lenbra 
9 = Mao apuréu 

(se ceoponden *Sia"): 
O5:7T QUAL ERA A SOL PLATTOTPLGLO? (Diretériog, conselho, UEE, 

‘WHE, Zte.) 2 
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By 
(secunddric ox 

WS OU 29DES POLL 
OU NicToN3L? rc: 

9 = Keo spuron 
(Se respondeusin")? 

‘A NGTURSZA DESTA FARTICTPAGKO? 
04.08 MUNICIPAL? «=.= Sim 5 ~ Mo 
04.20 BUD? «= «1 - Sin 5 = No 
04.22 moromt? = 1-Sin 5 - Kio 

(confeios, conponhea, debstea, prsseataa; capital e no 
interior, 2te.) 

os.n2 

04.35 REST: #PO0: 
= sin 
5 = Kao 8 = Rio ave 
9 = Wao apurou 

08,26 (Se respondeu " 
04.18 B NESM #00: Jf vor 

ESTUDNTIE, J TIVE LPILTAGLO PARTIDG Es? 

+ QUAL PARTIDO? 

04.19 QUSRDO FOr x FRITIRA VEE QUE vorou? 2xo {rande! 
04.24 EEML-sE Et URE voroU? 

Logo DEPOTS Wz SE FORWOU, QUAL FOI SEU FARTING 
aa00? f 

04.26 30. (rade) re 
04.34 0 SR. TORCE PLRA QUAL CLUSE DE FUTEBOL Bx wnN18? I 

1 - Atiético i 
2 = Grusesre fea 32 iedrice 9 2 Ho apurou ae 
32 outro 

AGoR VOU INE Di With LIST Com VARI: OPINTOES. QUERO | 
QUE O SR, INDIQUE SE ESTt Dz scOsDo, mizS oY Eos, cp = LJ 
Estf Br DES:CCADO, 

Unntregar Liste "3" pare ser preenchide.) 



ar 

Secretérios do Eatado): (Bore 02 que fai 

04.35 Quanzo For 4 18 Vex QUE FOr NowE:DO sEci 
04.38 GUEt LEE Noxzou? 
04.40 QUAL SECRETARIAL? 
04.42 QUAL ERA SUL SITU 

368 

Picks Of 
(Gon'*,) 

04.46 PoRQuS DEcrDrU 46 HOMELGEO PIRI SEC 

(Se deixou 0 cargo de Deputsdo pare ser Secrotdrio): 
04.52 POX ViNTAGEE TER SE LICHNCE:DC COMO DEPUR:DO 

9 cago DB SECRE: 
04.52 PORQUE? 

2 OOtR: ma] 

04,54 DEIOU 0 CLRGO DE SECREDGVIO POR QUAL RAZKO? 

04.56 DEPOIS FOI WouEIDO PARA OUTRAS SBORETARIAS? 
04.57 quazs? 

04.59 QULIS ERA OS CRITERICS QUE 0 GOVERIADOR USAVA 
COLNER SEUS SECRETARIOS? 

04,64 QUEM ERA SEU CHEFS DE GABINETE? 
04,67 PoR qUE 0 Z8C0: 



05.08 

05.09 
05.12 
05.16 

05.27 

05.16 

05.24 

ae 
gon: , vi3i0s PENS; 
ROSE, 1970; YOU LHS DAR UNS CARTOES c 
GOES PoLTIG:s zc. 
coueque FELL ORDE 
7100, DE .c0RD0 COM SUS PERCERGOES TUATS. 

(zntregar oa carties,) 

w 

AGORL, VSNOS LRGRIR DO SEU PAT. 
Quit ERA 0 cau DE InsmHUGrO DEE? 

+ Brindrio inconpleto I Priedris conpieze 
2 Secuns4rio incomplete 2 Secunaéei3 conn: 
I Universianas insonpleta = Univeraidade conpiet3 = Curse de pés-graduagio 
2 go sobs = Ge apurou 

(Se respondeu "4" on "6"): 
LB PORNO ONDE? 

Ho AURIENTE POLITICO 270AL 

369 

POSE 
1305 PUBLTOOS. qUERO QUE 0 SR; OS 
E IMPORTANCIA E PRESTIGIO POLI- 

Bi QUE? 
Qur FOr 0 PRIISIHO BORECO 0! 

‘SLE TEVE ALONE: A7uAgyO mA 
(whofe politics, cargos, diretériog, 
ete.) 

9 = Mao aparou 
(Se respondeu "Sin": 
quan 2170 D8 

eandiaturas, 

1B SEUS T10S, OS Taos DO SEY PAT Z SUL MIE? 
1 - Sin, tiverse 
§ = Rio, nso tiverns 8 = kde’ eave 
9 = a apuroa 

(Se reapondeu "Sis"): 
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ae Fieno oF 
(Gon't, 

980? (Dos tice: wanaterne, P=psterno) 05.25 qusz TIPO De 
Tse0 on Ponicdes/onreon 

05.27 NP 
05.31? 
05.35 NP 
05.398 F 
05.43 4 P 
05.47 uP x 
05.51 quimDo 0 sR, =R: m0g0, SEU Far CONVERSLVA SOSRE a =| 

Poutaren cat 0 sR. 7 s 
1 = nfo converanve conigo, nos ningués BE Sonoseones"apinas ote’ og" etre * T Somerseve ges as sue sinks presongs, 4 = conves f ae 3 = Sonverseva cosiao'e co suifaa aostes 

05.52 comansiva ciao? =| 
2 ~ Hanes s 3 Enrecente 3 Bousoy Ge vor on quanto —| 21 Regtinteconte co 7 a: ie 

0 muRtco QUE SEU PAT sf 
mE? 5 
SR, TSM QUINT0S THLTES? (Ineluindo os que corre: 
depois de adultos.) — 

05.56 Totol 
05.58 Tenfos_ | 
05.60 tena or 
05.62 0 SR, E GIAL NERO TITHE £1257 (decrescente) Eo 

a entre 
05.66 ALGUNS TOS S=US TRMIOS £ (OU FOI) c2IvO wi POLEaTOA? et a 

acte 
Sparx (Go zeaponton "isn = 5,61 Gere a8 FeeugUH8 cd cincos roumices? Howse pe 

05,68 os 
05. Fay a 
05.7% m4 
05.77 ak 



SoSposts Wize BE GOR 30 cou seu Peisinain 
(Eatrosr Lista’ "P") 

06,08 QUE CONSIDERA LIS TMPORTANTE 40 VOTAR HIM GANEID:70, 
PARA QULLQUER C:260 ELEAIVO? 

2 = 0 F270 DE O CiNDIDATO SER CONHECTDD SzU? OU 
GENTE ren? ov 

2 = 0 PARTIDO Do GanmDazo7 

m 

06,09 Couo cH. 0 52, QUE 0 FOVO PODE INFLUTR NO AUMO QUE O 
GovERNO Df 35 cOrs:s? 

1 = 0 Pov nfo TEx CoN IHFLUIR, 
2 = 0 BOVO SO PODE INFLUIR PELO VOTO, 
3 = 0 POV TEM DIVERSOS METOS PAR, INFLUIR 
8 = tio sabe 
9 - No spurou 

(Se respendox "3"): 
06,10 qusrs zo $5259 cumzos 08 LEH DO voto? 

Ge) soem Dizmr que Se POE CONPTR wm MATORTA Dis 
PESSOIS. 

fe) ourgos Pots: qUE 5B DEVE TER MUTT. CAUTELA 10 
TRATAR COG! OUTRAS FESSOIS. 

06,12) quar Z Su: RESPEITO? 
= Be acfrdo cox (2) De aegedo com o¢ dois 
T dg sedrao con (5) 

06413 QUE TIPO DE COVERNO CONSIDER: MELHCR PLR HESOLYER 08 
‘PROBLEIES BRISILEIRCS? 

= Ux GovEano MILIT-R PORTE 
= Fortin dztes 

= No sabe 

3 
5 
7 = Outro tipe 
8 
0 = Kio epurou 



pa 

PRE TE WE CUIDAR DE MUTTCS 
FROBLRUS. Co? SEOUIRIES ASSUNTOS 0 SR, 
AGHA QUE 0 COVERNO DEVERIA SE PREOCUPAR MAIS? 

iftica salarial Conuninso 

zo industrial ao qofa 
Fargtoanento da educagao m4 Politica excerga do pits Kio sabe, ou noo apurou 

06.17 2 mu SEGUNDO LUGAR? 96.18 
* Vou THB DAR Ux CARTXO Cou VARIAS FAIIAS DE RIDA, 

* Cintregar 0 cartio.) 
06.19 QUEL #, APROXDADANENTE, A SUA FAIRA DE REWDA MENSAL, 

GowsrDERANDO TODAS AS FONTES, (SALARIOS, LUCROS, REN 
DA DE ALUGUEIS, BI0.)? 
(Se for doputado atual, inclue 

= Fates I ite 
sidrio como deputado.) 

44 oH 

Bounce 

TERCETRO LUGAR? 

a2 

Picks 06 
(ont t.) 

a 

wy 

(agradece © 22 deapegs) 

06.30 Hora que terainow Total de sinutos 
06,33 Entrevista tove que aor dividida ex porcelos? HP 
06.34 Agude cresensiou? Quen? expo? 
06,38 Atitude/Sransuese 

Wo esqueaa - snoter orden doe cartGea ex Tista "=". 
= enotar op 2 de ID noe LISTAA ovules 

Entrevistedor (sen. ) 
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DA 

oR DE BELO HORIZONTE 
DEPUR:DO 53 

aEEsRIO DO ESTDO (EDUCLGTO) 
VICE-GOYERN:DOR DE MINAS 
FREFETTO DE UM CID:DE UAIOR, (JUTE TE FORA OO UBERLINDIA) 
DIRETOR DO D.ZR, BE MINIS 
SBORBELRYO DO E9710 (INTERIOR) 
CHEE DE CABINETS D0 GOVE 
PRESIDENTE orva Bt ms 
§ 
FAEFSITO DE BELO HORIZONTE 
GOVERN: DOR DE MONS 
DEFURDO FEDER 

SECREDAAIO Do EST:D0 (SEOURANCA) 
LIDER Di MAIORIA Mi ASSMIBLETA LEGISLATTVA HTEEELLLLETEELLLL 



09.08 

09.09 

09.20 

09.12 

09.22 

09.14 

bEsra 

‘Que ponza dno sogvintes opintsi 
Baie ou nenca, ou eetd on de 
Apesar do que slgunos posaoaa ai: 
estd piorando de ano os 

1 = de acdrdo 
22 sie oa genoa 
37 om desscérde 

De us modo gral, 0 rove brasileiro ainds ndo ten 
eapactdade de voter bon. 

desacérdo 

0 dos outros, & que vé 
juder. 

quando a gente precies nei 
que ninguéa estd dieposto a 

1 de scéro 
27 as: i: 

Maite gente que vive folendo devoria sor <epodide 
do dar opintio, 

1 - de acdrdo Br aisg* cu gence 5 cede 
‘tel cono esto as coieas, ¢ nether que 0 pove trate 
fe ter poucos f31hoa 

aro 
eSrdo 

Tal cone eatio aa coisa, o melhor é a gente viver 
© aia de hoje som pensar no de acanhl. 

1 = do andrdo 2 = mate ou genoa 
$1 tm dosacarde 

18, 8 aituagdo do honen OH] 

374 

fete. 
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D 
Fieka 08 

rst 

(ara anotsr 29 rospostas quando ordenox o@ carties.) 

veRE:DoR Te BELO HORIZONTE 
0 ESTADUAL 

0 E500 (EDUEAGSO) 
oR DB om 

[PRSFEITO DE Ui, CIDADE MATOR, (JUTE DE FOR, OU UBERLNDTA) 
DIRETOR DO 0.2 
SEORIRRIO 20 ES 
SECRERIAIO DO HTEMLLL 8 
a 

SBCRERIAIO DO 
PREFEITO DE BELO HORIZONTE 
Govea:ner DE Sm) 
DEPUTADO FEDERAL 
SECREDSAIO DO EST:DO (GRICULEURA) 
SEWADOR FEDERAL 

HELL 

o 
This LPI 

z 
ian TTT 

fet tet rat t Para a 
2 a in 

inl 
HTH Het 4 
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EESoA sm Di 
Richa 09 
(con't. ) 

Que acha doa coguintes opinites: Fett de acdrdo, 
aia ou sonoa, ou aati on deancdrdo? 

09.25 ie pessoas poden sor aiviaia 
fort © 08 faces. 

1 - do sedrao 2 cnis oe gonoe 
3 = on dosacérdo 

es dois grupos: 06 

09.16 4 coisa mais inportante que se dove ensinar acs fithoe 
2 obedigneta absolute aoe pais. 

09,17 0 que éste pats neceseita, ex vez do loin © progronsa 
pol{ticos, ¢ de clguns dirigentes endrgicos e decidides, 

09.28 0 Unico oroblona reslnonte tnportent 
© problema do felt» dc cardter e do 

= H8:5°SS"Zonce 
3 = ex deancérao 

09,19 he véson a polftics @ 0 go ‘Wo complicndos que 
nfo se pode reciente entender 0 que se Fe: 

2 = de acérao 
2 I anio ou gonos 3 = on dosscardo 

09420 4 gonte na vordade nfo ton vor no que © govdrne fns. 
1 = de soérde 
2 Tenis ou sence 
3 te asesedeao 

09.21 0 govérno no se preocups muito con o que a gente pensa. 
1 = de scdrdo 2 = sata ou genoa 3 en desacarde 

09.22 # tanto gonte que vots ne eleigdes que neu voto no peso 
nop reaultedos. 

1 de acérdo 
2 = nate ou sonoa 
3 - ea deanedrdo 
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zrsta +7" 
(Contt. ) Fiche 09 

(con't. ) 

09.23 uni a sus opinife eétre n reforan sgréria? Eocolhs a 
© frase con quo osteja mais de acérdo. 5 

IT] 1 = B preciso usa refores egririn provands , mel 
eon desapropringio de terra, pare reaol~ 5 
ver os problecsa econéaicos 40 pais, z 

2-2 preciso uns reforsa agrdria que 48 oré~ 
@itos @ néquinss, ¢ auconte a produsio con 
exer ne propriedade as terra. 

3-H preciso une refcraa agrdris que spenss 
engine 0 heces do corpo a trabelhar. 

4-0 Brasin nfo precisa de referee egréria, 
(09.24 Quol a sus opinifo eftre as expr’ ‘ieanse no Brasil? 

Bscolhe a fresc con que estoya muis de acéréo: 
1 + As caprésas caericensa exploran 0 pove 

‘wresileiro. 
2 Uso toa parte delan nos exploran, s29 outros 

ae bon 
3 = Ae onpréaoe anericonse afo tenéficse para o pats. 

09.25 Guel e sun opinifo adtre o voto do anaifeteto? 
Bacolhs 9 fraso con que esteja asia de acérdo: 

1 = Oanslfabeto deve ter 09 sesnes direites que ov 
que ssben ler, © dover voter on das as elcigca. 

2 =O enchfabeto deveris voter apensa nse cleigées 
uonos inportantes, para profeite 9 voresdor. 

3 Oanaifoboto nfo deve votsr ex nenhuco cleigio. 

09.26 Coa quai des frases absixe cot aois de acdrdo? 
1 = No odionta nada pér pance quentea; 26 uca 

mudenga zréfunds 6 que vf } roiz de nossce 
problonaa ¢ quo poder resolvi-ios. 

3-8 tlusio protender resolver oa zrobleces 
Letros de-une 36 vex; pequenss sransforsagica, 
desde qua ben feitaa, poden solucionnr mites aGesca 
problessa, 
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